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ABSTRACT
This thesis is about improvement work and specifically about improvement work in the Third
World. First World improvement theory has been tested in a Third World organisation. A First
World improvement process has been defined as a tool for testing. The objective of this thesis is to
answer the research question:How does a Mira' World endnmment z(/iienee the in/fax-Jim ana' epdeation
of a First World ierovement pvcess? The method used is mainly a combination of case studies and
action research carried out in a Sub Saharan African organisation over a period of three years while
the author worked as Production Manager in the organisation under study.
The proposed improvement process is divided into two parts, which are "creating the interest" for
improvement and "improving processes". In the first part, "creating the interest," the primary focus
has been on identifying the driving forces for change. Emphasis in this thesis has been on the
second part, "improving processes." The tool created for this is a five-stage process, starting with
an interest for improvement and ending with an improved process.
The proposed improvement process is based on a number of tools and components that have been
developed for the purpose, mainly by adapting existing ones. These include a series of process
templates to simplify process charting, appropriate definitions for the five major process
performance dimensions, identification of typical Key Performance Indicators, a modified 7Mmethod to analyse potential for improvement and maturity models for assessing Total Quality
Management (TQM) and process orientation values.
The improvement process methodology is based on TQM values and a customer orientation,
instead of a method-focused one. The proposed five-stage process for improving processes was
applied in three case studies which examined the Companywide Process, Cement Packing and
Quality Control. Results from these case studies show that a systematic application of the proposed
improvement process can clearly highlight potential improvement opportunities and identify the
sources of these potential opportunities. These results also confirm that a positive improvement
outcome can be achieved where the proposed action(s) has (have) been implemented.
The tools that have been developed during this research process have also proven to be of
considerable help in structuring the processes studied. Although the five-stage process for
improvement has proven to be effective, introducing improvement first requires interest. To assess
how national and organisational factors influence driving forces for change, a predictive model for
assessing the urgency for change has been proposed. Based on this model, the prediction for the
country studied indicates that only very weak driving forces for change are present. The situation in
the organisation studied confirms this. Although the organisation is formally committed to change,
only minor changes within the existing functional structure are acceptable. Without a change in the
prevailing management approach, which is based on autocratic control of a functional and
bureaucratic organisation, a significant past of the improvement potential identified cannot be
realised. Consequently, modification of the management processes figures largely as the most
significant potential source of initial improvement.
The conclusion of this thesis is that a First World improvement process, with only minor changes,
can operate successfully in a Third World environment, provided management is truly committed
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to the concept of improvement, and that they are also suitably trained to implement the change.
Based on these findings, the real challenge in this type of organisation is to facilitate a change in the
management mode through the development of new management skills. Only then is the
improvement process likely to succeed.
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Chapter 1 :Background

Part I- Introdtrtion

1. BACKGROUND
thir cheter the hachgrouud idas leading to the research are presented An introaUction to the
area efstudy as Iva as an outline of /he thesir alro prodded
The increasing pressure from customers and competition accelerates the need for change. New
improvement strategies and methods such as Statistical Process Control (SPC), Total Quality
Management (TQM), Process Management (PM), Business Process Reengineering (BPR), Balanced
Scorecard and Six Sigma are constantly surfacing and promising better improvement outcomes.
Each strategy is the focal point of attention for a relatively short time and is then replaced by
others, with the help of good marketing. However, change management is difficult, and many of
the strategies for change fail to reach their goals, Kotter (1996). This keeps the market alive for new
approaches. The reasons for failure can be divided into two main categories: the strategy and
methods selected and the way they are applied. A fair guess is that, in the case of failure, it is
tempting to blame the strategy. This means that many of the strategies, not currently in the
limelight, could still be of great value in a number of improvement efforts.
In spite of all the existing theory concerning improvement, it is questionable to what extent the
theory is really being applied when looking at organisations and companies world-wide. Many of the
examples of successful implementation seem to come from large international companies, and this
is logical, because research on new strategies and methods occurs where there are resources
available to make experiments. There are some examples of small companies that have been
successful in their strategies of change, but again they have been operating with a clear focus on
First World companies. It appears that organisations working with development aid, both
governmental and non-governmental, have not deployed much of the above mentioned
improvement theory. This could indicate that the strategies and methods are not suitable and
should be modified to suit the organisational environment.
As a developmental engineer, consultant, teacher and line manager spanning a period of some 20
years, the author has been faced with a range of improvement needs. A special interest has been
improvement in the Third World, more particularly in Sub Saharan Africa, where the author had
been working for more than 5 years before starting this thesis. To tackle those improvement needs,
the author's own approaches and methods have been used. The construction of a structured and
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effective improvement process has been an ongoing challenge and this thesis is the author's first
organised effort to tackle that challenge.
Almost simultaneously with the start of this thesis in 1996, the author signed a three-year contract
to work as a Production Manager in a cement plant in Sub Saharan Africa. This helped focus the
choice of the research problem on improvement in a Third World organisation.
There is considerable consensus on the importance of a process view and process management for
successful improvement initiatives. For instance Harrington (1991), Melan (1992), Hammer (1996),
Rentzhog (1996) highlight the importance of focusing on the processes. Forsberg (1998) concludes
in his summary that process orientation during the last decade has established itself as one of the
most popular movements for organisational change, restructuring and improvement. Schonberger
(1996) even describes managing the processes as the only significant new idea among all the
different management initiatives of the last fifteen years, including SPC , TQM, JIT Gust In Time)
and ABC (Activity Based Costing). Hammer, one of the principal promoters of BPR, states in his
book "Beyond Reengineering" that the important focus should be on the process, instead of on
radical change as in BPR, Hammer & Champy (1993), Hammer (1996). Modern TQM includes a
process orientation focus, Forsberg (1998). It appears important to focus on processes when
working with continuous improvement initiatives.

1.1

The Research Problem

Quite often improvement potential is clearly evident, problems are obvious but the improvement
does not materialise. Many methodologies are available, but it is often difficult to find a suitable
approach. The fundamental question is: Why is it so difficult to achieve improvement? Probably the
ideal improvement strategy needs customising to the organisational environment.
Improvement could be seen as a process starting with the need for improvement and ending with
an improved performance. Several authors have proposed improvement processes, but with some
differences in focus, Harrington (1991), Willoch (1994), Kotter (1996), Karlsson et al. (1997).
Parameters such as the size of the company, the performance level, management maturity, company
culture and the nature of the national competitive environment probably influence the
characteristics of the improvement process. It could be argued that a good improvement strategy
should be customised to the organisation's needs for improvement and the ability to change, and
that the strategy should be process based.
Development in the Third World and in its organisations is a question of global concern, with many
First World countries giving substantial aid to improve conditions in the developing countries. The
initial indication based on the author's own experiences is that quality strategies such as TQM and
process orientation are not being used to any great extent within Third World organisations. The
prerequisites for improvement are probably different when it comes to the average organisational
performance, management culture and the organisational environment. These factors probably
influence the choice of the improvement approach. It might be that a strategy such as process
orientation is not viable, at least not without adaptation, for improvement in the typical Third
World organisation. The Third World forms a very large group, encompassing considerable
differences in living standards and organisational performance.
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The Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) has some of the poorest countries in the world with seemingly
similar types of organisational problems. It is likely that the prerequisites for improvement are very
different compared to the First World.

1.2

Aim of the Research

The aim is to develop a customer focused improvement process based on established principles of
TQM. The final objective is that this process should be flexible enough to suit the improvement
needs of any organisation. In this thesis the first version of this process is called a First World
improvement process, since it is based on common First World improvement theory. The
improvement process is intended to be a support for improving the performance of any type of
organisational processes.
The research question is: "How does a Third World environment influence the introduction and
application of a First World improvement process?"
"Environment" in this context refers to the organisational culture and the typical management
models used. "Introduction" refers to the first phase of improvement, which is the process of
creating an interest in change. This process starts with a perceived need for change and results in a
decision to start structured improvement work. The second phase of application consists of a
process that starts with an interest in improvement and results in improved performance.

1.3

Delimitation of the Thesis

The following points describe the delimitation of the research:
• The focus in the Third World is on Sub Saharan Africa.
• Various processes are studied, but only in one organisation.
• The process of creating an interest in change is limited to the first sub-process of establishing a
sense of urgency.

1.4

Outline of the thesis

Table 1:1 describes the four parts and eleven chapters of the thesis. Figures and tables are
numbered to identify the chapter in which they are found. The chapter number is identified first,
followed by the number of the table.
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Part

Ch
ao 1

1:3

o
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2 2

Description
Background
In this chapter the background ideas leading to the research are presented. An introduction to the
area of study as well as an outline of the thesis is also provided.

Research Methods and Approaches

II. Theory
Development

This chapter describes the methods used and research approach of the thesis.
3

Basic Theory

4

The Proposed Improvement Process

This chapter presents basic elements used for the improvement process presented in chapter 4.
In this chapter an improvement process is developed, to be used as a tool for testing the research
question of how a Third World environment influences the introduction and application of a First
World improvement process.
5

Companywide Improvement Case Study 1
The improvement process is applied to the entire organisation of the SSA Cement Plant, in order to
define the overall improvement potential and to test the applicability of the improvement process,
mainly with focus on the dimensions of capacity and cost.

III-Empirical studies

6

7

IV-Analyses , Conclusions andDiscussion

QC-Improvement— Case Study 3
In this chapter the support process of quality control is studied, with a focus on describing the
process and introducing proper process measurements.

8

Establishing a Sense of Urgency for Change
In this chapter the process of creating interest for improvement is studied, with focus on the driving
forces for change.

9

Analysis of Results
The empirical studies are analysed to check the outcomes of the proposed improvement process and
how the application of the process has been affected by the organisational environment.

10

Conclusions
In this chapter a response to the research question is proposed and conclusions are summarised.

11

Table 1:1

4

Cement Packing- Case Study 2
This chapter describes improvement of the cement packing process at the SSA Cement Plant,
covering a period of 2 years.

Discussion
In this chapter the methodology used and the results are discussed and further research is proposed.

Description of the four parts and the 11 chapters in the thesis.
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2.

RESEARCH METHODS AND APPROACHES

Thir

ter a'efinhes the me/heir usea' ana' resean1/2 eproach 91 the thesir.

2.1

The Research Process

The research process started before the formal research commenced in 1996. Figure 2:1 has been
drawn in order to explain the impact of previous empirical experiences on the thesis and to show
that this process will also continue.

Application of
Future
systematic
improvement
Research
work NÅ 1996 2000 for
PhD
\
4

1981 '\
1992
Ad hoc
improvement
work

Figure 2:1

Research for
licentiate thesis

The research process showing the context of the licentiate thesis.

In the period 1981 to 1992 the author worked as a development engineer, supervisor and manager
in different companies. During this period a number of reports were written, dealing with
improvement. In the period between 1992 and 1996 the author worked as a consultant and
manager, applying different quality methodologies in practical improvement work. In this period
the author also worked as a part time tutor at the Visby branch of the Royal Institute of Technology
("KTH-Visby"), and acted as supervisor for some 20 improvement projects where different quality
tools were used in the "KTH-Visby improvement process" presented in chapter 3, Karlsson et al.
(1997). The above mentioned projects were carried out in different industries and formed the basis
for a bachelor's degree project in Engineering for the students working with the projects.
Consequently, the author's previous experiences contribute to this thesis and provide a strong
empirical component.

2.2 Method
Scientific research can be divided into two main groups, empirical and non-empirical sciences and
5
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further into natural and social sciences, Hempel (1969). The problem chosen is within the area of
applied research and is of an empirical character. The study of improvement work involves human
beings, both as managers and as employees and is in many ways related to behavioural and social
sciences. Quantitative research is characterised by looking at the problem from the outside and
measuring the assumed objective reality, whereas qualitative research works with interpretation and
allows the researcher to have an inside view, Backman (1998), Alvesson & Sköldberg (1994). The
choice of a quantitative or qualitative perspective does not have to be a strict one, but can include
components of both, Patel & Tebelius (1987). This thesis is mainly based on qualitative research.
The choice was affected by the author's working situation, which enabled a combination of work
and research. This provided an inside view of the situation studied, which favoured the choice of a
qualitative method. An alternative would have been a quantitative approach, based on measuring
various parameters and comparing the success of First World improvement theory in the Third
World. Since the preliminary indication was that the use of the theory was limited and that
information was difficult to get hold of, the qualitative method was preferred.
Figure 2:2 defines the framework of the improvement process. The process is split into "creating
interest" and "improving processes." These two sub-processes correspond to the "introduction"
and "application" of a First World improvement process, mentioned in the research question. To
some extent the method chosen has been different for the two parts where literature studies and
deduction dominate "creating interest" and case studies and induction characterise "improving
processes".

Perceived
needs for '41>
improvement

Figure 2:2

Creating
interest

*
Interest for
improvement

Improving
processes

Successful
* improvement

The framework for the generic improvement process describing the outline of
the licentiate thesis.

Iteration and continuous improvement are fair descriptions of the research. Parts of the research
were written as company internal reports, and reports within the educational institute, Isaksson
(1999 a,b,c). These were then integrated into the final version with modifications based on new
experiences, new literature and reflection, using the strategy of the improvement wheel, the PDSAcycle, Deming (1994).
The organisation chosen for the study is a cement plant in Sub Saharan Africa, which is referred to
as the SSA Cement Plant. in this thesis. For purposes of confidentiality both the name of the
company and the country must remain anonymous. The selection of both the country and
organisation has been based on purely practical considerations. Coincident with the commencement
of this thesis the author was appointed Production Manager for a three-year period in the SSA
Cement Plant and this had a profound effect on the research design. The normal reason for
appointing a foreign manager is because the required skills cannot be found locally. Often
significant change is needed to improve organisational performance, and the foreign manager is the
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one who must implement these improvements. These real life needs for change presented a good
opportunity for action research, which is characterised as the systematic efforts to develop
organisations, and to reduce the distance between theoretical knowledge and practical application,
Patel & Tebelius (1987). Consequently, dominant factors characterising the methods used in this
thesis have been action research and direct observation, Yin (1994).
In general, case studies are the preferred strategy when how or why questions are being posed and
the investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary
phenomenon within some real-life context, Yin (1994). Case studies that are commonly used within
qualitative research have been chosen as the main research strategy. The research process for this
part of the thesis is described in figure 2:3. The research question initiates literature studies and the
organisation of previous knowledge. Deduction is used to create a model of how national indicators
affect the external and internal driving forces of change in a company. These forces are believed to
play a central role in the process of creating interest. Induction in an iterative way is used to develop
the framework of a First World improvement process. The framework is a combination of
influences from a number of existing improvement processes and a strong empirical component.
Theory development, based on Total Quality Management, is used to create building blocks for the
improvement process framework. The resulting process is then tested in three case studies in the
SSA Cement Plant. The objective has not been to create an optimal process, but to develop a
suitable tool for assessing First World improvement techniques in a Third World organisation. The
initial results from improvements are used as a feedback to improve the proposed process of
improvement. The results from the improvements are expected to have an effect on the interest for
further improvement work. The process of improving requires an interest in improvement. In the
case studies the question of creating the interest was solved through the position of the author as
Production Manager in the organisation. Since improvement was a primary objective of the
appointment, the condition of creating the interest was largely already settled. In addition, good cooperation with the maintenance manager and support from top management were required. The
extent of this challenge was not known at the beginning of the study. At the start of the work there
was no top-management commitment to any significant changes, which had an impact on the
traditional managerial structure. It proved impossible to create any pronounced top management
support for the implementation of the fundamental values of Total Quality Management. This
meant that the improvement process could only be tested in those areas where the author had
sufficient influence to implement what could be called an "incognito" version. The case studies
were chosen to represent different organisational levels and different types of processes. The first
study looks at the companywide process, which is the highest organisational level in this study. The
study of the packing plant then looks at one of the operative processes adding direct customer
value. The study of the quality control process looks at a typical support process.

7
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Research question

Literature studies and empirical knowledge

7

NÅ

Theory of drivers

Proposed Process for

for change

Improving

Creating
interest

•

Improving
processes

Measuring drivers and Analysis of results
reactions to improve- and tested improvement results
ment processes
_

*

Conclusions

Figure 2:3

2.3

The framework for the generic improvement process describing the outline of
the licentiate thesis.

Data

Practical limitations have restricted data collection. For a large part of the study time, the author
had no regular communication channel between the site and the rest of the world. Only towards the
end of the third year did some Internet access become available. This steered the research design
more in the empirical direction and made it rely more on existing literature, which had mainly been
acquired at the start of the research project. A literature survey of TQM in the Third World has
been carried out and basic data for national indicators have been collected from different databases.
Most of the data collection for the cases has been through direct observation, participant
observation, using existing statistics, creating new statistics and interviewing people. This covers
five of the six sources of evidence proposed by Yin (1994), which are documentation, archival
records, interviews, direct observations, participant observations and physical artefacts. It must be
noted that many of the statistics were collected by the author, with the purpose of improving
process control during his role as Production Manager.
The theory of driving forces is assessed in the country studied through interpretation of the
situation of the organisation generally, and specifically by looking at the main reasons for the
existence of improvement potential in the cases studied. The effectiveness of the proposed
improvement process is compared to the existing level of improvement work. The viability of the
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building blocks of the improvement process is analysed in order to indicate opportunities for
improvement. The efficiency of the improvement process is analysed qualitatively by focusing on
the problems of execution, and then discussing if these problems are common problems, or specific
to the organisational environment studied.

2.4

Validity and Reliability

To test the validity of a research design, correct operational measures for the concepts being studied
should be established, multiple sources of evidence used, and a chain of evidence established. Key
informants should review the draft case study, Yin (1994). The effectiveness of the improvement
process is measured by its the ability to increase process performance in the process performance
dimensions studied. Every case is assessed separately. The operational measurement is the degree of
improvement compared to the earlier performance. Multiple sources of information have been
used, such as literature, general and organisational statistics, interviews and direct observations. Case
study protocols have been kept, and interviews have been recorded in a database. Central parts of
the case studies have been issued as company internal reports, and to some extent, discussed at
meetings, giving some feedback.
The proposed theory of the driving forces of change is assessed, based on the accuracy of the
prediction of the existing situation in the organisation studied. In order to test the validity of the
theory, it has been based on explanation building and tested against alternative explanations, Yin
(1994).
It should be noted that the improvement process presented is based on common First World
Improvement Theory, but it has never been tested as such in a First World Environment. Since the
theory is based on fundamental values of TQM and a process perspective, this is considered as
sufficient justification for using the improvement process presented as being representative for First
World improvement theory.
External validity deals with the problem of knowing whether the findings of a study can be
generalised beyond the immediate case study, Yin (1994). The theory of driving forces of change is
not specifically related to the organisation or region studied. It is likely that the theory could be
generalised. Since the country studied has very weak forces of change, as a typical representative of
Sub Saharan Africa, the country represents a point at the very low end of a development scale. First
World Theory that applies to the country studied indicates that this could be applied in the majority
of the other Third World countries. The organisation studied is a joint venture with some First
World management characteristics, which probably means that the level of management quality is
higher than would be expected without joint venture partners. The difference between a First
World organisational environment and a Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) organisational environment
should be much larger than the difference between a joint venture and an ordinary organisation in
SSA. Due to practical limitations only one organisation was studied but, on the other hand, this was
reviewed in depth, looking at a large number of processes and involving a large number of people.
To claim general validity, several organisations should be studied to confirm the findings.
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Reliability is a measure of the repeatability of results when another researcher carries out the same
test or case, Yin (1994), Patel & Tebelius (1987). Due to the special nature of the research, as
primarily action research carried out over a three-year period, it is not obvious what the repeatability
would be.

2.5

Comments on the Research Methodology

Molander (1988) and Chalmers (1994) say that it is difficult to clearly define what science is, but
give some hints on what it is not. Sorting old knowledge is not research but work for authors of
educational books and librarians. The knowledge of separate facts is of scientific interest only if
they have relevance for an explanatory presentation, Molander (1988). Science changes, and what is
scientifically interesting changes with it. Even if science and scientific method are difficult to define,
and science should not be used as an ideology, it is also important not to adopt the policy of
"anything goes", Chalmers (1994).
The research design was to some extent outside the control of the author since the country and
organisation of study were determined by the work situation. However both the country and the
organisation are typical of the region and are judged to be suitable for the research. The areas of onthe-job research were, to a great extent, determined by where the actual problems were found.
During normal work hours the author acted solely as Production Manager, albeit, occasionally
trying to use some of the easier quality tools, and working with a process view to promote more
horizontal contacts and open information interchange, compared to the prevailing culture. Research
for this thesis was conducted outside normal work hours, looking at what was done from a different
perspective, and from a theoretical point of view. It is of course difficult to keep the two roles
separate, and there is a risk of subjectivity, with feelings from the working role affecting the
objectivity of the researcher. Patel & Tebelius (1987) say that it is nowadays accepted that a
researcher cannot be absolutely neutral in relation to the object of his/her study. In spite of the
unplanned study areas, random process problems and potential conflict in objectivity, it is felt that
the construct of the research work complies with sound scientific principles. It has been based on
doing research on something which is of interest, both in its form and topic, and which complies
with the requirements for validity and reliability.
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Part II— Theory Development

3.

BASIC THEORY

Thir the/et-presents hask elements asedybr the proposed improrementprocess cheter 4. Areas
inclua'ed deal with the components of ewe/ improvement, the p7vaeJJ come, 0gram:ration, process
ana4isii; gualt:« improvement mod& ana' TQM in the Third World

3.1

Quality and Quality Improvement

Quality has many definitions ranging from looking strictly at the performance of the product to
making it omnipresent in organisational work. Examples of definitions are:

Conformance to requirements, Crose (1979)
The glide of a pram./ (arttle or service) ir its able to sae the needr and expettazions of the customers,
Begman Klelyö (1991.
4
Broadly interpreted game means quahg of niork, qua/ly of serdte, quae of information, quah'g of prates!,
gualig 9/dim:don, quire ofpeopk, including workers, engineers, managers and exec/aims, guae ofgstem glide
9/company, guile of oeeerioes, ett., Ishikaue (1985).
,Ciae.• The laze e.7ffe.atures mid tharartenSzics if a pizza(/' or ferrite that hear Off itr able to .ra4,e stated or
imph'ed need& SS-ISO 9004-2(1993)
The term quality improvement is used for a wide range of improvement activities. Quality
improvement is defined by Juran (1995) as: "The discipline that concerns itself with improving the
level of performance of a process." Quality improvement is also defined as: "Actions taken
throughout the organisation to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of activities and processes,
to provide added benefits to both the organisation and its customers," ss-ISO 9004-4 (1996).
This leads to the interpretation that quality improvement could be seen as process improvement
dealing with all relevant parameters such as product quality, service quality, output, cost and even
environmental performance.
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3.2

The Value of and Strategies for Quality Improvement

Quality strategy is in this context defined as the master plan for quality improvement, consisting of
a number of quality tools. Strategies are based on attitudes and values. Karlsson (1995) defines three
attitudes to quality. The first one deals with quality as an ideology, making good quality for the
customer into an end purpose. Both the second and third groups focus on earning money. The
second group consists of those focusing on tracking costs associated with poor quality in
combination with the use of Quality Assurance systems. The third group works with Total Quality
Management (TQM), where quality work is integrated in the entire organisation. Quality Assurance,
as defined by the ISO 9000, is part of the second attitude mentioned by Karlsson (1995). At times
there have been some differences of opinion over which strategy to choose, ISO 9000 or TQM.
The new ISO 9000:2000 standard for Quality Management Systems is based on eight principles that
include the core values commonly associated with TQM, SS-EN ISO 9000 (2000). This makes the
new ISO 9000 much more focused on the customer and continuous improvement. There are clear
signs of convergence in quality thinking, Bendell (2000).

Top Management Commitment
Base decisions
on facts

Focus on
processes
Focus on
customers

Improve
continuously

Figure 3:1

Let everybody be
committed

The Corner Stone Model — important elements in a successful quality
strategy by Bergman & Klefsjö (1994).

Core values guiding quality strategies include customer focus, continuous improvement process
focus, participation by everyone and basing decisions on facts, SIQ (2000), MBNQA (2000),
EFQM (1999), Bergman & Klefsjö (1994). TQM is based on these values, and could be considered
a quality strategy along with others. TQM is difficult to define exactly and is sometimes interpreted
as general quality improvement, MeIan (1992). In other cases TQM is compared with strategies such
as Statistical Process Control, Process Management and Business Process Reengineering,
Schonberger (1996). Clearly TQM focuses on the needs of the customer and how to satisfy these
needs by quality improvement. TQM is used in this thesis as the value platform and is defined with
the help of the "Corner Stone Model" by Bergman & Klefsjö (1994). The five core values and the
management commitment presented in figure 3:1 correspond well to the values used in the Swedish
Quality Award, which is largely based on the MBNQA, SIQ (2000), MBNQA (2000), (see table
3:1).
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SQA Core value

Corner Stone Element

Committed Leadership
Customer Orientation
Participation by Everyone
Process Orientation
Management by facts
Continuous Improvement
Competence Development
Long Range Perspective
Public Responsibility
Prevention
Learning from Others
Faster response
Partnership

Top management commitment
Customer focus
Let everybody be committed
Focus on processes
Decisions based on facts
Continuous improvement

Table 3:1

The core values of the Swedish Quality Award (SQA) compared to the corner
stone elements in Bergman & Klefsjö (1994).

A quality strategy for improvement could be seen as a set of tools or methods that correspond to
each of the chosen values. In this thesis tools and methods are used as synonyms. For each of the
five core values there are methods or tools that can be used.

3.3

Quality Improvement Tools

There is no particular definition of what a quality tool is. Commonly the Seven QC-tools and the
Seven Management and Planning Tools are referred to. The Seven QC-tools include simple ways of
handling and presenting data, such as the Histogram, the Scatter Plot, the Pareto Chart, the
Fishbone Diagram and the Control Chart based on SPC, Oakland (1996), Bergman & Klefsjö
(1994), Asaka & Ozeki (1990). These tools are basically for dealing with numerical data and provide
an easy-to-understand way to deal with variation.
The Seven Management and Planning Tools include methods such as the Affinity, Relation, Tree,
Matrix and Arrow Diagrams, Brassard (1994), Mizuno, S. (1988). These tools are for dealing with
non-numerical data and are used in group-work, often in combination with brainstorming
These two sets of tools support the value of basing decisions on facts by collecting and arranging
data for improved decision making. Apart from the previously mentioned tools, there are other
techniques related to decisions based on facts, such as Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
and Quality Function Deployment, Bergman & Klefsjö (1994), Andersson (1991). The value of
process focus is supported by techniques such as Process Management, BPR, Benchmarking and to
some extent FMEA, Melan (1992), Hammer & Champy (1993), Bergman & Klefsjö 1994). Process
focus will be dealt with as a central issue in this thesis and is described in more detail in the next
section.
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The value of continuous improvement can be described with the PDSA-cycle, which is a flow
diagram for learning and for improvement of a product or a process, Deming (1994). It consists of
the stages:
Plan - a change or a test, aimed at improvement
Do - carry out the change or the test
Study - analyse the results
Act - adopt the change, or abandon it, or run thorough the cycle again
The intention of the author is to integrate continuous improvement and process focus to achieve
continuous process improvement. The corner stone of participation is equally important, but
methods and theories supporting this value such as group dynamics are not dealt with.
Methods supporting customer focus are different types of customer satisfaction indexes (CSI) and
measurements carried out by many organisations. In this thesis customer focus is interpreted as
adapting the improvement to the needs and competence of the process that is going to be
improved.

3.4

Focus on Processes

This section presents definitions of a process, process view, process categories and the management
of processes.

3.4.1 Definition of a process
Below is a choice of process definitions:

A process is a bounded group of interrekted work aaivities proviaing °NON/ of greater value than the etas
means of one or more tranformations - Medan (1992).

e

AiOn2cess ir an acee or set of orderly inkea' act:Vizier traelbrming input to oeutfOr customers in a repainVefloiv
- Renehog (1996).
A,orocess is a rehtea'gre of tasks that together create a result or a value to a customer - Hammer (1996).
A process If- a logita‘ relatea' sequential (connected) set olattiviiies that takes an inputfrom a steoh'et; adds value to
andpma'utes an afield to a customer - Hanington et al (1997).
Processes create value for customers, but they also have an effect on neighbours, employees and the
society, which indicates that the definition of customer should be complemented with the concept
of the "interested party," covering other groups than the paying customer. The outcome produced
does not always represent value for the customer. An example of this is pollution, which is a byproduct of a process. A process differs from a project in that it is a repetitive flow. The definitions
presented can be synthesised into:
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A.procers ir a related groe of adinhies that together conoen` an jet?' lo an onputibr (tamer/ and interested
parties in a repeelinefloni,

3.4.2 Process view
A process view is interpreted as visualising the processes of an organisation. A process view is to
see the flow of activities instead of only looking at the functions. All organisations have processes
and most have functions. The standard way of looking at the difference is to draw an organisation
pyramid describing the functional organisation and then indicate the flow of vertical processes (see
fig 3:2).
Customer
need

General Management

Commercial

Marketing

Figure 3:2

Sales

Technical

Planning

Satisfied
customer
Financial

Production
Maintenance
Purchase

Distribution

Invoicing and
cost control —)1'

The delivery process in a traditional functional organisation.

The process view has been chosen as a fundamental approach and the process forms the unit of
study to which quality improvement is related.

3.4.3 Process caegories
Processes are categorised according to different principles. Two principles are the nature of the
process and the hierarchies of details, Rentzhog (1996). An example of the nature of the process is
the classification in management, operative and support processes used by Ericsson Quality
Management Institute, Rise & Wiklund (1992), Egnell (1996). Operative processes add value to the
organisation's products, support processes provide operative processes with resources, and
management processes provide operative processes with visions, strategies and goals, Rentzhog
(1996). An example of the other principle can be found in Harrrington (1991) who classifies
processes into hierarchies and divides them into sub-processes, activities and tasks. Forsberg (1998)
proposes categorising according to the value to the customer. The core processes have external
customers and produce the value added that the customer pays for. Support processes only give
support to the core process. Bergman & Klefsjö (1994) categorise processes into individual,
functional and business processes that are also called horizontal processes. In this case the business
process is to be interpreted as the above-mentioned operative process Harrington (1991), on the
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other hand, defines a business process as a support process to the production process. Rentzhog
(1996) chooses to categorise the processes into core and support processes. The core processes of
an organisation are defined as those processes that fulfil the mission of the whole organisation. The
difference between a core process and an operative process is not obvious. In case studies by
Forsberg (1998) the designation core and operative processes are used to describe practically the
same thing. It could be argued that not all operative processes need to be core processes, only those
deemed to belong to the core competence.
In this thesis the categories of management, operative and support processes are those principally
used. Additionally the term key process is used for any process in the above- mentioned categories
that is critical for the overall performance. Processes are divided into sub-processes, but not into
activities and tasks, since processes here are not worked with on the most detailed level.

3.4.4 Management of proesses
Many authors describe the change of the organisation from a functional bureaucratic structure, that
was created for a rather static world with limited competition, into a process focused organisation,
more in tune with the customer requirements of today, Hammer & Champy (1993), MeIan (1992),
loch (1994). In all these organisations processes are managed with a varying degree of efficiency
and effectiveness. This makes it interesting to look at different types of organisations and
management. When looking generally at organisational theory a large number of models are found.
Hatch (1997) presents four periods of the organisation categorising them as classical, modern,
symbolic-interpretative and post-modern. The classical period is described using the metaphor of
machine where the manager is an engineer who designs, builds and operates the organisational
machine. This corresponds to the classical functional and bureaucratic organisation mentioned as a
starting point for the change to a more process-oriented organisation. None of Hatch's periods
deals explicitly with process orientation.
One of the classic names in organisational development is Fayol. He defines five management
elements, which are: to predict and plan, to organise, to give orders, to co-ordinate and to control,
Fayol (1949). Mintzberg (1979) defines five structural configurations: the simple structure, the
machine bureaucracy, professional bureaucracy, the divisionalised form and the adhocracy. The
simple structure, representing a small company with one person in command, relates to process
orientation whereas the machine bureaucracy and the divisionalised form correspond to the classical
functional organisation. The professional bureaucracy is based on the standardisation of skills, as is
the case in hospitals and universities. The adhocracy is a highly organic structure with well-trained
people, and is found within innovative organisations and projects. None of these structures relates
directly to process-orientation or Process Management.

Process Management t's a 9istentatic method to e7anise, manage and cominuou4 improve the processes of an
ogranirmion - Egnell (1994).
This definition does not state the form of the organisation. It could be a strictly functional
organisation with line management, but with identified processes that are managed within the
framework. It could also be a process organisation, without functions with process managers, or it
could be a mixture, a matrix organisation with processes and functions, Forsberg (1998). However,
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quality convention prescribes that Process Management requires a clearly defined process owner,
defined boundaries, documented flow of work, established measurements and control, Melan
(1992). According to Hammer (1996) the process owner's responsibilities break down into three
major areas:
1. Design - the process owner does not own the performance of the process, but the design of it,
and is responsible for documentation and training of performers.
2. Coaching.
3. Advocacy - the performers carry out the process, but the owner represents it and obtains the
resources needed to operate the process
An organisation in which a process manager has responsibility for both the performance and the
process does not fit into this framework. Since the focus of this thesis is on improving process
performance, and not on following a particular method, the term management of processes is used
instead of Process Management.
There are many ways to classify different management modes. Schonberger (1996) presents a series
from Management by Edict to Management by Principles, which could be interpreted as an
evolution driven by the need for increased customer focus (see table 3:2). Management by Edict is
the equivalent of what is often called Management by Order.

Management modes

Assessments

Management by Edict

Inconsistent, wasteful of talent,
and out of touch
More consistent and quicker but wasteful of talent;
filled with gaps that force-fit poor solutions, adversely
affecting customers
Reflects high-level wisdom but limits broad
empowerment and organisational learning
Customer-focused, employee-driven, data-based;
broadly effective, robust, enduring

Management by Procedures

Management by Policies
Management by Principles

Table 3:2.

Management modes an d assessments as defined by Schonberger (1996).

The manager is supposed to have the knowledge and overview needed, and the employees are
expected to obey orders without questioning them. This is the type of manager assumed by Fayol in
the classical functional bureaucracy, or in the simple structure of Mintzberg. Management by
Procedures is represented by the Rule Book associated with bureaucracy and the belief that
prescribed routines can cover the needs of most working situations. This is still more in line with
the classical organisation. Management by Policies is interpreted as being the equivalent of
Management by Objectives. Management by Principles corresponds to the highest level of
complexity, requiring highly skilled employees that use principles as the input for the objectives that
they themselves set. Process Management is not mentioned explicitly, but the idea of process
orientation fits well together with the customer focus of Management by Principles. It could be said
that the more the focus is on following rules and a line structure, the more difficult it is to focus on
processes.
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The study of different organisational models has been very limited. Its purpose has been to create a
basic understanding of the means of analysing organisations and management modes, and to define
process orientation as opposed to functional orientation. The definitions in table 3:2 are mainly
used when categorising the organisation studied and its processes. The terms functional and process
are used as opposites, where a functional focus means that the organisational emphasis is on
following the structure and the rules with a focus on the manager, and a process focus means that
the value adding flow and the customer are in focus. The purpose is to understand different
organisational and managerial settings as a prerequisite for improved process performance.

3.5

Process Measurements and Analysis

The quality of a process can be judged based on the process outcome and the process routines, or
in other words how the flow is performed. Process improvement requires the measurement of both
the outcome and the process routines. Regarding the process outcomes, a number of dimensions
are discussed and some are chosen for further study. Methods for analysing the process routines are
looked into and a strategy is chosen.

3.5.1 Process outcome measurements
Melan (1992) says that control points are essential to any well-managed operation and indicates five
measurement categories: conformance, response time, service level, repetition and cost. When
starting to control the quality parameters of a process, many established control parameters are
found, the oldest ones mostly related to the output, the capacity of the process and costs, Akao
(1991). Juran (1995) says that generally organisational control panels have not being planned but are
a result of controls added during the years of operation. Kaplan & Norton (1996) present the
Balanced Scorecard (BSc) with measurements in the four categories of a financial performance,
customer knowledge, internal business processes, and learning and growth. The BSc is often
launched as an improvement philosophy, but is also used as a more accurate measurement of
performance, Olve et al. (1997).
The five outcome measurements of product qunlity, service quality, capacity, costs and
environmental performance are chosen for further study.
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3.5.2 Process Analysis
MeIan (1992) defines classical Process Analysis as a systematic way of defining the activities and
tasks within an operation. Typical measurements in a process are the number of steps, the delays,
such as signatures required, the number of inspections and the total cycle time. A process with
many delays will show large variations in the cycle time, since signatures cannot always be obtained
instantly. In classical process analysis the process is examined by assessing the process based on
flowcharts. Melan (1992) gives examples of modern process analysis methods such as Department
Work Product Analysis (DWPA), which is based on detailing, classifying and examining the
activities of a group. The purpose is to identify unnecessary complexity and causes of failure costs.
Data is collected with the help of interviews.
Hammer (1996), says that all work activities can be classified into: value-adding work, non-value
adding work and waste. The customer is only willing to pay for the value-adding work, but there is
always some non-value adding work that is needed for cohesion in the process. Waste should be
eliminated and non-value-adding work minimised. Shannon (1997) simplifies this further by
defining the Value-Added Ratio (VAR). The VAR measures the percentage of value adding time
compared to the total cycle time of a process. Often the VAR can be found to be below 10%, and it
should not be expected to reach 100%. The acceptable range is around 10-20%. World-class
companies are well above 20%, Shannon (1997).
Hammer & Champy (1993) propose symptoms that can indicate the need for radical improvements
(see table 3:3).
Symptoms

Diseases

Extensive information exchange
Inventory, buffers and other assets
High ratio of checking and control to value-adding
Rework iteration
Complexity and exceptions

Fragmentation of process
System slack to cope with uncertainty
Fragmentation
Inadequate feedback along chains
Growth onto a simple base - a single process trying to
accommodate different needs

Table 3:3 Symptoms and diseases in processes needing reengineering, Hammer &
Charnpy (1993).
There should be a relation between process lead-time and inventory material turnover. Schonberger
(1996) gives the inventory turnover as an indicator of the company performance, "It happens that
when a company manages its processes poorly, waste in the form of inventory pile up". A slow
inventory turnover is symptomatic of long lead times. Long lead times could be the consequence of
an organisation in trouble and hampered by its bureaucracy. That is to say that the fundamental
problem is the organisation, and that VAR, lead-times and inventory turnovers are different
methods of measuring the organisational performance. The analysis of the VAR could be
complemented with a ratio for the time wasted. This should, according to Hammer (1996), be close
to zero in modern companies. In some cases it might be difficult to agree upon which category an
activity belongs to. In this case it is best to be liberal and put the activity in the higher group. Focus
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should be primarily on the agreed cases of wasted work and secondarily on the non-value adding
work.
Business excellency models analyse both the organisational outcome and the performance of a
number of processes. These models of self-assessment also provide a process analysis to some
extent. Applying for a quality award requires a considerable investment in time, but also gives an
external feedback and thereby a more accurate assessment of the performance level. Helling &
Helling (2000) propose ten different levels of assessment, with the highest being the application for
a quality award and the lower levels being different forms of simplified assessment and quick starts,
using the main criteria in a questionnaire form. In the Springboard, Hellsten (1997) presents a
simplified assessment with four areas relating to the components of the Corner Stone Model (see
table 3:1). These are customer co-operation, leadership, employee commitment and management of
processes. A total of 35 questions are to be answered. The questions of the Springboard are not
prescriptive but instead indicating elements that should be considered if the organisation wishes to
work in conformity with TQM. The evaluation is made in the four dimensions of approach,:
deployment, results and evaluation and improvement. The evaluation will then lead to a list of
actions for improvements.
A maturity model defines different plateaux for achieving maturity. Qiulity awards separate the
approach, deployment and results, whereas this is normally combined in the maturity models.
Forsberg (1998) describes applications within software, quality and process maturity. Harrington
(1991) and Melan (1992) give examples of maturity models for process management.
Mayo & Lank (1992) present an assessment model that assesses to what extent the organisation is a
learning one. Schonberger (1996) presents an elaborate model for the performance level in
manufacturing organisations. To a certain degree the quick evaluations proposed by Helling &
Helling are maturity models. These enable a quick analysis of the internal process level.
Charting, measuring and analysing the process forms an important part of the development of
theory carried out in chapter 4. Process performance is defined in five dimensions and the process
for setting performance indicators is defined.

3.6

Quality Improvement Models

This section presents some ideas on how to introduce process orientation as a strategy for
improved process performance. Additionally, a number of improvement processes are presented. In
chapter four these are used as a basis for the framework of the proposed improvement process. The
choice presented is not intended to be a comprehensive study of all existing models. The purpose is
to have a sufficient theoretical basis to be able to propose an improvement process that can be used
as a tool for testing the applicability of First World theory to a Third World organisation.

3.6.1 Introducing process orientation
Improving the processes of an organisation is in itself a process, starting with a need for
improvement and ending with an implemented improvement. The degree of freedom for the
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improvement depends on the flexibility of the process. A process crossing several functional areas
in a hierarchic organisation is not easy to change. Rentzhog (1996) says that, in spite of the potential
likely to be found when improving processes that cross functional lines, it might be difficult to
implement process orientation in a functionally diversified organisation, due to the shift in mental
perspective needed. The best thing in this case might be to start the process improvement on a unit
level. Likewise there might be difficulties with employees having to shoulder more responsibility.
Hammer (1996) says that the reactions to new requirements in a process-oriented organisation vary
from quite negative to very positive. Apart from the organisational and personnel constraints, most
processes have a technical dimension that limits the possibilities of change. The approach to
introducing process orientation and process improvement is a function of the organisational
situation. Rentzhog (1996) mentions three approaches:
1) Creating a management structure, which is more process oriented;
2) Improving the performance of processes;
3) Making people process oriented in their daily work.

It is the second approach that is adopted as a starting point in the practical work of increased
process orientation. Forsberg (1998) mentions other approaches dealing with the more fundamental
changes in the organisation when the structure starts to follow the processes instead of the
functions. This could be interpreted as a further development of Rentzhog's first approach.

3.6.2 Change Management
Introducing change is a challenge and it is important to focus on the process of leading change,
Kotter (1996). The formal eight-stage process by Kotter to implement change is presented below:
1. Establishing a sense of urgency - About 10-15% of the people in the organisation must be
involved. It is important to identify the sources of complacency, such as no visible crisis, low
performance standards and a kill-the-messenger-of-bad-news culture. A visible crisis is of great
help. In order to succeed, practically all top managers must be on board. It is also crucial to get
some of the key persons in middle management to play along.
2. Creating the guiding coalition - It might be easy to conclude, based on a number of examples,
that change could only stem from a single larger-than-life person. This is a very dangerous
belief. Major change is so difficult to accomplish that not even a monarch-like CEO, is able to
do it alone. Another error is to appoint a low-credibility committee lacking all the top 3-4
persons in the executive pecking order.
3. Developing a vision and a strategy - Vision is essential. It refers to a picture of the future with
some implicit or explicit commentary on why people should strive to create that future.
4. Communicating the vision of change - Multiple forums and repetition are needed.
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5. Empowering broad-based action - Major internal transformation rarely happens unless many
people assist. Yet employees generally will not help, or cannot help if they feel relatively
powerless.
6. Generating short-term victories.
7. Consolidating gains and producing more change - Resistance is always waiting to reassert itself.
Major change takes a long time and many forces can stall the process far short of the finishing
line. Under these circumstances short-term victories are essential for maintaining the
momentum, but the celebration of those victories can be lethal if urgency is lost.
8. Secure acceptance of new approaches in the corporate culture - Changes in a work group, a
division, or an entire company can be to no avail, even after years of effort, because the new
approaches have not been established in group norms and values.

There are several important points in Kotter's process that relate to the process of creating an
interest in change.

3.6.3 Business Process Improvement (BPI)
According to Harrington (1991) a business process is a support process to the production process.
Typical examples of business processes are the ordering, the maintenance and the payroll processes.
BPI is a methodology developed to help an organisation make significant advances in the way its
business processes operate. The main objective is to ensure that the organisation has processes that
eliminate errors, minimise delays, maximise the use of assets, promote understanding, are easy to
use, are customer friendly, are adaptable to customers' changing needs, provide the organisation
with a competitive advantage and reduce excess head count (see figure 3:3).
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The six phases of Business Process Improvement, adapted from Harlington
(1991) and Harrington et al. (1997)

Harrington & al. (1997) note that applying different business process improvement approaches
might cause more trouble than it is worth if the organisation cannot manage the change process.
Processes cannot be changed without changing the behaviour patterns of the people or alternatively
by replacing the people themselves.

3.6.4 Business Process Reengineering (BPR)
Reengineering is defined as:
The fundamental and radical rethinking of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements
measured with ordinary key figures like cost, quality and service — Hammer & Champy, (1993).
Willoch (1994) presents a model that comes under the title of Business Process Reengineering
(BPR) consisting of four stages:
1) Mobilising - understanding change and carrying out training
2) Diagnosis - studying the present process
3) Redesign — changing processes based on a number of generic process models
4) Implementation - the importance of being prepared for resistance to change
Willoch's (1994) model has great similarities with the concept proposed by Hammer & Champy
(1993).
Champy (1995) says that participants in BPR-projects in average fall short of their benchmarks by
as much as 30% and concludes that management must be reengineered.
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3.6.5 Problemeriented improvement
During the period 1992-1998 a three-stage improvement process was taught and implemented in
different projects at the Visby branch of the Royal Technical College (KTH-Visby). The concept
was co-operation between the college and local industry, Karlsson et al. (1997). This process is
called The "KTH-Visby improvement process" (see figure 3.4). A special feature of this process
was that it combined studies with practical improvement. The project ran parallel to theoretical
studies combining learning and doing.

Basic
Analysis

Analysis of influencing

Secure
improvements

factors

Identify
problems
and improve
Figure 3:4

Explain
and improve

Maintain and
improve

The KTH -Visby three-stage improvement process.

In the process of "Basic analysis", project management and a number of quality tools are taught and
put into practice and a first report is written. The basic analysis assembles all the facts needed for
planning experiments in the process studied. The process of "Analysis of influencing factors" is
carried out using Benchmarking and Design of Experiments, Gustaysson (1992), Bergman (1992).
The second stage leads to another report with proposals for and the implementation of changes.
The third process to "Secure improvements" uses theory from Statistical Process Control, ISO
9000 and the Swedish Quality Award. Implemented improvements must be secured otherwise they
might not survive beyond the end of the project.

3.7

Developing Countries and TQM

It is assumed that there are large differences in the organisational environment between the First
and the Third Worlds. These differences are discussed in this section.

3.7.1 Development
Development in the industrialised nations has been swift. Technological development and a good
education system have greatly improved the average income and social conditions of people during
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the last 50-100 years. Even though development has affected practically all the countries in the
world, there are large differences between countries.
When we speak about a developing country we actually mean that the country still has not become
an industrialised or developed country. Other terms used are Third World Countries,
Underdeveloped Countries and Less Developed Countries (LDC), Handelman (1996). The Third
World is a large group comprising some 140 countries. Some of these countries are emerging
economies with per capita Gross National Products (GNP) at the same level as some of the West
European countries. This is the case with countries like Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The
First World consists of the industrialised nations, meaning Western Europe, the USA, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and Australia. The Second World consists of the former Socialist block,
Handelman (1996).

3.7.2 Indicators of development
Despite the substantial diversity among Third World nations, there is as set of common
characteristics. All Third World countries suffer from some aspect of economic, social and political
underdevelopment.
A common measurement of economic development is the per capita Gross National Product
(GNP). Another economic indicator is dependence on natural resources, Hermele (1996).
Social development can be measured by different indices like the Human Development Index
(HDI), that is a composite measurement of educational level, life expectancy, per capita GNP, and
income distribution. The index ranges from 0 to 1. The Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI)
measures to what extent basic requirements and welfare are provided, Gleerup (1995). Three
indicators are used: Number of illiterate persons (persons above 15 years that can not read or write),
average life expectancy and infant mortality. The index ranges from 0 to 100.
Defining political development and underdevelopment is far more problematical than specifying
the parameters of social and economic underdevelopment. Ideological lenses divide political
analysts sharply, Handelman (1996). There are standards that are relatively free from political and
cultural biases. According to these, political development involves the creation of specialised and
differentiated government institutions that effectively carry out such functions as the collection of
tax revenue, defending national borders, maintaining political stability, stimulating economic
development, improving the quality of human life and communicating with the citizenry.
Other parameters related to development are things like income distribution, consumption of
resources, the level of infrastructure and the extent of corruption.

3.7.3 Facts comparing the First and the Tloli/Worlds
Statistics comparing the First and Third Worlds are found in annex 2. Generally, it can be said that
Sub Saharan Africa is one of the least developed parts, even within the Third World. Indicators for
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GNP per capita, the Human Development Index and Competitiveness are low, whereas indicators
for corruption are high.

3.7.4 Quality improvement in the Third World
The term of Total Quality Management was used as a search word, representing all quality
improvement, when carrying out a literature survey to indicate the frequency of quality
improvement carried out in the Third World.
The EBSCO database with 3,100 journals was checked for TQM giving 1,547 hits. Of these one
was found to be about Sub Saharan Africa.
From the journal Total Quality Management 95 articles from 1998-99 were chosen at random.
These were divided into groups depending on the origin of the study. Results are presented in
table 3:4.

Specification

Number 'Yo

Total number
Excluded
First World
Second World
Third World
Emerging countries
Sub Saharan Africa

95
27
57
0
5
6
0

Table 3:4

28
60
0
5
6
0

Comments
Origin not clear or not relevant
Large number from UK
Several Indian studies
Hong Kong, Taiwan, etc.

Origin of TQM-studies based on articles published in the journal Total
Quality Management.

The Swedish International Development Agency, SIDA (1997) was contacted and visited. In their
records, there is practically no TQM-related work and nothing related to TQM in Sub Saharan
Africa. The Nordic Africa Institute does not work with any TQM-related issues. "Forum Syd",
working closely with some 400 Swedish non-governmental organisations with projects and activities
in the Third World, did not have any information about TQM in relation to the Third World. The
British Institute for Development Studies (IDS) in Sussex was contacted and their databases were
surveyed giving only two hits, showing some rather old material related to Asia. IDS was contacted
but the references they gave did not result in any hits.
The indication is that the frequency of published articles relating to TQM in the Third World is
relatively low. Many of the Third World articles are from emerging economies or from the larger
Third World economies like India and China. For Sub Saharan Africa only one article was found,
Mersha (1997). Mersha confirms in his article the scarcity of TQM-literature related to Sub Saharan
Africa.
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4.

THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

In this cheter ate iniprovenientpnvess dive/civil seive as a too/for tesiing the research question
of how a Third World environment influences the intn2duc4ion and ephCaiion of a First World
inproveinentprocess. Bladmg bie.,e,f such as _process dimensions ana' process teniplates are defined
and xenon' inithoa's such as niatioe efoa'elr are developed

4.1

Process Dimensions

In chapter 3, quality improvement was defined as process improvement dealing with all relevant
parameters such as product quality, service quality, output, cost and environmental performance.
The author suggests that the process dimensions of: Product Quality, Service Quality, Capacity,
Cost and Environment, Safety & Health (ESH) are both necessary and sufficient for characterising
the performance of most processes, Isaksson (1999a), Isaksson & Wiklund (2000a). According to
the process definition in section 3.4.1 a process delivers an output to a customer and an interested
party. In order to identify process dimensions properly customers and interested parties have to be
properly defined.

4.1.1 Customers and intereted parties
The customer receiving the result of the mission of the process could be called "customer" and the
rest "interested parties," as is the case in the ISO 9004:2000 document. Interested parties are,
among others, the employees, society, neighbours, the owners and the suppliers. Interested parties
might have a very strong interest in process outcomes, other than the product or service. Examples
of this are the environmental outcomes that are of great interest to neighbours, society and the
employees. The entire group of customers and interested parties could be called stakeholders. In his
book on quality and service development Edvardsson (1996) says that for good service quality,
customers, employees and shareholders should be considered. There has to be focus both on
customers and the interested parties to continuously improve the processes. This means that, from
a methodological point of view, the interested parties could be considered customers. It is
important that the dimensions chosen cater for the needs of both these groups.
The paying customer is the first one to focus on. For the paying customer, the product and service
quality are important, but equally the accuracy of delivery, which is related to capacity, is important.
In a competitive environment, production cost affects the sales price. This means that the paying
customer normally has an interest in the supplier lowering his costs, provided that it does not affect
the performance of what is perceived to be quality.
The paying customer is defined as a representative of the company that is paying. In most cases
there are several paying customers, one of them being the person who issues the payment.
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Gummesson (1995) takes up the issue as one of the relations affecting marketing and customer
satisfaction, when speaking about the multi-headed customer and supplier. Obviously, for the
service quality perceived, at least for a large purchase, a number of paying customers'
representatives, such as the managing director, purchasing manager, finance manager, technical
manager, operations manager, maintenance manager, supervisors, and operators should be
considered as paying customers.
Society has an interest in the by-products of the process, such as the revenues produced, the jobs
created, opportunities for training and the influence on the environment. Legislation defines the
conditions for the internal and external environment of the company.
Shareholders' views can differ, but basically a sound operation creating a good and consistent
surplus is expected. Nowadays, some shareholders would also insist on the environmental aspect,
expecting a "green" company". Employees obviously want a good working environment and a
secure income, as they have the dilemma of being both a cost and a customer for the surplus
created. Suppliers expect good quality information from the customer in order to be able to deliver
the right things at the right time. Important dimensions are capacity, product qiulity and to some
extent the environmental dimension.

4.12 Capacity
When a new process is started the first priority is to make it function and produce. At start up,
capacity or output is the main process dimension. Capacity is normally measured in tons or units or
by using relative key figures. The Capacity Key Figures that are used in this thesis have been
developed within one of the business areas of an international building materials company. Capacity
figures come in many forms and are used basically for checking the output compared to the plan.
The specific capacity figures give important information about the process performance. The
resulting performance, here called the Operational Efficiency (0E=RF*CE), is the product of two
factors: The Run Factor (RF) and the Capacity Efficiency (CE). The RF is defined as hours with
input divided by total hours available. The CE is equal to the recorded hourly output divided by the
Capacity Value (CV), which is the reference capacity chosen, based on nominal values adjusted for
material parameters. In annex 1 an excerpt from Isaksson (1999a) is presented, giving an example of
the use of these capacity key figures.

4.1. 3 Cost
When a new process achieves a satisfactory production rate the focus quite often moves to costs.
Costs could be described both in technical and economic terms. Typical examples of this are energy
costs and the consumption of different input materials. Seen from a technical process position,
figures are given for specific energy and material consumption. This gives the unit consumption,
which is the technical key figure, and there is the unit price for the input. Together these give the
unit cost. As an example the electric energy consumption could be given in kWh/ton of product
with a certain unit price per kWh. The unit price might vary according to the time of the day and
year. If the owner of the process is to be responsible for the cost dimension of the process, both
unit consumption and unit price figures need to be available to him. When the unit price increases,
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the increased cost saving potential of the unit cost might justify modifications in the process. Cost is
normally measured in USD/unit or ton.

4.1.4 Product Quality
Product quality is an important process dimension especially in a competitive organisational
environment. Measurements of the product quality serve as a final proof of a successful process and
to protect the customer from possible errors. Quality control is carried out through a control of the
internal processes. Product quality measurements are an integral part of each sub-process. Normally
a large number exist with a few key parameters. A typical measurement for the outgoing product is
the percentage of failure.

4.1.5 Service Quality
As with product quality, internal and external customers are equally important. If delivery is not on
time, information is not correct and personnel are not available for inquiries, problems will be
created in all processes, both internal and external. An important key figure is delivery on time,
corresponding to reliability, which is considered to be possibly the most important service quality
parameter, Zeithaml et al.(1990); Grönroos (1992); Edvardsson (1996). Lead-time is an important
indicator. Service quality is very closely related to customer satisfaction, Wildund & Isaksson (2000).

4.1.6 Environment, Safety and Health (ESH)
Environment is dealt with in a broad sense, including both external and internal environments. The
external environment deals with pollution and is affected by emissions, liquid effluents, solid waste,
noise etc. from the production unit. The internal environment consists of the occupational safety,
fire safety and hygiene aspects of the work place. This could be extended to apply to the company
atmosphere and culture.
Typical measurements for the external environment are emissions such as kg/day, mg/Nm3,
material suspended in water and decibels at a certain distance from the process. For the internal
environment, the number of accidents and incidents as well as personnel absence and personnel
satisfaction give a good indication. On the company level, some kind of rating system could be used
such as the Five Star system proposed by National Occupational Safety Association, NOSA (1999).
In this system, different aspects of environment, safety and health are itemised and scores are given
for completing different levels, resulting in a rating from one to five stars.

4.1.7 Comments on the five dimensions of process measurement
In many cases the issue of the production capacity is related to cost, where a higher capacity gives a
lower cost. Not seldom, a positive correlation between capacity and quality is found, where a stable
high capacity process gives the best product quality. Ishikawa (1985) includes all the three
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dimensions, capacity, cost and product quality, when speaking about quality. Clearly these
dimensions are related and the methods for improvement ase the same, but the author is of the
opinion that it is better to keep the dimensions separate in order to maintain focus. Service quality is
clearly an issue that affects all companies and organisations. According to Zeithaml et al. (1990) 9 of
10 new jobs in USA are created within the service industry. Almost all products are beginning to
have a service element included. When speaking about customer focus, it is generally agreed that
there has to be a focus on both the external and internal customers - all being part of a value adding
chain, Bergman & Klefsjö (1994). Probably focusing on internal service quality is one of the areas
where a lot still remains to be done. This means that for the sake of clarity it is good to separate the
dimension of product quality from the dimension of service quality. An increased focus on
environment has been notable during the last 10 years. Expressions like ecologically friendly, green
production and sustainable development are guiding organisations in their activities. The ISO 14000
series describing an environmental management system are gaining ground in the same way that the
ISO 9000, that deals with quality assurance, has, SS-EN ISO 14001 (1996). The old systems for
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) are also being remodelled and proposals exist to introduce
an ISO standard for the OHS-issues. OHS-issues could be seen as the internal environment of an
organisation and the dimension is labelled Environment, Safety and Health (ESH).
Are the dimensions of Capacity, Cost, Product Quality, Service Quality and ESH enough?
Obviously, when looking at the company level, financial performance figures, such as return on
investment, are needed. The return on investment is basically determined by the sales volume, the
sales price and the costs. If the market is slow there might be a problem with the quality/cost ratio.
The quality problem might concern the product or service quality. Whether the focus will be on
costs or quality depends on the market segment and market strategy the company opts for. The
price tag and the image define the competitors. With a quick analysis it should be possible to
determine if product or service quality need to be improved or if the focus should be on reducing
costs but keeping the quality level, or if perhaps the environmental performance is decisive. If sales
are hampered by the supply being inadequate, the focus will clearly be on capacity.
If all dimensions show good results but sales are still not picking up, it might be that marketing and
sales are not functioning, or that the product or service is outdated. This puts the focus on the sales,
marketing and development processes, and the need to look at the capacity and quality of these
processes. Financial success is a result of the process performance in the different dimensions, not
forgetting the important limitation of having the right product. In this context only the process
efficiency is looked into using the five dimensions, while process effectiveness in the context of
creating new products is not included.
Is it possible to extend the application of these dimensions beyond the technical processes? What
about a process like personnel training? Capacity would be measured in terms of people trained or
training hours. Cost would be measured in expenses per person hour. Quality and service quality
would be expressed through inquiries. Product quality would be expressed in terms of how effective
and how efficient the training was. In Process Management, effectiveness refers to how well the
output meets customer requirements. Efficiency is a measure of how well the resources are used to
obtain a certain output, Melan (1992). In this case, the environmental, safety and health (ESH)
dimension could be included with the other quality aspects representing aspects such as a
conference room, air quality, or noise.
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The employees are a crucial factor in the success of most organisations. Is personnel satisfaction
captured by any of the dimensions? Personnel are both resources and customers. They work in
some of the processes and gain input from others. If service quality is good then obviously the
personnel are better off. Management owns the personnel motivation process. It becomes a little
theoretical, but capacity could be measured in terms of manager time taken with employees and the
number of "get-togethers" organised. It could also be hours of training.
Cost would be calculated as resources spent per employee for motivation increasing activities.
Quality would be measured through questionnaires dealing with effectiveness and efficiency.
Environment could in this case be interpreted as company culture, tolerance for divergent ideas or
criticism, measured through enquiries.
With only a few examples it is not possible to claim that the five dimensions would cover
everything, but it is still obvious that even for administrative processes the five dimensions could be
used.

4. 2 Process Templates
Based on the definitions in chapter 3, a process template is created in order to facilitate process
mapping. The three process categories of management, operative and support processes are the
blocks presented (see figure 4:1). A few typical management and support processes are proposed.
These should be seen as typical examples of existing processes, Isaksson (2000a). It is important
that the start up of process charting is made simple. Prior to the charting of the process a few
standard procedures have to be carried out. Firstly, the process mission and the interfaces with
other processes should be defined and secondly, the customers and interested parties and their
requirements should be identified.
When this has been done the generic process chart can be used to map the main operative, support
and management processes. Only a limited number of arrows showing process flows are used in
order not to complicate the picture. Support processes might not give support to all the operative
processes but they are still all grouped in the area of support processes.
The proposed template could be used at any chosen level, such as the corporate, organisational or
sub-process of any type. If, for example, it is decided to study the value adding process 1 in more
detail, then this process is mapped using the template with its own management and support
processes. Similarly "Improving processes" has its own management and support processes.
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Procuring
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Controlling quality, costs,
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Figure 4:1

Value
adding
process
n

Providing IT services
Financing
Improving processes
Etc.

Generic process chart with operative, support and management processes.

Driving forces for change

Quality improvement literature usually starts by referring to the needs for change in a world where
the customer is king and competition is fierce. However, in these cases, the authors are referring to
First World examples and very little is said about the situation in developing countries.

4.3.1 Driving forces for change based on First World experience
Increased customer focus in the 1970s in the US was a result of the increased wealth of customers,
free trade causing more competition and better information through the digital revolution, Champy
(1995) Hammer & Champy (1993) speak about the new forces - the three C's of Customers, taking
charge demanding individual solutions; Competition, intensifying due to falling trade barriers and
new technology and Change, becoming constant. Melan (1992) speaks about the problems of the
hidden plant of inefficiency and bureaucracy and the segmentadrie of the organisation keeping
functions separated. The results of this are wasted resources and dissatisfaction with the end
product or service. Rentzhog (1996) says that it will be increasingly important to focus on core
processes due to a stronger customer focus, increased organisational complexity, services becoming
a more important part of the product offered, and the fact that change is becoming a way of life
and that information technology is opening up new possibilities.
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Based on the above-mentioned literature references, three main factors promoting change and
customer focus are identified as: Customer power, Competition and Accessibility of good quality
information.

4.3.2 Driving forces for change as a function of national indicators
Customer power is exemplified by Gross National Product (GNP) per capita, the Human
Development Index (HDI) and income distribution. A low GNP per capita with large income
differences means that most customers have no purchasing power at all. Competition is exemplified
using GNP. A large economy has a greater attraction for international companies. Corruption
distorts the market mechanisms and reduces the pressure from competition. The accessibility of
information is described using different statistics about media. The quality of information is not
assessed, but it can be noted that quality can be affected by strong state control being more
common in Third World countries. Marketing information can become more a question of selling
and less of informing due to the low level of education of the target group. The actual situation in
the First World, Third World and Sub Saharan Africa (SSA), is interpreted in table 4:1, based on the
information from tables found in annex 2. Since the Third World is a large fairly heterogeneous
group, SSA is considered separately.
Table 4:1 could serve as the basis of an index for the strength of the three driving forces, but at this
stage only a qualitative assessment is carried out. Comparing the First World and Sub Saharan
Africa gives two extremes. All three driving forces in the First World are strong and in SSA all are
weak, Isaksson & Wiklund (2000b).

4.3.3 Consequences of lack of driving forces for organisations in SSA
The change in organisations in the First World is largely attributed to external pressures. Looking at
the driving forces of change in the Third World, there seems to be little pressure for change and
improvement. Customers and competition are weak and information about alternatives is not easily
available. Consequently, it might be that the values of TQM are of limited interest.
It could be expected that Management by Edict, as described in table 3.2 as being inconsistent,
wasteful of talent, and out of touch, is the mode preserved by a lack of pressure for change.
Organisations that are wasteful must have a large improvement potential. This conclusion is
supported by the commonly known problems of organisations, especially in Sub Saharan Africa
(SSA).
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Factor forcing customer focus

First World
High income
according to World
Bank

Third World
Middle income
according to World
bank

Sub Saharan Africa

Customer power

Large economies, high
per capita income and
well informed
customers

A few large economies,
low per capita income,
a reduced number of
informed customers

GNP per capita USD
Human Development Index (HDI)

26000
0,95

1900
0,5

No large economies
except SA, very low per
capita income, a few
very rich and few
informed customers
500
<0,3

Income distribution

Moderate differences
Large economies with
strong presence of large
international
companies, high level
of industrialisation —
stiff competition

Moderate to very large
Some large economies
only, moderate
industrialisation —
competition reduced by
customs, bureaucracy,
and corruption

Competition

GNP for area in billion USD
Corruption index
Competitiveness index

Accessibility of good quality
information
Newspapers per 1000
Radios per 1000
Televisions per 1000
Mobile phones per 1000
Computers per 1000
Gross enrolment ratio primary
Secondary
Tertiary education
Literacy

Table 4:1

24000
8
80
Good availability for
everybody interested
287
(820)
647
189
264
103
108
58
>95

Large
Small economies, raw
material dependent —
competition severely
reduced by customs,
mismanagement,
bureaucracy, and
corruption
5400
300
4
2
50
<40
Low availability for a
Low availability for
large number of people most people
12
244
196
256
44
15
4
16
114
77
70
27
15
3
20-90
20-70

Factors affecting the driving forces of change. More details of the facts in
annex 3.

4.3.4 Effect on management of lack of driving forces for change
Looking at table 4:1 it can be deduced that the prevailing conditions make it very hard to emerge as
a competent Third World manager. Firstly, the number of candidates is limited due to the generally
low level of schooling, which means that most people never get an opportunity. An economy with
weak customers and lack of competition leads to a stagnant situation with little change. This means
that there will be a lack of qualified staff in change management. There is little to learn, even for a
qualified management candidate. Another constraint for the qualified candidate is that due to
corruption and nepotism careers are not primarily a function of qualification for doing the job. The
worst part is probably that in many Third World countries it is difficult, or even impossible, to live
on the salary paid for any position of employment and that consequently it becomes accepted that
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other means are used to make money. The focus on the job suffers since the remuneration is
insignificant. There is no carrot and often there is no stick. In many cases the situation is so
complicated that it is easy to find reasonable excuses for bad performance. The result is that there is
little accountability.
Weak driving forces for change in a situation that calls for radical change, with managers lacking the
required qualifications and interest, lead to the conclusion that management is most likely a very
critical issue for starting the change process. Even if management is the most critical factor for
change it could be argued that the situation is more extreme in the Third World compared to the
First World. In table 4:2 four proposed factors judged to affect the criticality of management are
described.
The worst-case scenario is a low management competence with top control blocking all initiatives
in an environment with high demands on management and a low level of personnel skills. This kind
of system will be self-sealing and probably cannot be changed without considerable changes in
management and mode of management.

Management
competency

Requirements on
management

Personnel, level of skills Management criticality
and qualifications
level

Low
Medium
High

High
Medium
Low

Low
Medium
High

Table 4:2

High
Medium
Low

Presentation of four proposed factors that describe the managern ent
criticality level in the change process.

The table can be used as a rough assessment of the fit of management to the required task in the
process studied or organisation.

4.3.5 Effect of the driving forces for change on the Ma predictive model
The prevailing conditions of weak customers, lack of competition and lack of information will
strongly reduce the management commitment to customer focus and TQM-values. Melan's hidden
plant of inefficiency will produce a costly waste of time and material that the customers are forced
to pay for. This means that the improvement potential in all dimensions should be high. The
potential for a larger market share might be limited, especially if the company already has a
monopoly. The assumed potential is mainly in increased efficiency in producing more and better
quality products at a reduced cost.
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M

Predicted effects on the Ms

Management

Serious problems with management skill gap — very
See table 4:2
high skills required for change, compared to high
probability of low management skills
Lack of skills and qualifications because of low level of Recruitment flawed by corruption and by
education and lack of training
little change of personnel due to lack of
alternative work
Lack of systems and methods
Lack of modem management skills
promotes Management by Edict and
Order as the most natural mode
Insufficient measurements of process performance
Focus only on functional budget figuresprocesses not being measured
Problems due to lack of spares and investments
This is where the problem surfaces — the
because of lack of funds and currency — lack of
machine stops.
operator and maintenance skills
Some effect on input material being of lower quality
Has partly to do with methods and
when bought locally -delays for spare parts and
management mode. Top control and
consurnables due to internal and external bureaucracy bureaucracy leads to stock ruptures
and long delivery times
Problems with working environment due to low
Lack of driving forces for change since
priority of the area
legislation and enforcement are weak

Man

Method

Measurement
Machine

Material

Milieu

Table 4:3

Comments

Proposed qualitative prediction of the effect of SSA national factors on the
improvement potential in an organisation

In table 4:3 a proposed qualitative prediction of how the different Ms are expected to be affected by
the average SSA national indicators, as presented in table 4:1 (see section 4.7.2 for the 7Ms).

4.4

Creating an Interest in Improvement

The framework of the entire improvement process is described in figure 2:2. The first part of this
process is creating an interest. In section 3.6.2 change management is highlighted. The three first
steps of the process described by Kotter (1996) are used. These are: establishing a sense of urgency,
creating the guiding coalition and developing a vision and strategy for change (see figure 4:2). A
management having a vision and strategy for change is considered equal to having an interest in
improvement. This thesis looks at how to assess the sense of urgency for change compared to a
need for change and also looks at what is needed to establish a sense of urgency.
The sense of urgency should bear some relation to external and internal pressures for change.
Competition and customer pressure are used to describe the external driving forces and the existing
improvement potential to describe the internal forces. At the start it was assumed that presenting a
potential for improvement would clearly lead to an interest in change.
It is difficult to focus only on improvement potential without also reflecting on the root causes of
the problems giving rise to an improvement potential. This means that at an early stage these root
causes should be reviewed, comparing the existing values with a more objective assessment of the
7Ms.
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Needs
for .>
improvement

Figure 4:2

Establishing a
sense of
urgency

Creating
the
guiding
coalition

Developing
a vision
and
strategy

Interest fore
improvement

The proposed process for creating an interest in improvement.

The process of establishing a sense of urgency could be broken down into:
• Assessing the level of external and internal pressure (what needs to be done)
• Pressure from competition and customers (external)
• Rough improvement potential in the five dimensions (internal)
• Assessing the urgency for change (how much is done)
• Resources allocated to improvement projects
• Focus of improvement projects
• Assessing the strategy of improvement projects (which are the sources focused on)
• Assessing the improvement potential using root cause analysis based on the 7Ms (see section
4.7.2)
• Comparing the rate of change with the needs for it
• Comparing the strategy of change with a proposed one based on the 7Ms
• Presentation of results for top management
• Assessing if the majority of top management and key persons in middle management are
convinced of the need for change and willing to proceed with the improvement work by creating
a forum for this - a guiding coalition
Parts of the proposed process resemble the improvement process presented in section 4.5, the
difference being that in the stage of creating interest in improvement the level of detail is very much
reduced.
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4.5

Improving Processes — The Five Stage Improvement Process

The second part of the improvement process goes from interest in improvement to successful
improvement.
Part of
process

BPI

BPR

Establishing a sense of
urgency

Creating
interest in
improvement
Mobilising

Improving

Table 4:4

Change management KTH-Visby

Organising for process
improvement
Selecting a documentation
approach

Diagnosis

Defining improvement
opportunities
Implementing the future-state
solution
Designing the new
administrative business
process
Managing the administrative
business process organisation
for continuous improvement.

Implementation

Redesign

Creating the guiding
coalition
Developing a vision and
a strategy
Communicating the
change vision
Empowering broadbased action

Identify problems and
start improvement
Explain influencing
factors and make
improvements

Generating short-term
wins
Consolidating gains and
producing more change

Anchoring new
approaches in the
corporate culture

Secure improvements —
maintain and improve

Comparison of the different improvement models presented in section 3.6.
Sub-processes are related to the two proposed parts of the improvement
process.

The fundamental problem is how to improve process performance in different types of
organisations. How should the support be provided for improved process performance and how
could it become more customer-oriented? The customer in this context is the organisation actually
needing improvement.

4.5.1 Analysing existing imixtvement models
The improvement models presented earlier are examined by dividing the sub-processes into two
parts. These relate to the framework of the improvement process presented earlier (see figure 2:2).
The result is presented in table 4:4. The conclusion from section 4.4 was to take the three first sub-
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processes of Kotter's model to describe the process of creating the interest in improvement. The
proposed improvement process presented in table 4:5 describes the process of improving. It uses
parts of all the other models and in addition includes conclusions from theory already presented as
well as some of the author's own experiences.

4.5.2 The fivestages of "Improving Processes"
This is the process that starts with an interest in improvement and ends with an improved process.
As a result of the study of the improvement models the issue of continuous improvement is
highlighted. The outcome of the process, apart from a successful improvement, should also include
the assurance of the retention of the level of performance achieved and of continuously improving
it.
In the proposed five-stage process the last stage of evaluation will include the aspects of continuous
improvement. The five stages set the framework for the improvement process. Each stage is further
elaborated in the following chapters with the use of process templates and process dimensions.
Stage

Description

Diagnosing the potential

Produces an agreed improvement
potential
Identifies the sources of the existing
potential

Root Cause Analysis

Action Planning
Implementing
Evaluating

Table 4:5

Finds solutions and produces agreed
actions
Implements the proposed actions
Produces an evaluation of the result of
the entire process and the improvement
approach gives an input for a new
diagnosis

References to models studied
From BPR (3.6.4) and KTH-Visby
(3.6.5)
Refers mainly to the second loop
learning by Argyris (1990) and to the
author's own experiences
BPR and implementing the future state
solution BPI (3.6.3)
Practically all models
Mainly KTH-Visby and the PDSA-cycle

Proposed improvement process with references compared to models in table
4:4.

4.5.3 The improvement process model
The generic process template from section 4.2 is adapted for "improving processes"(see fig. 4:3).
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Management
Processes

Mobilising commitment (management and employees)
Defining policy, objectives and strategy
Organising for management of processes

Operative Processes

Interest
in
improvement

Diagnosing
the
Potential for
Improvement

Analysing
the Underlying Causes

Support Processes

Figure 4:3

Action
Planning

Implemention

Evaluation
Improved
processes

Using quality methods
Applying Project Management
Applying team skills
Training required skills

Proposed template for "improving processes".

The condition for starting the improvement process is that there is an interest for improvement.
This is interpreted as the interest of the management, which is in charge for the process studied. In
spite of an existing top management interest there is still need for a management process mobilising
the interest of those participating. The management processes in this context are the management
processes for the improvement process. Support processes, such as "using quality methods", are
needed for the improvement process. The content varies as a function of which tools are chosen.
Quality methods needed could be provided by an expert or there might be a need by those working
with the improvement to acquire the skills. In order to cope with this need there should be a
support process providing the training needed.
Each sub-process ends with a management presentation and there should be a consensus of what
the results are. This will ensure the customer focus of the improvement process. In this case it is the
management that is the customer for an improvement service provided. If there is not an agreement
on the outcome of a sub-process then the improvement work should stop.
The first sub-process is called: "Diagnosing the Potential". This produces an agreed process
improvement potential in all chosen process dimensions. One of the fundamental ideas is that a
clearly presented improvement potential will increase the interest in change.
The second sub-process is called: "Analysing the underlying Causes". This process detects the
fundamental reasons for the existence of a potential for improvement. It should be of importance
to analyse properly why performance is not optimal. The objective is to introduce second loop
learning, Argyris (1990). In practice this means that before an improvement team attempts to solve
the visible problem it should be understood why the problem appeared in the fest place. This
process produces agreed sources of the existing potential. This sub-process together with the first
one can be combined with a quick analysis with the objective of creating an interest in change (see
section 4.5.4).
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The third sub-process is called: "Action Planning". This is where appropriate strategies and
methods for improvement are used. The choice should be a function of what is suitable for the
process to be improved and acceptable, based on the limitations defined by management. This
process produces agreed solutions.
The fourth sub-process is called: "Implementing". This process goes from agreed solutions to
agreed project results.
The fifth sub-process is called "Evaluating". This process has two outcomes. The first outcome is
the agreed improvement result — what was really achieved. A question relating to this is if a second
improvement cycle is needed or if the process performance is good enough. The second outcome is
an evaluation of how the improvement process functioned and what could be improved. In a
steady-state condition the improvement process is a permanent support process on the
organisational level. The reason for including the evaluation in the operative processes of the
improvement process is that often a proper agreement of what was achieved is needed to convince
the management and employees that there was an improvement. This applies especially to more
complex improvement projects. Details of all the sub-processes are presented in sections 4.6 to
4.10, including some support processes and methods.

4.5.4 Improvement process implemantion and process hierarchy
Improvement work could start with a rough assessment of the potential using the Black Box
approach (see section 4.6.2). This would normally be followed by a charting of the main processes
which would result in a basic process chart, based on the generic model. The process hierarchy
model (figure 4:4) shows how the improvement starts with a perceived need for improvement. The
Black Box indicates roughly if improvement potential exists in all or some of the five dimensions.
Additionally an analysis of the sources of improvement potential is carried out. This exercise is part
of creating an interest in improvement or alternatively serves to focus on a particular area of
improvement. If there is enough interest and potential the proposed improvement process is started
with a more detailed diagnosis of the process chosen. As a result one or several of the subprocesses are examined in more detail.
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A process hierarchy model, showing how different process levels relate to
each other and to the proposed improvement process.

Diagnosing the Potential

The sub-process of Diagnosing the Potential should result in an agreed measurable potential in all
of the five process dimensions. The main methods to be used are process charting and interviews.
The data are used in either a quick Black Box analysis or used more qualitatively with the help of
the generic process chart to identify key processes. Ideally the management indicates the process to
examine and the dimensions to focus on. The actual performance is compared to benchmarks and
the difference represents the potential. Optimally the presentation of the first potential should be
accompanied by the presentation of some Process Management theory.

4.6.1 Details ofthe subprocess of diagnosing the potential
The sub-process goes from the necessity of improvement to agreed potential in the process studied
(see fig. 4:5). The strategy for the diagnosing process is to create a flow chart of the chosen process,
starting with the relevant level, identify the mission, define the control parameters for the relevant
dimensions, check if they are properly monitored to measure the performance, to define
benchmarks and to calculate the potential.
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Template for diagnosing the potential.

Defining the problem area and the mission

In many cases there is no written mission statement, but a draft one can be produced rather easily
by those responsible. This statement looks only at the input and output of the process, carrying out
the mission and looking at the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that are used to control it. At this
level the problem area and dimension can be defined. In some cases looking at the Black Box
potential is sufficient; in other cases a more detailed process chart needs to be prepared.

Checking control parameters

Even if only some of the five dimensions have been identified as priority areas, it is fairly simple at
this stage to judge the level of the Process Control and Information System (PCIS) (see section
4.7.6). The mission statement together with a process chart normally indicates which control
parameters should be the main ones. In cases where some of these are not measured regularly,
specific measurements must be carried out to permit the calculation of the improvement potential.

Measuring the process performance

The measurement of the process performance is always related to a process chart. Finding the
information varies depending on whether all dimensions or only some are being examined. Results
from customer surveys should relate to the main KPI. If no customer surveys have been carried out
this should be noted. Normally capacity data are accessible and can be transformed to
measurements permitting Benchmarking. Cost data might need some more work, but these are
normally quite easily accessible. Product and Service Qffllity might need to be defined or redefined,
based on the customer survey. The ESH dimension includes Environment, Occupational Safety,
Health and Fixe Safety. In most cases it is enough to verify which systems are being used and what
the results are.
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Defining benchmarks

At the overall level it is possible to identify benchmarks and compare them with the actual
performance. Corporate or branch benchmarks are easy to start with. If potential is big then the
exactness of the benchmark is less important. Best possible practices should be studied and care
should be taken before declaring these impossible for the process studied. For Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) that can be dealt with statistically, the variation between periods of good and bad
performance gives an indication of the potential. This would be setting a rather modest benchmark
based on the actual process best performance. Capability is a measurement, which can be used in all
five dimensions. Normally capability is used for quality parameters to see how well actual results or
processes correspond with requirements. Quantity is often an important parameter for the
customer. It could be called delivery precision but what it means in reality is that capacity has to
follow a plan or budget. This means that lower and upper limits can be defined. Upper because of
capital accumulation and storage and lower because of the increasing risk of stock shortages. Thus
the process capability can be estimated. The limits vary more than with quality parameters, but
obviously capability theory could be used. Cost is budgeted and the actual cost can be compared to
the budgeted one

Calculating the potential

In cases where no measurements exist, the potential can only be expressed in qualitative terms.
Taking for example the environmental dimension, it could be that fire protection is not good
enough but that no measurements of the level exist. A quantitative target could be set as a certain
rating in a safety audit or in the number of incidents, but it would be difficult to describe the
improvement potential in quantitative terms.

Management presentation

After defining the preliminary potential it should be distributed among the value adding subprocesses of the mission process (see fig. 4:3). In some cases it would be enough to only include the
preliminary potential. If no significant potential is found or if management is not interested, the
improvement process stops.

Evaluating the sub-process

The evaluation contains two parts, one of them looking at the results in the form of potential
detected and the second part, analysing the approach in order to improve it.
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4.6.2 The Black Box
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Figure 4:6

Direct measurement of stakeholder
satisfaction
-complaints
-customer surveys

The Black Box applied to a proce ss defining input and output and the
measures used to control this process. PCIS = Process Control and
Information System.

As a quick start for diagnosing the improvement potential a Black Box approach can be adopted.
This is mainly used to examine the input and output of the process carrying out the mission, and to
examine the Key Performance Indicators that are used to control it (see fig. 4:6). The Black Box
approach is used for diagnosing the potential of a process. The following steps could be used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify customers and interested parties and their requirements for the process.
Check if customer satisfaction is being measured.
Check Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that are used for controlling the different dimensions.
Check how well the KPI relate to customer and interested party satisfaction.
Check roughly how well the Process Control and Information System (PCIS) provide
management with relevant information for the different dimensions.
6. Assess actual performance in relation to benchmarks and define potential.

The Black Box approach provides a quick top-down diagnosis of the improvement potential.
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4.7

Analysing the Underlying Causes

If there is an agreed potential for and interest in improvement, the root causes of the problems
giving rise to a potential for improvement will be analysed. The area might be focused and limited
to a single process dimension. The diagnosis of the area chosen is remade in more detail. The
analysis of root causes relies on a combined top down and bottom up approach. A modified 7MFishbone method is used for the top down approach (see section 4.7.2). The bottom up approach is
based on focusing on the problems identified and then relating them through a number of whyquestions to the source (see section 4.7.3). The idea is that if both the top down and bottom up
analyses indicate the same sources of potential then the case for action is strong.

4.7.1 Details of the sukprocess of analysing the root causes
The process starts with an agreed improvement potential being a result of the first improvement
sub-process presented in figure 4:5, or a potential that has been identified in some other way and
ends with agreed root causes. In figure 4:7 the second sub-process of the proposed improvement
process is presented.

Remaking the diagnosis

When looking at the root causes it is possible that the area chosen has been limited or that only
some of the five dimensions are concerned. On the other hand better information on the existing
potential is needed which justified remaking the diagnosis.

Root cause analysis

The 7Ms are used either as a table or as a diagram. Additional methods are used to detect the root
causes. A proposed approach is to start with a brainstorming activity to identify the main root
causes in the process and to classify them according to the 7Ms. This method can be taken further
by subjecting important sources to the five why-questions. The M of Management related to the
level of TQM-values and Process orientation is assessed using a maturity model (see sections 4.7.4
and 4.7.5). The M of Measurement could also be assessed in more detail by examining the level of
the Process Control and Information System (see section 4.7.6).
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Flow chart template of the process of analysing the underlying ca uses.

Preparing a synthesis

Specific problems found are compared with general findings such as those obtained by testing the
management maturity.

Presentation of ideas to the Management

The root causes of the problems giving rise to a potential for improvement are presented. If it is
possible to find a consensus and resources are available the process continues to the next stage of
action planning. If there is not sufficient interest the process ends here.

Evaluating the sub-process

The evaluation contains two parts, one of them examining the results in the form of root causes
identified and the second part, analysing the approach in order to improve it.
For the M of Management, maturity models testing the level of TQM and process orientation could
be used. Different quality methods are used depending on requirements. The results of the analysis
are presented to the management which decides if it wants to continue or not. Management has to
indicate to what extent changes can be discussed. This might be a problem since the management
could prove to be the most important root cause. In the case of a serious interest in change the
management needs training in TQM.
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4.7.2 The topdown analysis of root causes based on the 7Ms
The root causes of the problems giving rise to a potential for improvement can be defined based on
a version of the Fishbone-diagram: the 7M diagram, Bergman & Klefsjö (1994). In the original
diagram the outcome is a quality problem. This is developed to indicate the root causes of process
performance potential in any of the five dimensions defined. The analysis carried out is a qualitative
one based on interviews and observations using the 7Ms as a base (see table 4:6). Note that all Ms
relate to the process studied.
M

To what eaten :

Management

Does management adopt the values of TQM based on the Corner Stone model and specifically
to what extent is there a process view? Are there a policy and goals for the different
dimensions of the process?
Is the personnel qualified (defined as formal education, experience and motivation in relation
to the requirements) for their work task?
Is there a documented method, if relevant, for managing, controlling and improving each of
the process dimensions (Ex. an ISO 9000-system for quality)?
Is there a Process Control and Information System (PCIS) that measures the relevant Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) for the different dimensions and distributes the information to
those needing it?
Does the machinery, including buildings and premises, meet the process requirements?
Is the input material, defined as raw material, wear and spare parts, a source of variation and
problems?
Is the internal and external environment affecting process performance?

Man
Method
Measurement

Machine
Material
Milieu

Table 4:6

Proposed questions for the 7M qualitative top-down analyses of root
Causes.

This approach is not problem based but looks at the general performance level of the 7Ms based on
a top down approach.

4.7.3 The bottom up 7Manalysis and the 5:v11y-questions
Different root causes can be identified by brainstorming and then be arranged in a 7M-diagram. In
figure 4:8 a general example is provided. In many cases there are fundamental root causes behind
the visible problems. By always asking up to 5 why-questions it is possible to discover more about
the real cause. This becomes a tool which is a combination of the original 7M-diagram and a
Relation Diagram, which is one of the Seven Management and Planning Tools. From the 7Mdiagram the group that has carried out the brainstorming exercise chooses the most important root
causes and asks the 5 why-questions. If, for example, the problem is lack of tools the (maximum) 5
why-questions could result in: Lack of tools; why? - tools are disappearing; why? -they are stolen;
why? -lack of control; why? -complicated bureaucracy resulting in bad control; why? -lack of
management skill.
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A 7M-diagram for any dimension indicating typical sources of potential in
process industry.

4.7.4 Managemert — TQM Maturity Models
The M of Management is probably in most cases the largest source of existing process performance
potential. This is a conclusion based on what Deming (1994) and Juran (1995) have said about
management being the cause of some 80-90% of quality problems. This is freely assumed to be
valid for problems and improvement potential in the other process dimensions. The purpose of the
proposed TQM Maturity Model is to assess the management commitment to the fundamental
values of TQM by looking at the level of TQM in the organisation, Isaksson (1999b). A low rating
indicates that any seriously intended improvement work must start with the management. The
proposed maturity model uses elements and ideas from the Swedish Quality Award (SQA), SIQ
(2000) and the Springboard, Hellsten (1997). The Corner Stone Model of Bergman & Klefsjö
(1994) is used to define TQM, see figure 3.1. The components of each corner stone are defined and
a scale of compliance is created (see annex 3).
In this thesis, the corner stone model is freely interpreted to suit management on a process level.
This approach permits islands of improvement in a company where the top management is not
ready to give their full commitment to change. The process studied should have a mission, be
measurable and be measured. The management commitment is the commitment of those
responsible for the process and the customers are those being served by the process.
This means that no particular distinction is made between internal and external customers.
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Leadership commitment as a value could be the commitment to TQM, but since this is defined by
the other values, leadership commitment can only be manifested through the approach to the other
values. The basis of the evaluation is the leadership commitment to the core values of customer
focus, process focus, continuous improvement, decisions based on facts and participation by
everybody. The level of maturity is described using a scale similar to the one in the Swedish Quality
Award (SQA) for the upper part of the scale from 0% to 100% but adding a negative part making
the total scale go from -100% to 100% for each of the five values. The total scale thereby goes from
—500 to 500 maintaining a range of 1000 points as in the SQA. The reason for starting from a
negative value is to be able to use the model for all those organisations that still do not adhere to
the TQM-values, and at the same time acquire comparable values with the Swedish Quality Award
for those organisations that are on the positive side. By using a set of statements the organisation
chooses a rating. For each of the five values assessed there is a table. The results of the five tables
are summarised to get the average maturity level of TQM (see annex 3).
The proposed ranking (see table 4:7) is so far only indicative and should serve as a starting point for
discussions when the results are analysed.
Range

Description

Comments

+300 to +500

Top

+100 to +300

Developing

-100 to +100

Starting

-300 to —100

Lagging

-500 to —300

Bottom

Suitable for advanced programs and
participation in full scale quality awards.
Good potential for improvement using different
tools. Use of quality awards for self-assessment.
The Springboard can be used and further
actions taken based on the resulting action list.
Limited possibilities for rapid improvement.
Only minor local improvements without
organisational changes.
Very little can be done without major
reorganisation.

Table 4:7

Proposed TQM-maturity range with rough approach for improvement at
different maturity levels.

4.7.5 Management- Assessment of the level of process orientation
Process orientation is fundamental in TQM and can be assessed separately. The TQM Maturity
Model is further simplified to measure process orientation only, Isaksson (1999b). The idea is to
have a quick measurement of the values indicating process orientation. The proposed maturity
model for assessing process orientation is based on the opposites represented by process and
functional orientation, see annex 3. The characteristic values of process orientation are customer
orientation and confidence in the employees. The characteristic values of functional management
are manager focus, functional specialisation and control.
A scale ranging from 0 to 100 is defined and divided into 10 steps. The 10 steps define process
orientation based on current process literature. Zero corresponds to a purely functional
organisation where work is strictly divided according to the functions, focus is on the managers in
an organisation with many levels, the client is not on the map and no processes have been
identified. The organisation is characterised by simple tasks in complex processes. 100 corresponds
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to an organisation described by Hammer (1996), where process owners execute the job and coaches
enable the process owners to do their work. All processes are documented and controlled through
relevant performance measurements. Wasted work is eliminated and non-value adding work is
minimised. The organisation is flat and power is delegated. Customer needs guide the work of the
process owners. The leader of the organisation works with policy issues and functions as a coach
for coaches. The number of managers is considerably reduced compared to the functional
organisation. The organisation is characterised by simple processes to execute complex tasks.

Points on scale

Levels of process orientation

0-20
21-40
41-60
61-80
81-100

The classical functional organisation
Functional organisation with process overlay
The matrix organisation functional — process
Process organisation with functional overlay
The process organisation

Table 4:8

Proposed levels of process orientation expressed on a scale from 0 to 100.

4.7.6 Measurement- Process Control and Information System (PCIS)
A core value of TQM is to base decisions on facts. This requires good quality information about the
different processes. The structure of this is sometimes called Management Information Systems
(MIS). Since not only managers need information about processes but also all the personnel
involved, the term Process Control and Information System (PCIS) is proposed.
A PCIS is defined as the information infrastructure that provides process owners and others
concerned on all levels with relevant process information. All process dimensions should, on the
different process levels, be measured with Key Performance Indicators (KPI). A lack of proper
measurements might be a sign of improvement potential. Already at the Black Box level (see section
4.6.2) a quick check of the measurements of the five dimensions might reveal that measurements
are missing. In order to check the PCIS-level in more detail, a matrix with sub-processes and the
process dimensions can be used (see table 4:9).
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Sub-processes

Capacity

Sub-process 1

Existing:
Required:
2 Existing:
Required:

Sub-process
etc.

Table 4:9

Cost

Environment

Product
Quality

Service Quality

Existing:
Required:
Existing:
Required:

Existing:
Required:
Existing:
Required:

Existing:
Required:
Existing:
Required:

Existing:
Required:
Existing:
Required:

Proposed check of PCIS level looking at existing and required measurements
of the sub-processes of a process studied.

The assessment of the measurement level is only qualitative but could be developed into a
quantitative assessment.
A further dimension that could be introduced is the type of measurement. Measurements could be
of a predictive, state or response type. Generally it could be said that on a more operative level state
type measurements are the most relevant, while on the strategic level prediction and response type
measurements are more usual Isaksson (1999a).

4.8

Action planning

Improvement plans involving both employees and management are developed within the limits
indicated by management. Training forms an integral part of this action planning. The analysis is
carried out in greater depth by carrying out experiments. At this stage the objectives, targets and the
strategy for implementation are prepared.

Management
Processes

Creating conditions for finding all relevant information
Mobilising commitment to making experiments

remaking Finding
Identithe analy- measures
fied prob- sis
lems

Support Processes

Figure 4:9
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implementation

Presentation to
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Evaluating
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Agreed
plans

Applying problem solving tools
Applying Project Management

Action planning.

Remaking the analysis

The root causes of the existing problems giving rise to an improvement potential are subjected to a
new analysis.
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Finding measures

This is the process where problem solving is formulated in a customised manner. Tools and
methods for improvement are chosen based on the problems and capabilities of those working with
the improvement. It can be anticipated that in many cases support processes, such as providing
project management and providing training, are needed.

Assessing the complexity of improvement

The improvement effort should start with areas where results are easy to achieve - to pick the lowhanging fruit. The potential for improvement has to be compared with the resources needed for
improvement and the risks of failure.

Preparing the plan for implementation

A plan including tentative goals and resource requirements is prepared.

Presentation to the Management

The action plan is presented. If it is possible to find a consensus and resources are available the
process continues to the next stage of implementing improvements. If not, the process stops.

Evaluating the sub-process

The evaluation contains two parts, the first examines the results in the form of areas of
improvement that have been identified, and the second part analyses the approach in order to
improve it.

4.9

Implementing improvements

After management approval the project is started in accordance with the plans from the action
planning.
Management
Processes

Improvement
plans

Setting
structure
and strategy
for project
work

Mobilising commitment (management and employees)
Defining policy, objectives and strategy

Mobilising
improvement
team

Support Processes

Figure 4:10
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Implementing improvements.
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Setting the structure and strategy for project work

Within the framework given by the management a detailed plan of implementation is prepared.

Mobilising the improvement team

Mobilising the required resources and creating the team.

Improving

Carrying out the planned improvement.

Presentation to the Management

Results from the actions implemented are presented and compared with the plan.

Evaluating the sub-process

The evaluation contains two parts, the first examining the results in terms of how well the
improvements were implemented, and the second analysing the approach in order to improve it.

4.10 Evaluating
Evaluating the results is part of the operative process, as presented in figure 4:3. In many cases
results are not readily seen without a proper evaluation. The sub-process goes from improvement
results to agreed improvements and plans. The entire process is evaluated summarising the
evaluations made at the end of each previous sub-process. The results and the evaluation are
presented to the management which decides how to continue. Remaking the diagnosis will show
the remaining potential and whether the same process should be subjected to another cycle or if a
new area with more potential should be chosen. It is also important to define how the
improvements achieved will be secured and how to introduce a continuous improvement of the
process studied.
• Detailed analysis of results - the correlation between improved performance and actions
implemented is highlighted.
• Evaluating the entire improvement process - summary of the evaluations from the different
stages and the result of the improvement in comparison with time and resources spent. This subprocess focuses on the improvement of the improvement process.
• Presentation to the management - presenting the project results and evaluations.
• Agreeing upon results.
• Deciding on continuation - needs for a second improvement cycle. Actions for securing gains
and proposal for continued improvement of the process studied.
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Figure 4:11 Evaluating the improvement process.

In the ideal case a version of the improvement process has been developed that suits the process
studied. In which case this will be included in the permanent process description as a support
process that regularly scans the actual process for improvement.

4.11 Criteria for assessing the improvement process
The first part of the improvement process - creating the interest in improvement - is analysed based
on results from the three case studies where the proposed five-stage improvement process has been
used. This might seem like putting the cart before the horse, which to some extent is the case, seen
from a purely improvement point of view. Improvement work in the three cases was started with a
limited commitment from top management. This was made possible by choosing processes within
the area of the author's responsibility in the organisation. The improvement processes in the cases
studied were to some extent carried further than would have been done in a real improvement
situation. Normally the management is the customer, and if they are not convinced of the benefits
then the improvement process stops.
Results and experiences from the cases where the proposed five-staged improvement process has
been applied, are very useful for describing the urgency for change and the sense of urgency
existing in the organisation. When looking at the work chronologically, it is correct to present the
three cases dealing with process improvement first. This is done in chapters 5 to 7. In chapter 8 the
process of creating the interest in change is looked into, with a focus on how to create a sense of
urgency.
The assessment is divided into:
• measuring the sense of urgency in relation to improvement potential (creating interest)
• applicability of the proposed five stage improvement process (applying improvement)
• improvement results (applying improvement)
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The process for measuring the sense of urgency presented in section 4.4 was not fully developed at
the start of the work with the case studies and consequently not all parts of it have been tested. The
assessment of the external driving forces is based on existing national indicators and observations
during the three-year stay in the country studied. The situation in the organisation is compared with
predictions presented in section 4.3.
The applicability of the proposed five-stage improvement process is assessed, based on its
usefulness for improvement work. Each of the five stages is analysed to see how useful the
proposed process was as a road map for improvement. The extent to which it was followed and the
problems that indicated needs for change in the improvement process are recorded.
The prerequisite for starting improvement work on a process is that there is an improvement
potential in at least one of the five process dimensions defined. The first test of the improvement
process, and the first stage of diagnosis, is that it can detect and present improvement potential in a
simple way.
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5.

COMPANY WIDE IMPROVEMENT — Case Study 1

The impronementproass Li eiblied to the emire ograniration el the SSA Cement Plant in order to
deftne the overall inoronement potenzial and to test the eplicabie of the inpronement _process
male with afro's on the dzinensions gf(eaci« and cost.
5.1

Background and Methods for the Companywide Case Study

This case study looks at the SSA Cement Plant using a Black Box approach (see section 4.6.2) and
presents the perceived mission, identifies the general improvement potential in the five dimensions
of production capacity, production costs, product quality, service quality and Environment, Safety
and Health (ESH). On a more detailed level the focus is put on capacity and reduced costs. For
these dimensions the five operative sub-processes of cement manufacturing are studied, distributing
the aggregated costs and looking at the capacity performance of each sub-process. The main focus
of the improvement process is on the stages of diagnosing the potential, root causes for potential
improvement, analysing these causes and formulating a suitable action plan. The reason for this is
that the action plan was presented at the end of the study and that its implementation was mainly
outside the time scope of the study. It was known from the beginning of the study that
implementing improvements depended on many factors outside the control of the author and that
it might not be possible to continue further than the stage of action planning.
The main part of the case study was conducted over a period of eight months, while the author
worked as an Improvement Manager, reporting directly to the Managing Director of the SSA
Cement Plant. This arrangement allowed the author to acquire a wide range of data through
interviews and interactions in a number of projects. Immediately prior to this appointment, the
author had worked in the same organisation for a period of 21/2 years as a Production Manager, and
some of the statistical data and experiences acquired from this period have been included.
The main objective of the SSA Cement Plant management was to look at the opportunities for cost
saving and improved environmental performance, which the author translated into the performance
dimensions of Cost, Capacity and Environment, Safety & Health (ESH). Capacity was also included
because of its important influence on costs.
The author's main aim during this project was to test the proposed improvement process model at a
company level. However, it is important to note that even though there was a clear synergy between
the management objectives in the Improvement Project of the SSA Cement Plant and the aims of
this case study, they were not identical. The main problem was that the author had limited ability to
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influence the direction and methods used in the Improvement Project. Although the Improvement
Project originated from the Managing Director, who also actively supported the work, the
remainder of the top management remained largely uninvolved and there was little support for a
structured approach. Due to this and other reasons, the improvement initiative was not officially
launched, and the improvement model had to be applied in an unobtrusive way. As a result of this
limited support, only 2-3 technicians and engineers were allotted part-time to the Improvement
Project by the management. In addition, the author also obtained a large amount of background
support from a network of established contacts already working within the organisation.
The process templates from section 4.2 were used to model the companywide process in the SSA
Cement Plant and an overview of the main processes are presented in Figure 5:1. Full details of the
improvement process, covering both the main processes and the sub-processes, can be found in
annex 4.
Planning
Setting goals

Management
Processes

Motivating
Controlling

Operative Processes
Extracting
raw
material

Need
for
cement

Support
Processes

Figure 5:1

5.2

Raw material
milling

Clinker
burning

Maintaining
Procuring
Servicing
Controlling quality, costs,
capacity, environment etc.

Cement
milling

Cement
Packing
and delivery

Cement
delivered

Providing IT services
Financing

Basic process chart for the SSA Cement Plant.

Diagnosing the Potential

This case study studies the potential from three different points of view. The first one looks at the
Black Box potential for all the dimensions. The second examines the potential in the operative
processes in the dimensions of Capacity and Cost and the third looks at the qualitative potential by
identifying key processes. The entire organisation is looked upon as a Black Box.

5.2.1 Black Box potential
The company mission is indicative only and was created in connection with the improvement work.
To be able to determine process performance, a number of measurements and Key Performance
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Indicators (KPI) were needed. Some of the financial and marketing information measurements,
covering measurements such as the monthly cost per ton, were already available within the
organisation. However, the capacity information was primarily presented in absolute figures in
comparison with the budget, and not in comparison with the nominal capacity, so capacity
utilisation was unclear. Information for the dimensions of Environment, Safety and Health (ESH),
product quality and service quality were unavailable at the time of the study and several key figures
had to be created to address these limitations (see annex 4).
As noted previously, the performance of the selected dimensions of cost performance and capacity
could be compared with benchmarks from within the corporation. Assessment was more
complicated for the dimensions of ESH, product quality and service quality. The cost performance
was calculated on the basis of the cost of a ton of clinker and the cost of a ton of bagged cement.
The first 6 months of 1999 were taken as the reference period for the capacity key figures, and
budget figures for 1999 were used as the basis for cost performance comparison. The result for cost
performance, at an aggregated level, was then compared by internal consultants with other plants
within the corporation that SSA Cement belongs to. These comparisons confirmed that the
organisation under study had very high costs in these areas and after analysing the technological and
organisational constraints, benchmark values were agreed upon with the consultants and the
managing director.
The capacity key figures described in section 4.1 were used. Operational Efficiency (OE) was
defined to cover the production of both final (cement) and intermediate (clinker) production.
Clinker is an intermediate product, from which cement is produced when it is ground with gypsum.
The capacity benchmark was defined as best performance within the corporation, which in this case
was a First World benchmark.
For the Environment, Safety & Health (ESH) dimension, the Initial Environmental Review carried
out in 1999 was used to define the present level of performance. This review did not provide a
quantitative value of ESH performance, but it did indicate that performance was unsatisfactory,
based on corporate policy directives, which required compliance with the relevant national and
international rules and regulations.
Product quality was generally considered to be good, mostly based on the fact that few complaints
were registered. Random checks by First World laboratories confirmed a generally satisfactory level
of the compressive strength but also indicated a rather large variability in the product. The company
internal testing method was not satisfactory and produced unreliable figures, making the assessment
of product conformity complicated. Generally speaking, the product most probably conformed to
the quality standard used.
A quick, qualitative analysis of the customers and interested parties indicated that the company
focus was on the shareholders. A sign of insufficient customer focus was the lack of customer
surveys and that there was no system for handling complaints. This made it very difficult for
customers to provide any feedback. There was also no structured recording of supplier or employee
opinions, and the societal effects, including neighbourhood impacts, were similarly ignored.
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Dimension

Measured
performance

Clinker Capacity 48%
OE
Cement Capacity 54%
OE
100%
Cost

Benchmark

Potential

Comments

85%

Large (>50%) capacity
improvement potential
Large (>50%) capacity
improvement potential
Large (30%) cost reduction
potential
Large improvement potential

Largely linked to investments and
being a known potential
Primarily linked to investments

85%
70%

Relative figures
Moderate benchmark
Estimation only of actual
performance - on a scale of 1
(very bad) to 5 (very good First
World factory.
Estimation only of actual
performance.
Not always conforming to applied
standard
Estimation only of actual
performance.

Environment,
Safety & Health

I (very bad)

4 (good)

Product Quality

3 (medium)

5 (very
good)

Medium

Service Quality

3 (medium)

5 (very
good)

Medium

Table 5:1

Black Box improvement potential in the five dimensions studied.

5.2.2 Diagnosis of Capacity and Cost Potential in the Operative Processes
To check the validity of the estimated improvement potential, each of the five operative process
operations was studied for capacity, improvement potential and cost saving potential. Capacity key
figures were available for most processes and it was relatively easy to discover both the actual
performance and a benchmark. Evaluating the cost figures was time consuming, since cost figures
on a process level were not available in the existing system of cost control. This was addressed by
creating internal reports where general costs were broken down into categories defined by the
author. The feedback and comments on the findings were limited, but there were no disagreements
on the results presented. The capacity performance for 1999 is an estimate based on the first six
months. At this level all processes except the slurry milling were practically working full time to
keep up with the market demands. Cross-functional projects had been carried out for cement
milling and packing (see chapter 6) to increase the performance.
The capacity limitations or process bottlenecks limiting current performance were analysed using
three simple methods. The first one was to look at the Operational Efficiency (OE) required for
each process to be able to supply the internal client. Processes with an OE requirement
approaching the practical maximum were defined as critical processes. Based on this approach,
cement milling was identified as the most critical process. See table 5:2.
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Value adding
process

OE 1999
Estimated

OE
Objective

Raw material
extraction
Slurry milling
Clinker burning
Cement milling
Packing

20(48)

32(78)

48
48
54
35

71

Table 5:2

85
85
54

Comments
Value for quarry machines in brackets when working day time
only
Mills can produce up to 500/o over nominal
Clinker need depends on cement mix - % of clinker
OE Objective with 87,5% clinker in cement
Run Factor (RF) calculated on 55 working hours per week and
85% bagged with the rest being bulk cement

Actual Operational Efficiency (OE) and objectives.

The second method for identifying capacity limitations was to look at the causes of stoppages — or
the lack of Run Factor (RF). This approach was used mainly to identify the special causes, Juran
(1995), that were not so frequent, but more serious, resulting in long interruptions in production.
This method indicated that cement milling and slurry milling were the major capacity limiting
processes. Although slurry milling had a surplus capacity, stoppages due to a lack of water were
common. The main problem with cement milling was related to a lack of strategic spare-parts, such
as a mill motor, which are seldom needed, but are critical and have a long delivery time.
The third method looked at the variation of the actual OE for each of the various plant processes.
This method indicated that raw material extraction was a significant problem. With a large number
of trucks available to haul the raw materials there was a large theoretical surplus capacity, but
performance figures showed very large variations, due mainly to the unreliability of the trucks.
Statistical analysis indicated that there was a considerable risk of running out of raw material.
The potential improvement capacity of 85% OE identified in the Black Box diagnosis was
considered achievable with suitable attention and priority given to:
1. Cement milling
2. Raw material extraction
3. Water supply (to guarantee the slurry milling)
The cost potential was a much more controversial issue than the potential capacity improvement,
largely because one of the main costs is personnel. To achieve the identified objectives of a 30%
reduction in costs, a reduction in personnel numbers of about 50% was required, with a slightly
higher reduction needed in the foreign personnel numbers.
Other important contributions included variable costs such as energy, spare parts and consumables
and the relative savings from changing the raw material mix. These variable costs also needed to be
reduced by about 20%, calculated on the basis of bulk cement.
In order to check if these objectives were feasible, the five largest process operations, from raw
material extraction to packing (see figure 5:2), were studied in detail. The main potential in saving
for the variable costs was identified in the processes of clinker burning, and to some extent, with
cement and slurry milling.
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Sub-process

Actual
Possible ... on the condition that
manning manning

Comments

Storing and
feeding of slurry

1

0

Clinker burning

18

10

Cleaning at kiln
and crushers
Adding of second
grade clinker and
input of imported
clinker

14

0

4

0

Kiln operator walks around the
area and checks the situation.
Preventive maintenance.
Two per shift and 2 reserves
during day time. An intermediate
solution is to run with 3
operators/shift
Oil pumps to be operated from
control room. Only occasional
visit of fuel tanks.
Kiln operators will be trained to
operate Bobcat
When market requires clinker
above the nominal capacity of the
kilns a new feed point must be
constructed

Drag chain
operator

5

0

Management and
support

2

2

Total

44

12

Tubing and valves are changed
and a number of leaks
eliminated
Control room with functioning
instrumentation and
competent personnel

Fixing of crushers and leaks
from drag chains
No more unburned clinker is
stored outside
and in future the imported
clinker will be fed into a
proper hopper
Damper opening on distance
Min. level indication of hopper
Automatic stop of drag chain
when mill 1 hopper full
Improved preventive
maintenance:
• chain slack
• greasing
•

Kiln operator makes a few rounds
during the shift
There should be a telephone
connection between mill
control and kiln control.

regular inspections
Head of department and planning
iliz statistics

Table 5:3 The table describes the results of a process analysis done by the author
together with the kiln manager showing the potential for reduced manning
provided that certain conditions are fulfilled.
The largest single variable cost was for the kiln fuel, although electrical energy for milling, refractory
bricks for the kiln and spare parts for milling also made large contributions. Using internal company
and international benchmarks, the improvement potential was conservatively estimated at around
200/s. A larger improvement potential may be possible, particularly with spare parts, because some
costs were difficult to find on a sufficiently detailed level.
The feasibility of reducing personnel was reviewed separately for the local and foreign personnel. A
work study combined with a flow chart for the processes studied was used for assessing the
personnel requirements for the local personnel. For each process step, the actual manning and work
tasks were recorded and current limitations were identified. Personnel numbers were then
reassessed on the assumption that the identified limitations were removed. This gave a reduced
number of personnel and also identified the actions necessary to achieve the potential
improvement. As an example, the actual manning for kiln operation included 18 persons on all
shifts. With properly functioning instruments and trained support staff, personnel numbers could
be reduced to 10 persons. (See table 5:3)
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Other work studies of the different processes revealed that in many cases up to 50% of the time
was used for cleaning, or for taking care of problems that should not have occurred. Detailed
checks were mainly carried out on the operative processes. All the processes studied indicated a
high ratio of wasted work.
Another method used was to benchmark the number of staff working in similar processes at other
plants. This showed that the objective of a 50% reduction in personnel was certainly realistic. To
assess the foreign personnel numbers, comparisons with other cement plants in similar Third World
countries were made. This gave a potential reduction of 60-70% of current personnel numbers.
The potential for improving skills and qualifications was also evaluated. Although all of the required
skills were available locally, some specialised skills were only available at a high cost. From a longerterm perspective it would be more desirable to recruit personnel with good basic skills and train
them for the required posts. Reliable contacts with both local and international training institutes
confirmed the availability of the training required.
The conclusion from this assessment was that the objective of reducing overall costs by 30% could
be achieved by reducing variable costs by 20%, local personnel numbers by 50%, and foreign
personnel numbers by around 60%. A change to the local cement standard to allow production
using a less restrictive product would also be needed to achieve the overall 30% cost reduction.

5.2.3 Qualitative Improvement Potential Using the Process Chart
During the work on the Improvement Project, about 20 middle managers from different areas were
interviewed to assess how well they were managing the processes they were responsible for. The
purpose within the Improvement Project was to reduce personnel and to see if some of the
functions could be outsourced. The method used was to try to define the mission of different
processes when carried out in a functional setting. Responses were sought to the following:
What is your mission(s)?
Who are your (internal) customers?
What Key Performance Indicators are used for controlling your process(es)?
What are the process problems?
What are the solutions to these problems?
These interviews provided a lot of valuable information, but direct replies to the questions were not
forthcoming. The feedback indicated that most managers were following orders and that there was
no active management of the processes. In many cases it was clear that the control of an important
mission had been placed at such a low hierarchical level that those with the business knowledge
needed had no power to make any changes. In most cases there were no measurements of the
process performance of the support processes in any dimension. When this information was taken
in conjunction with the large manning levels and a generally ineffective performance, it indicated
that there was a large improvement potential in almost all of the operational and support processes.
Many of the functions or processes studied could have been outsourced. It proved very helpful to
use the process chart for the entire organisation to identify critical processes and also to identify
outsourcing options. The main processes are listed in figure 5:2, with those processes judged to be
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critical or key processes and having priority for further work marked in bold. Figure 5:2 represents a
more detailed process chart of the organisation studied compared to the one presented in figure 5:1.
Management
Processes

Market planning
Operations planning

Performance control

Setting policy and objectives

Promoting personnel
performance

Investment and improvement
planning
Operative
Processes Marketing

)11'
Need
for
cement

Extracting
raw
material

Selling

Slurry
milling

Support Processes

Maintaining
Servicing public relations
Controlling capacity,
costs, quality, environment
Purchasing
Storing

Figure 5:2

Distributing

Invoicing

Clinker
burning

Transporting
Catering
Lodging
Gardening
Providing social
amenities

Personnel admin
and services

Cement
milling

Packing
and
delivering

Cement
delivered

Providing health care
Training
Paying suppliers

Financing
Providing security
Giving IT-support
Managing projects

General process chart of the SSA Cement Plant. Processes judged to be
critical are marked in bold type.

The method for identifying the critical key processes is a qualitative assessment based on the
interviews with the middle managers.
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5.3

Root Cause Analysis

The main focus in this section is on a root cause analysis of the problems giving rise to potential
improvements. The analysis was performed in two main parts. The first one was a top-down
approach based on the 7Ms and defining the general characteristics on a companywide level. The
second analysis was performed by analysing the root causes of problem areas in three low-level
processes. The aim here was to see if the root causes of the main problems found in a bottom-up
analysis of some randomly chosen low-level processes were the same as those found in the top
down-analysis. The potential focused on was the capacity and cost potential.

5.3.1 The top-down 7114-analysis on the companywide process
The analysis is presented in more detail in annex 5. The results are shown in table 5:4. Out of the
7Ms, Management, Measurement and Man are singled out as the most important ones. Management
was found to be very functional and bureaucratic. Changing the way things were managed was very
difficult. Management was clearly the main reason for the large potential found. Insufficient
measurements lead to incomplete information on performance, which was found to be one of the
major causes for existing potential for improvement. As an example, the opinion of what the real
cost of casual labour was varied a lot, leading to incorrect decisions. Generally the cost of
employing casual labour was underestimated by a factor of three, excluding the cost of extra
administration. The cost accounting provided practically no information for those directly
responsible for running the plant, such as the quarry manager, production manager and
maintenance manager. Man, or the cost potential of personnel, was another major post. In all
comparisons carried out the number and costs were too high. The lack of qualified and skilled
personnel was also a problem. This was often given as an excuse for the inflated number of
employees.

5.3.2 The bottornmp root cause analysis
Three low-level processes were studied for problems. The processes chosen were cement pumping,
local purchases and the preventive maintenance of cement mills. The problems found were then
examined and compared with those found in the top down-analysis.
The cement pumping process was the subject of a traditional brainstorming session, and the results
were documented in the form of a Fishbone Diagram. Some of the main causes were also subjected
to the five "why-questions" and then related to the 7Ms and summarised in table 5:5, Isaksson
(1999b). Management is shown to be the most frequent cause, with other causes being Method and
to some extent Man and Measurement.
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Evaluation
M
Management Highly functional management with strict
control and order giving. Tests with
maturity models indicated a very low
maturity for Process Management and
TQM.
Serious problems with availability of
material in stores due to problems of
procurement.

Comments
The test with the maturity models was very limited
and not statistically significant, but the recorded
results were confirmed by numerous observations
and interviews

Lack of funds had been a periodic problem but the
main problems had been due to bureaucratic
procedures lack of competence and lack of
management capacity
Cost information was mainly passed upwards in the
Measurement Underdeveloped Process Control and
hierarchy and there was not enough detailed
Information System (PCIS) both due to
feedback to those who had direct influence on
technical problems and lack of process
performance. This was partly due to the
focus. Problems were more serious for
management mode and the corresponding mentality
costs than for capacity.
of putting the management in focus.
The factory was old and the equipment was Previously lack of funds for renovation but this had
Machine
recently been solved. The cost of maintenance of
not in a very good shape. Maintenance
both personnel and spare parts needs was high.
capacity and quality presented an
Training had been in focus but the training process
improvement potential.
still needed improvements.
Operations had not been optimal due to
lack of instrumentation and lack of
competence.
The methods used for planning, control and
The organisation lacked systems and
Method
improvement were based on personal preferences
policies. The budget was the only guiding
and habits. The budget practically only affected the
document,
top level. Work was in progress to involve middle
Officially the management mode was
Management by Objectives but in reality it management in the budget work.
was Management by Edict
Firing personnel was very difficult and politically
Lack of competence due to lack of basic
Man
sensitive.
education and training. A large group of
foreign personnel contributed to high costs.
ESH-work had recently started and problems were
Generally bad working environment with
Milieu
being resolved.
excessive dust and high temperatures
Material

Table 5:4
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Cause of Problem

Answers to Whyquestions in order, witt Comments
final in bold

Problems with dusty
environment for equipment
due to non-operational filters

No priority
No policy
No enforcing of laws and regulations

Lack ofmanagement commitment
Lack of spares

Procurement badly organised
Overwhelming bureaucracy
Lack of competence to tackle organisational
problems
Lack of a process view

Priority on direct causes for
stoppages not on indirect ones fire fighting.
Management.
Funds available but bureaucracy
slows down purchase and reduces
quality (more erroneous orders).
Management and Method.

Lack of management competency
Shortcuts on repairs

Focus on solving present problem
Lack of maintenance skills
Lack of education
Problems with recruiting and training

Management and Man.

Lack of focus on personnel
Operating procedures not
well defined

Low priority
Lack of routines for documentation

Lack of organisational competence
Preventive maintenance
routines not well defined

Lack of routines for documentation
Lack of learning ability

Lack of modern management abilities

Personal Protective
Equipment deficient

Lack of priority
Unclear responsibility

Lack of management commitment
Instrumentation not
functioning correctly

Lack of funds
Lack of priority
Lack of understanding of the importance of
process measures

Lack of training

Lack of planning
Management too much occupied with daily
matters
Organisation centralised with little delegation
of responsibility

Generic models for this available
but no benchmarking carried out.
Management and Method
Plenty of references available but
change is complicated due to
bureaucracy and lack of delegation
of responsibility. Management and
Method.
Problem known to everybody but
no firm organisational action taken.
Management.
Management and Measurement.

Lack of focus on measurements
Management.

Outdated management model
Lack of encouragement

Focus on control and order giving

Management.

Lack of modern management

Table 5:5 Analysis of root causes of problems in cement pumping based on the causes
identified as the most important ones from 1998. Analysis done by author.

The local purchasing process was subjected to a Process Analysis by counting the number of steps,
hand-overs and signatures. The results show a rather complicated process with about 73 steps, of
which 28 are waiting and about 15 are signatures (see annex 6). The theoretical lead-time for the
process is about 6-7 weeks. This corresponds rather well with empirical information, even though
the variation of lead-time is very high. The VAR was assessed at 0.5%, which is very low.
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Based on a qualitative analysis, Management, Method and Measurement, in order of priority, were
singled out as the most critical Ms. It is obvious that little can be done with the existing, far too
tedious procedure. It was not possible to judge if the lack of qualifications and skills was a problem,
as commonly claimed in the organisation. Only top management can change the situation by
permitting changes in the applied Method or purchasing routines. An important thing to start with
is to measure the process lead-time and set some objectives for it, based on the needs of the internal
customers.
The preventive maintenance process for cement milling was studied. The study was carried out in
1999, Isaksson (1999b). The creation of a specific department for preventive maintenance was
rather recent, which made it possible to study a fairly recently created process, that at the time of
the study had been functioning for about a year. The process of preventive maintenance starts with
sending a checklist to Production, when the cement mill reaches the defined service hours, and ends
when an analysis of the documentation that has come back is carried out and made available to
those concerned, see table 5:6. The assumed results of the preventive maintenance process are
instructions that are used to reduce time for breakdowns and an increase of the equipment Run
Factor (RF). The recorded time of the cycle is 1-5 weeks, which is obviously much too long. The
cycle has only been calculated until the return of the papers, which actually marks the end of the
process. The number of controls is fairly high. The process mission is somewhat unclear. The Run
Factor development is not followed up by the preventive maintenance, and there is no proof that
the process improves the availability of the milling process.
At present the result is more regular preventive maintenance achieved through a very tedious
process of control. Qualified members of staff are used to do routine work. There are still no
measures for the process and there are few analyses and even less feed back. The work actually
done is issuing a standard checklist, with boxes to tick and sign for work being done. Based on table
5:6 the only value adding processes are the check for the need of purchases and the analysis. This
check for needed spares should produce input for Purchase and Stores, optimising the level of spare
parts stored. The analysis should result in an input mainly for the Maintenance department, and
maybe to some extent for the Production department. The result ought to be changed routines that
increase availability and the Run Factor (RF) and possibly the Capacity Efficiency (CE). However,
neither of the processes was functioning during the time of the study with no proper analyses being
made, which strictly speaking meant that the Value Added Ratio (VAR) was zero! In view of this, it
would have been as easy for the Production Division to follow the hour counters and inform
maintenance when they should carry out their check using the standard control list.
The reason that this more recent process did not create improvement could be the lack of process
orientation and a clear mission. A considerable amount of work was performed but few results were
achieved. Since the process was not measured, this passed undetected. This could be taken as an
example of how prevailing management values have created a sub-optimal process. With a
management focus on control, the process has basically become one more additional bureaucratic
control. Management is judged to be the most important M followed by Method and Measurement.
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Process step

Activity

Function

Office

Comments

Issuing control
request

Writing check lists

Engineering

Prey.

Sending to Production
Adding work to be done

(Eng.)
Eng
Produc-tion

Done by preventive maintenance at
appr. every 450 mill run hours

Milling

Informing preventive maintenance
of date
Stop to be made in interval 450-550
hours
Concerned functions are informed

Planning of stop

(Pr)
Maintenance
(M)
M

Stopping

Checking possibilities of
maintenance and setting date
Informing electrical
Informing mechanical
Informing lubrication
Mill emptied and opened

Repairing

Handed over to maintenance
Doing work

Pr
M

Checking at site

M

Checking at site

Pr

Milling
Electr.
Milling
MecM
Milling

Sector head signs preventive
maintenance check list
Control by head of Mech. dep

M

Milling

M

Mechanic
al
Div.
Milling

Checking of
documents

Registering
results
Analysing

Table 5:6

Control by head of Maint. Div.
Check of papers
Papers sent to Preventive
Maint.
Check of what work has been
done
Check of needs for Purchase
Preparing statistics

Milling

Pr

M
Pr
Pr

Done at 3 a.m, in the morning to
permit cooling

Eng

Prey.

Eng

Prey

Noting of down-time for
maintenance

Not very dear who should order
Not very clear how process should
be measured and who should
receive information

Preventive maintenance process for cement mills at the SSA Cement Plant.
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5.3.3 Comparing the topdown and bottomup analysis
Results from the qualitative analyses carried out are presented in table 5:7.
7M

Management
Material
Measurement
Machine
Method
Man
Milieu

Table 5:7

Top down

Cement pumping

Local Purchase

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Preventive
maintenance of
cement mills

x

Most important root causes in the four different studies.

The results are very approximate but still indicate that Management and Measurement are
important causes seen from both perspectives. Also Method seems important. It is interesting to
note that most resources are put into the technical improvement of the factory, which is in the
realm of Machine, but that this does not seem to be the root cause identified in any of the studies.
Since Local Purchase and Preventive Maintenance are administrative processes this is not so
surprising, but Cement Pumping is a typical technical process where the capacity had been a
constant problem and where Machine would have been expected to be a root cause. The problems
with Method are partly related to the bureaucracy characterising most processes and the imperfect
execution of the complicated procedures. With a change in management culture it should be
possible to subject most processes to reengineering with good results. Performance measurements
were lacking and those existing did not properly measure the process performance. This is a result
of both lack of focus on facts and lack of focus on process. The competence of Man is to some
extent a problem. This is also an area where there was a consensus that something should be done.
Since new recruitment was complicated the main focus was on training.

5.4

Action Planning

The complete list of measures proposed for top management is presented in section 5.4.2. Focus on
training forms an important part of the action planning. A training process is defined based on the
generic process template. The author served as head of the company training council for more than
two years. This was a cross functional group with the specific purpose of helping management with
the training plan, and to help the training sector create new alternatives for training.

5.4.1 Training process
Training was identified as an important measure relating to the M of Man. Training has been
studied both for management and workers. All earlier training initiatives had traditionally focused
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on the workers, but it became clear that more focus should be on management. Top management
should clearly show their commitment to the delegation of responsibility. Middle management
should be trained to define the processes they are responsible for, and they should be empowered
to work with improvements in their area. This work should include defining the optimal
organisation for their area, as well as the necessary skills and qualifications required.
A re-established Training Council regularly analysed the needs for training and prepared a yearly
plan for the management. The execution and administration of the plan were then the responsibility
of a training sector under the organisation of the Human Resources staff. The intensity of training
activities increased considerably as a result of this. In spite of this, there was still a large potential for
improving the training process when it came to effectiveness (doing the right courses) and
efficiency (doing the courses in the right way). The throughput also needed to be increased. The
situation was analysed with the help of two external consultants that had already worked with the
SSA Cement Plant as training providers. The different problems were organised in a tree diagram
(see figure 5:3) in order to define the background of the proposed training process. Problems in the
present training process were discussed and a new training process was proposed (see figure 5:4).

Training
not good enough

Not enough
training

Not the right training

No consensus
for the plan

Role of
training council
not agreed upon

Figure 5:3

Incorrect choice
of candidates

No training
policy

Difficult to get
candidates for
training

Areas do not
feel ownership
for the training

Management
does not give
priority to
training

Training
process much too
bureaucratic and
time consuming

Training
sector does not
have the
capacity needed

Routines
are not properly
defined

Level of skills
needs to
be raised

Tree diagram looking at the problems of the training process at the SSA
Cement Plant. Assessment made by author with the help of two external
consultants.

The tree-diagram indicates the role of the management at several points and, both for improved
effectiveness and efficiency, management plays a key role. For improved effectiveness, the main
requirement is to have an agreed training plan based on a training policy. This means that someone
in top management must take more interest in the Training Process. The proposed approach was to
nominate a management representative to be responsible for the policy and overall monitoring,
while disbanding the training council. This was considered a practical way to activate the middle
managers, since they would be given more responsibility for planning the training programme and
for monitoring that it was carried out. This would also contribute to more effective delegation of
responsibility and to giving more initiative and responsibility to the middle management level. In
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order to be able to carry out the identification of training needs, the middle managers would need
to be trained and the level of qualification of the training sector would also need to be increased,
and the approval routines simplified. A number of activities indicated in figure 5:5, mainly as
support processes, were judged to be in need of external help, at least for an initial period.

Defining training policy, objectives , methodology and
principles (D,C)
Management Setting training priorities (D)
Processes
Monitoring and controlling progress of training plan (D,C)
Choosing of institutes to co-operate with (D)
Needs analysis

Needs
for
more
skills and
qualifications

skill Choosing
(MM)
comparing skills gap people f„
training
objective with
(MM)
actual performance

Training
planning

(TR) as a
function of
intial level and
time available

Skills evaluation (MM,C)

Support Training needs evaluation (MM,C)
Processes Preparation of training plan (TR,C)

Training

Evaluation

(TR)

(MM,
TR)

Improved
skills and
qualifications
More
needs
for training

Organising of training (TR)
Evaluation of training
outcome (MM,TR)

Evaluation of training service
providers (TR)
D—Director, MM—Middle Manager, TR—Training function, C—Consultant

Figure 5:4 Proposed new training process for the SSA Cement Plant.

5.4.2 Plan for Implementation
The plan for implementation was divided into different documents and spread over a period of
time. Some of the proposed actions are documented in the other cases studied. The summary of the
reports presented, identified the following six areas of improvement:
1. Continued focus on increased capacity in quarry, clinker production, cement milling and
packing, with the objective of achieving at least a 50% increase.
2. Cost reduction of around 30%, with a focus on: manning, spare parts, energy costs, bricks, and
water supply. Change of product quality introducing a new cement type.
3. Improvement of ESH-performance from bad to good (3 stars in NOSA system) by putting in
place a permanent safety-organisation and creating a documented management system as well as
investing in filters and improved facilities.
4. Improved performance measurements - creating an agreed Process Control and Information
system that provides managers on all levels with the relevant information and introduction of a
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software solution compatible with existing software/hardware.
5. Delegation of responsibility and authority is an important part of the chosen strategy. Middle
management (heads of department and division) to take an active part in the work of
improvement. Middle managers should propose goals, make plans for achieving the goals and
then implement the plans (including competence development and ESH improvement). In
order to reduce costs, manning levels, including the foreign work force, need to be reduced. A
strong focus on increasing skills and qualifications is needed. The training process proposed, as
presented in figure 5:5, should be adopted.
6. Outsourcing of non-core businesses.
Other activities suggested included making middle managers an active part of the budget work and
declaring some immediate redundancies as a measure to indicate the focus on cutting costs. The
continued work of reducing personnel was largely dependent on the activation of the middle
management. It was proposed to appoint one of the directors as the management representative for
training, and consequently as a process owner for the management processes in figure 5:4. The
important issue of responsibility for top management training was left with the Managing Director.

5.5

Implementing the Proposed Actions

The proposed actions were presented at the very end of the author's contract. The post of
Improvement Manager had been a temporary one, intended only to facilitate transferral of the
continued improvement to the line organisation. Implementation was rather limited since only a
few of the proposed actions were fully accepted. However, ambitions were raised and the cost
reduction target of 30% had an influence on the activities to be implemented.

5.6

Evaluating the Companywide Improvement Process

The evaluation is based on two aspects from the sub-process of evaluation presented in section
4.10. The first aspect used is the extent to which the proposed improvement process produced any
improvement. In order to judge this the three fest stages of the five-stage improvement process, 1diagnosing the potential, 2-analysing the causes and 3-action planning, are examined. The second
aspect is the extent to which the improvement process has been used and proved to be useful. This
aspect is studied by comparing the proposed improvement process with the actual procedure.

5.6.1 Results from diagnosing thprocess
The potential measured, based on the diagnosis, is described as small, medium or large. The
assessment of the accuracy of the results has been carried out qualitatively by the author. The scale
used has a five point range with 1 corresponding to very inaccurate and 5 to very accurate. The
prevailing situation is also based on the author's assessment and describes to what extent the
potential revealed was known to the management. The scale ranges from 1, known by everybody to
5, not known at all. The higher the improvement potential and the higher the numbers, the more
important the result.
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Process
dimension

Result of
revealed
potential

Accuracy of
result

Capacity

Large

4

Comparison with Comment
prevailing
situation— level
of surprise
The capacity potential of cement
3

Cost

Large

4

4

ESH

Large

5

2

Product Quality

Medium

2

2

Service Quality

Medium

3

1

Table 5:8

milling and packing were more of a
surprise than that of the clinker
burning.
There was disbelief among many of
the managers.
Problems commonly known but some
areas related to health aspects much
worse than anticipated.
No data for quality conformance but
few registered complaints.
Problems well known. Main focus on
production not on customers.

Evaluating the potential revealed. The most important results in bold.

There is a large improvement potential which, if realised, especially in the dimensions of capacity
and cost, would improve the economic result considerably. The process of diagnosing the potential
presented a new way of highlighting improvement opportunities in a structured way and revealed
opportunities, which were not known before. The potential presented did not have any large effect
on the interest in improvement but at least the discussion of the need for more change was started.

5.6.2 Results of the root cause analysis in relation to improvement potential
Since there was no real agreement on the potential for improvement found, the prerequisites for
discussing the root causes were not fulfilled. The results represent the author's interpretation based
on numerous discussions and meetings with managers, where attitudes have been exposed
implicitly. Analysis of management actions has been another source of input. In table 5:9 the
reactions, as interpreted by the author, to results from the analysis of root causes of problems giving
rise to an improvement potential.
Management must change in order to realise the potential detected. However, this viewpoint did
only have limited top management support. Another important root cause of inefficiency is the lack
of proper Key Performance Indicators — the M of Measurement must be improved. This was
acknowledged to some extent, but the problem was mainly seen as a technical one that could be
solved by investing in a new computer and new software. On the issue of Man there was some
agreement as to the need for a higher level of skills and qualification. There was less understanding
for the needs and possibilities of reducing the head count, especially from the local management.
The lack of an agreed means of costing personnel was one of the major obstacles to properly
measuring the cost dimension. This is another example of the deficiencies in the M of
Measurement.
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Analysing the root Importance of Accuracy of
causes with the 7Ms identified roo result

Comparison
with prevailing

causes
Management

High

4

situation- level
of surprise
5

Man

Medium

4

2

Method

Medium

3

4

Measurement

High

5

4

Machine

Medium

3

1

Material
Milieu

Low
Low

1
1

2
2

Table 5:9

Comment

Management considers Machine and
Man as main problems
Believed to be one of the major causes
of low capacity whereas cost assumed
to be low due to low direct cost (salary)
Lack of documented procedures, but
this is not perceived as a problem
Lack of key performance indicators
without sufficient actions being taken
Believed to be the main cause of low
capacity and being tackled with through
a renovation project
Only a very superficial analysis
Only a very superficial analysis

Evaluating the root causes. The most important re sults in bold.

5.6.3 Results of the action planning
The improvement proposal reflected the level of change, which was considered tolerable by the
author and the Managing Director. The most important root causes were (in section 5.3) found to
be: Management and Measurement. All the 6 points were to some extent related to Management. In
table 5:10 some comments by the author on the proposed action plan are presented.
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Action point

Relation to the M of

Comment

I. Capacity increase 50%

Management, Machine

2. Cost reduction 300/s

Management

3. Three stars on NOSA
4. Improved measurement

Management, Method
Management,
Measurement
Management, Man

No formal decision to do anything more than
continue with the existing renovation program that
addresses the problem of Machine only.
Formal agreement on management meeting but no
detailed action plan except a plan for a moderate
reduction of personnel.
Formal decision with approval of rough action plan.
No decision apart from investing in a new computer
solution.
No formal decision on the proposal.

Management

Decision to look at the catering process.

5. Delegation of responsibility
and training
6. Outsourcing

Table 5:10

Comparison of action points with main root causes.

Even if many plans were not taken formally the possibilities presented probably had an effect on
those participating. Some of the middle managers have clearly mentally accepted more challenging
goals.

5.6.4 Comparing the proposed improvement process with the outcome
The proposed improvement process from figure 4:3 is presented in the three tables, one each for
management, operative and support processes (see 5:11-5:13). The process description is compared
with the outcome. Details of the processes are found in annex 4.
Process
descripfon

Outcome Management Processes

Comments

Mobilising
commitment
(management and
employees)

The MD informed all top and middle
management and all expatriates. He stressed
the importance of the work. The author had
informal meetings with most top and middle
managers.
The author defined the focus as improved
capacity performance, reduced costs and
improved ESH-performance. No real guiding
coalition was formed,

The process was not charted in any more
detail. There was practically no mobilisation
of employees.

Defining policy,
objectives and
strategy

Organising for
management of
processes

The proposed templates were used.

The instructions from top management
were not very clear.
The project reported from time to time to a
steering group consisting of the top
managers. The interest was limited. The
MD was the driving force.
The author performed the work of process
charting. No formal agreement on process
focus.

Table 5:11 Comparison of the improvement Process Management processes with actual
outcome.
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The outcome shows some deviations from the proposed process, but the main problem was still the
limited interest in change. The required input of having an interest in change manifested by a
guiding coalition of the major players on board was not fulfilled.
The normal condition for starting the improvement process is to have an interest in it. This is
described as having a guiding coalition, a vision and a strategy for change. The companywide case
study started formally when the author was appointed Improvement Manager. There was no
guiding coalition apart from the Managing Director. There was no clear vision and the strategy of
using the proposed improvement process was basically only known to the author. The conditions at
the start were not ideal, but still presented the best available solution. The slogan coined was "doing
more with less" and the author defined the focus as improved capacity performance, reduced costs
and improved ESH-performance.
Process description

Outcome Operative Processes

Comments

Diagnosing the potential

Potential in all dimensions was
discovered. Several approaches were
used.
Top-down and bottom-up analysis using
the 7Ms clearly indicated Management as
the main root cause, followed by
Measurement,

No dear agreement or disagreement of the
potential presented.
Little time spent with support processes.
Limited formal discussion of the sources and
no agreement.
This stage was the most time-consuming both
due to the remaking of the diagnosis and a
rather extensive analysis of root causes of the
problems.
Only limited parts were indicated for
continued work.
Lack of time.
No clear strategy or plan for implementing
improvement. Work to be done in line
organisation only, apart from the "Machine"
renovation which had been a project since
some time earlier.
No particular interest from management
to evaluate the outcome

Root Cause Analysis

Action planning

Implementing

Evaluating

Proposed actions were presented to top
management.
Limited attention to process.
Only a limited start of the parts accepted
for implementation.
Practically no work with the process.

Only limited efforts carried out mainly
for the purpose of the research,

Table 5:12 Comparison of the execution of the operative processes of the improvement
process with the actual ou tcome.
The focus has been on the first two stages of the improvement process. Limited resources and
limited management interest have been the causes for not working with the three other stages
beyond examining any problems with the proposed process.
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Process description

Outcome Support Processes Comments

Using quality methods

Applying project
management

Process charting, basic
statistics, brainstorming and
fishbone diagrams
Only limited work in project
form.

Applying team skills

Limited work in teams.

Training in required skills

Only limited training of
supervisors and technicians
within the Production
Department

Not all of the participants had training in quality
methods
The improvement project was a temporary line
function. The organisation had very limited experience
of project work with a tendency to fit everything into
the line organisation.
The author worked largely alone calling in help when
needed. There were conflicts with some line managers
when using their resources.
Due to lack of a proper improvement team there was
little focus on training.

Table 5:13
Comparison of the improvement process and support processes with the
actual outcome.
The support processes did not receive much attention neither at the main improvement process
level nor at the level of the five stages. This was mainly due to the lack of a team approach which
reduced the need for the support processes related to training and project management. Only
simple quality tools were used due to the general lack of skills within the field.

5.7

Conclusions for the Companywide Improvement Case Study

This case presents an example of a Third World organisation that, without any previous practice of
a process view, was diagnosed for improvement potential using the proposed process templates
with the five dimensions and the Black Box approach. A large improvement potential was found,
which is in line with predictions made in section 4.3.
Methods described in chapter 4 were used to discover the main root causes related to a potential for
improvement. The 7M-analysis was of great help in categorising the different sources. The M of
Management was found to be the main root cause of the problems giving rise to a potential for
improvement. There was little agreement on this point with the plant top management and
consequently there was little support for any continuation of the improvement work. The M of,
Measurement and to some extent Method were also found to be important. Process control and
improvement were handicapped because of a lack of performance indicators. The proposed
capacity key figures proved to be of good help in measuring the Capacity dimension. Key figures
for the Cost dimension were worked with but did not result in any generic key figures that could be
adapted for process costing. Further work is needed in this field.
Mainly the first two stages of the five-stage improvement process were worked with, but enough
was done with the other three stages to give an idea of their contribution to improvement work.
Generally, increased process focus could be introduced in areas where the author had an influence.
This indicated that, provided there was sufficient management commitment, the improvement
process could function as proposed.
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The strong hierarchy complicated teamwork when different levels were involved, but the problems
were manageable. When dealing with the level of supervisors and middle managers the level of
competence was not a problem. A lack of practice in teamwork, project management and ordinary
meeting culture complicated and delayed the work, but not critically. The main obstacle was the
limited interest in organisational change among the top management. The reasons for this could be
the subject of a lengthy discussion, but in short it could be said that the indications given in section
4.3 about lack of personal driving forces and lack of ability in the management of change are
probably part of the explanation.
The conclusion is that there is a large improvement potential, which will probably not be realised
without changes in management mode and culture. Given a change in management culture with a
commitment to change, it should be possible to use the proposed improvement process
successfully. The other identified sources of improvement, Method, Measurement and also Man,
could all be tackled within a reasonable time frame.
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6.

CEMENT PACKING — Case Study 2

This cheter eiesaihes the iffiprovement in the amen/packing pracesi at the SSA Cement Plant over
apeiiod 9'2j/ears.

6.1

Background and methods for Cement Packing case study

The case study is divided into two parts. The work for the first part was mainly done during autumn
1997 and spring 1998. A cross-functional improvement project was initiated due to serious
problems with output. The packing capacity was inadequate for supplying the market demand and
represented the main bottleneck in the production process. An entire improvement cycle is
covered. This first part has been presented in Isaksson (1999c). See also annex 7. Details of the
second improvement cycle appear in annex 8. The work for the second part was done during 1999
and was initiated because of the existence of a planned project in which the packing plant
equipment was to be renovated. The two main reasons for the renovation were the need for
increased capacity and the need to reduce environmental impact. The purpose of the study was to
make a new assessment of the potential in all of the dimensions and to properly analyse the sources
of potential for improvement. The objective was to present a plan of action to facilitate the
renovation. The renovation of the packing plant and implementation of proposed improvement fall
outside of the scope of this study. Cement packing is the last operative sub-process in the
companywide process.
Planning
Setting goals

Management
Processes

Motivating
Controlling

Operative Processes

Need
for
cement

Extracting
raw
material

Support
Processes

Raw material
milling

Clinker
burning

Maintaining
Procuring
Servicing
Controlling quality, costs,
capacity, environment etc.

Cement
milling

Cement
Packing
and delivery

Cement
delivered

Providing IT services
Financing

Figure 6:1. Process chart for the company- wide process indicating the packing process.
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The methods used in the first part of study were mainly direct observation and active participation.
The author acted as the driving force for the cross-functional improvement team. The main
participants were managers and supervisors from production and maintenance departments. Simple
quality tools like fishbone diagrams, flow charts and basic statistics were used at meetings. The
author introduced the five process dimensions for the measurement of the packing plant
performance. Focus was on capacity and quite some time was spent creating good Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) for capacity. Methods in the second part of the study consisted
mostly of analysing statistics and carrying out interviews.
The packing process covers most of the packing and delivery but the bulk handling and transport
provided by the company are excluded. In the first part mostly lines 1-3 were looked into, whereas
the second part covered all four packing lines.
Management
Processes

Extracting
cement
Cement
in
silos

Production planning
Maintenance planning
Performance control

Transporting
cement

Screening
cement

Support Filtering the air
Processes Power supply

Improvement planning

Storing
and
feeding
packer

Repairing
Replacing
Cooling water supply Lubricating
Compressed air supply Training
Cleaning
Purchasing
Storing

Packing

Transporting
and
loading

Bagged
cement
on lorries

Operating
Controlling:
*product quality
*costs
*environment
•capacity

-service quality

Figure 6:2. Process chart for packing.

6.2

Diagnosing the Potential

6.2.1 Results from the first improvement cycle
Two aspects of the first improvement cycle are looked into. Firstly the results are presented and
commented on. Secondly the extent to which the improvement process has been used and proved
to be useful is analysed. The performance compared to benchmarks, indicating the size of potential
in the five dimensions, is presented in table 6:1. The size of the potential was not obvious in any of
the dimensions before the presentation of the figures. The main problem was the capacity. For this
dimension it was very easy to calculate a benchmark, but this was so distant from the actual
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performance that it could not be considered a target in the short run. Instead the first target was set
at a 50% increase from the level of 6,000 tons per week to 9,000 tons (see table 6:2). Even this
target was viewed with scepticism.
The intensive part of the improvement project only lasted for about three months and resulted in
the solving of the acute problem — the packing plant was no longer the bottle neck.
Historically only general measurements existed and the packing plant performance was recorded as
total monthly output. The target performance of 9,000 tons/week corresponds to roughly 40,000
tons per month. Towards the end of the year the capacity was up to the level of the market
demand. Since the market was below the target level it was not possible to confirm if the target had
been achieved. Values for the capacity key figure in table 6:2 show that the Capacity Efficiency was
very close to the target. The figures also clearly showed that there was a large improvement
potential in all dimensions. One of the important results was the establishment of Key Performance
Indicators that permitted a much better control than earlier. The level of information went from
anecdotal to being based on facts.
Dimension

Measured
Benchperformance mark

Potential

Comments
Moderate benchmark but seen as
totally unrealistic in view of the
Problems encountered
Primarily linked to investments

Packing Capacity 16%
OE

70%

Large capacity improvement
potential

Cost
Working hours

100 h/week

50
h/week

Large cost saving in both
working hours and

Bag breakage
Product Quality

3.5%
1.5 kg

0.5%
0.3 kg

Service Quality

75%

100%

bag breakage
Large improvement in
reducing the weight standard
deviation
High potential in improving
delivery at promised date

Environment,
Safety & Health

1 (very bad)

4 (good)

Table 6:1

The rough improvement potential in the five dimensions studied.

Large improvement potential
with reduced dust at work
place and reduced emissions

Depends partly on number of
plies in the paper bag
All bags supposed to be 50 + 1 kg.
Average must be at 50.0 kg.
Waiting with idling lorries
increases the transport cost and
thereby the cost of cement
Estimation only of performance —
on a scale of 1 (very bad) to 5
(very good) representing a good
First World factory.

The process performance and objectives of the five dimensions are shown in table 6:2.
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6.2.2 Results from the second improvement cycle
The second improvement cycle was mainly motivated by further needs to increase capacity but also
by needs to improve the ESH-dimension. Some major renewal of the packing plant was planned,
focusing on a few key areas. In order to get the best benefit out of the investment all dimensions
were examined for potential improvement. The focus was on the first stage of diagnosing the
potential and the third stage of proposing an action plan. The underlying causes for potential were
also studied. The potential was diagnosed in all five dimensions. All the four lines were looked at.
Reference values are mainly from a period covering some 6-12 weeks in mid 1999. The dispatch
capacity had shown an increasing trend during the last two and a half years. The background level
of improvement has to be taken into consideration in order to obtain the correct reference values
for calculating the potential. In spite of significant improvements there was still a large potential to
be found in all process dimensions (see table 6:3). For more details see annex 8.
Line 1-3 average

Crisis 1997

Short
objective

40
40
16

60
70
42

52
68
35

80
85
68

100

60

55

50

3.5

< 1.5

1.2

<0.5

1.5

0.7

0.9

0.3

75
80

99
120

99,5
100

100,0
120

<15

12

<7,5

range 1998achievements

Objective

Capacity
RF
CE
OE

Cost
Working
hours/week
Bag breakage %

Product Quality
Average (n=3) bag
weight
standard
deviation

Service Quality
Servicing percentage
Capacity as Yo of
average demand

Environment, Safety & Health
Tons of cement
recycled per working
day

Table 6:2

24

Improvement potential and results from first improvement cycle including
new targets.

The production capacity depends largely on the operational hours or the maximum hours available.
For the packing plant 60 hours were considered to be the maximum, with packing taking place six
days a week and daytime only. The capacity value on a weekly basis was 21,000 tons. The new
objective for the Operational Efficiency was set at 90% compared to the previous 70%. Root
causes leading to improved capacity potential were analysed by using the existing statistics. It
proved that the analysing of statistics was insufficient.
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A simple comparison of the different lines showed that the number 4 line, which was the newest,
had both a lower Run Factor (RF) and lower Capacity Efficiency (CE) which had not been
explicitly noted. A more detailed study of the causes of lost RF revealed bad working practices.
These indicated that there were still significant problems that could be solved with limited effort.
The conclusion was therefore that the objective chosen was realistic.
Dimension

Measured
Benchperformance mark

Potential

Comments

Packing

10 000 t/week 19 000
47%
t/week
90%
0.4 h/ton
0.2 h/ton

Large capacity improvement
potential

World class benchmark set based
on good previous improvement
performance
More focus on cost of labour

Capacity OE

Cost
Working
hours/ton
Bag breakage

Product
Quality

1.3%

0.5%

1.1 kg

0.3 kg

Weight std

Service Quality about

Environment,
Safety 8c
Health

Table 6:3

95%

99.5%

1 (very bad)

4 (good)

Large cost saving for
working hours used per ton
and bag breakage

Large improvement potential Value for 3 bags average
in reducing the weight
variation
High potential in improving No exact figure. Performance had
been better during earlier periods.
delivery at promised date

Large improvement potential Estimation only — on a scale of 1
(very bad) to 5 (very good)
with reduced dust at work
place and reduced emissions representing a good First World
factory.

The rough improvement potential of the five dimensions studied, as assessed
in the second improvement cycle.

Analysing the Root Causes in Relation to a Potential for
6.3
Improvement at the Packing Plant
The analysis was carried out by the author based on discussions with the personnel involved. In the
period between the first and second improvement cycles there had been a clear improvement in
performance, which was partly due to better management of the processes. The packing plant
supervisor acted more independently and to a large extent as a process owner. Concerning further
large-scale improvement, management is still the most critical issue (see table 6:4). Top
management needs to clearly define the objectives of the planned renovation and to define the key
performance indicators. More work needs to be done on improving the M of Measurement and the
PCIS. The situation for Machine and Milieu should improve considerably when the planned
renewal of machinery is carried out. It is important to understand the causes of the bad
environment in order to focus on the basic sources of improvement potential. The tendency has
been to focus on the large investments like filters. New filters are needed but many other problems
dealing with routines, training and minor investments have to be solved simultaneously. Man
represents to some extent a potential for cost improvement, due to the high number of employees.
Almost 50% work with non-value adding and wasted work, mainly cleaning.
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M
Management

Evaluation

Comments

Functional management with some
process orientation. Tests with maturity
models indicate low maturity for
Process Management and TQM.

Material

Some problems with availability of
spares.
PCIS on a reasonable level but lacking
cost, service quality and ESHmeasurements.
The packing lines require an extensive
repair especially with regard to the
ESH-performance
There are some written orders for
control but not covering all relevant
Parts
Large number of personnel doing heavy
manual work
Generally bad working environment
with dust and high temperatures

Limited testing of maturity models. The
markedly lower performance of machine 4 being
a parallel unit to 1-3 and managed separately
might indicate a management/supervisor
Problem
Common problem of procurement service
quality
Data analysis insufficient. Lack of systems and
lack of competence.

Measurement

Machine

Method

Man

Milieu

Table 6:4

6.4

A renovation is planned

The renovation should enable a significant
reduction of the workforce
ESH-work has recently started and some
improvements have been carried out but the
main work will be done in connection with the
planned renovation

Qualitative evaluation of the root causes using the 7M s. The Ms in bold are
assessed to be the most critical ones.

Action planning for the packing process

When the acute problems of the first improvement activities were solved there was no particular
support for continued improvement but the focus was transferred to the next problem. No formal
action plan for continued work was devised.
The findings from the second diagnosis of improvement potential were presented at a meeting
organised by the project manager for the planned renovation. Participants were largely technicians
and middle managers who had participated in the earlier improvement effort.
Summary of findings:
• Top capacity could be increased from the present level by about 50%
• Cost savings of about USD 300,000/year possible
• Bag weight variation should be reduced to one third to comply with the existing quality
standard
• Service quality improvement in halving the average time spent in the factory and increasing the
percentage of meeting planned delivery dates to 99,5%
• Environment, Health and Safety - to reduce all dust emissions by at least 90%
At the stage of presentation there was agreement to include most of the performance goals in the
improvement plan. Since top management did not participate it is not clear to what extent the
recommendations were implemented. Implementation was not part of the second cycle.
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6.5

Evaluating the Packing Process

6.5.1 Comments on the first improvement cycle
The improvement process was not linear but parallel with many of the sub-processes on-going at
the same time. The use of quality tools was minimal since the common knowledge of tools was low
and there was not time or commitment for training in the use of the tools. Linearity is required
when changes are big and consequences unpredictable and when there is a need for formal
approval, as with a change in the organisation. In a limited improvement project, such as the one
described, going through all the sub-processes becomes slightly theoretical. The immediate targets
for performance were achieved but improvement work stopped before solving all the problems
since the main motivation was to solve the imminent problem.

6.5.2 Assessing the improvement process
The improvement process was very result-oriented and analysing causes and action planning only
took a minor role. An assessment of the applicability of management, operative and support
processes of the first improvement process cycle is presented below.
Process description

Outcome Management Processes

Comments

Mobilising commitment
(management and
employees)

The author called for a meeting with
representatives of production and
maintenance. The technical director was
informed
The author defined the focus as
improved capacity performance by some
50%. Other objectives were added later.
There was a consensus between key
players controlling the area to focus on
practical improvements. No particular
strategy.
The proposed templates were used.

The process was not charted in any more detail.
There was limited mobilisation of employees.

Defining policy,
objectives and strategy

Organising for
management of processes

Table 6:5

The improvement process was used by the author
as a rough map for the strategy.

The author performed the work of process
charting. No formal agreement on process focus.

Comparing the packing improvement management processes with actual
outcome.
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Process description

Outcome Operative Processes

Comments

Diagnosing the potential

Potential in all dimensions was
discovered.
Management maturity for TQM found
to be low.
Management and Measurement were
important causes
A lot of trial and error with actions taken
quickly
Actions carried out more or less
simultaneously with planning
Only limited efforts carried out mainly
for the purpose of the research,

Initially disagreement of the potential for
capacity presented.
Causes were not presented for management.
For more details — see annex 5.

Root Cause Analysis

Action planning
Implementing
Evaluating

Table 6:6

Focus on capacity and quality
Increased responsibility for de facto process
owner
An agreement among participants in the
project was that cross functional work
focusing on the process had made a major
contribution

Comparison of the execution of the operative processes of the packing
improvement process with the actual outcome.

The focus was on actions that quickly increased the capacity from a very low and inadequate level
to an adequate level. This level could later be maintained and even increased. Important
components in this were the strengthened position of the packing plant supervisor, which meant a
more clear Process Management. Other important factors were the setting of standards for cleaning
and the introduction of proper control measurements.
Process description

Outcome Support Processes Comments

Using quality methods

Process charting, basic
statistics, brainstorming and
fishbone diagrams
Work in project form

Applying project
management
Applying team skills

Training in required skills

Table 6:7

Work in teams with members
from different hierarchical
levels
No training

Only a few of the participants had training in quality
methods
New way of working at the middle management level.
Some reluctance at top management level to let go of
direct control.
Some initial problems that were solved rather quickly.
Problems with ordinary team skills. More practice
would have been needed.
Not time for this

Comparison of the improvement process support processes with the actual
outcome.

The work was carried out by the author and the focus was on using the key figures and process
dimensions to clarify the situation. The purpose was to show that the systematic approach would
result in information that was not known to the management and supervisors.
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Diagnosing the
potential of
dimension

Result of
found
potential

Accuracy of
result

Capacity
Cost

Large
Large

3
4

Comparison with Comment
prevailing
situation- level of
surprise
The further capacity potential was a surprise
4
The potential for man hour savings was met
4

ESH
Product Quality
Service Quality

Large
Large
Large

5
2
2

1
2
2

Table 6:8

with disbelief
Problems commonly known
Not an area focused on
Not an area focused on

Evaluation of the potential found in the second cycle. The most important
results in bold.

There were still surprises to be found in the improvement potential, particularly concerning the
capacity and the cost. In the original improvement proposals the focus was entirely on the capacity
dimension and no consideration had been given to the effects on manning. The reason for this was
most likely that personnel costs had been considered insignificant due to the lack of a good
measurement system that indicated accurately the real cost of personnel.
Dimensions

Before-Plan

Now- Do

Capacity

No systematic
prognosis

Capacity key
figures and stop
reasons daily

Cost

No prognosis

Cost information
for broken bags
only. Reasons for

After- Study and Comments
Act
A lot of base data that was not
Weekly and
monthly report
being properly used.
but not
computerised
and not analysed
No information for cost of
spares.
As above

Work hours not easily available.

breakage not
recorded
Product Quality

No prognosis

Daily

As above

No capability calculation and
no explicit target

Service Quality

Sales Dep.
checks actual
capacity with
operations
No prognosis

Service quality not
actively recorded

Complaints not
summarised and
analysed

Only issue of customer focus is
having cement available for
delivery

No regular
measurements

No regular
measurements

Occasional audits started

ESH

Table 6:9

Qualitative analysis of the level of the Process Control and Information
System (PCIS) using theory from section 4.7.6. Critical information missing
or incomplete in bold text.

A number of new aspects, to be taken into consideration when planning the improvement,
surfaced. These aspects highlighted the need for looking beyond the Machine as a cause. The
potential for improvement was only discussed with the middle management related to the process.
A report was sent to top management. Since there was no comment this was not discussed further.
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In table 6:9 the actual situation of the Process Control and Information System (PCIS) is analysed
based on theory in chapter 4. The major part of the statistical collection and analysis was done
manually and only a summary of the main figures was included in a computerised follow up. This
represented more of a piece of information for top management than a tool for managing the
process. The analysis of causes was made through discussions with participants and observation.
The results were interpreted and summarised by the author (see table 6:10). The results indicate that
the sources of improvement potential acknowledged by management are mainly machine related.
The role of management and measurement was not considered that important. This indicated a risk
for the forthcoming improvement process that no improvement would be made in the process but
only in the equipment.

6.5.3 Comments to the second improvement cycle
The results from the diagnosis of the potential for improvement pointed at many areas not included
in the original improvement plan. This had a significant impact on the new version of the plan
proposed to the top management. An analysis of the key figures clearly indicated a considerable
potential which had not been acknowledged. This indicated an insufficient level of analysis due to a
combination of measurement complexity and lack of training in analysis. The results from the
analysis indicated, for example, that capacity could be increased by 10% if all the spouts of the
packing machines were working. The main reason why this had not taken place was that previously
it had been considered that 10 spouts working out of 12 was good enough. The increased
requirements had still not affected the performance standards.
The second improvement cycle clearly indicated a high potential in all dimensions, which indicated
that the sources of the problem areas were not properly understood. The importance of proper
measurements was clearly highlighted.
The potential for improvement detected confirmed the potential estimated at the company level
(chapter 5). The solutions indicated for realising the potential appeared to be feasible.
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Analysing the
Importance Accuracy of
root causes with of source
result
the 7Ms
found

Management

High

4

Comparison with Comment
prevailing
situation- level of
surprise
concerning
source
5
Management considers Machine as the main

Man
Method

Medium
Medium

3
2

3
2

Measurement

High

5

4

Machine

Medium

3

1

Material

Low

2

2

Milieu

High

4

1

problem. Since situation had improved,
further improvements were not considered
so important - low performance standards.
A surprise at the high cost.
Some lack of consistent and documented
procedures.
Insufficient analysis of key performance
indicators without sufficient action being
taken
Believed to be the main cause for low
capacity and being the main subject in the
planned improvement schedule.
Spares and paper bags create some
problems
A serious and well known problem

Table 6:10 Evaluation of the root causes of problems giving rise to a potential for

improvement. The most important results in bold

6.6

Conclusions for the Cement Packing case study

This case study indicates that using the proposed five-stage improvement process leads to
considerable improvements. The results from the first improvement cycle carried out and the
further potential found in the diagnosis-process of the second improvement cycle support the
general findings from the Companywide case study described in chapter 5.
The most important root causes in this case are Management and Measurement followed by
Machine and Milieu. Running the packing plant more as an independent unit in practice meant
better management of the process. This was probably the most important cause of the continuous
improvement registered. Skills were a rather small problem in spite of a generally very low level of
education. The most impressive improvement work was carried out by the packing plant supervisor
who had only four years of schooling but who possessed natural management skills and common
sense. Given the opportunity he liased directly with the supplier process of cement milling and the
customer processes belonging to the commercial and security functions. Similarly maintenance was
dealt with more directly as a part of the support process. On the operative level simple maintenance
tasks were integrated with operations. Daily problem solving was left to the supervisor to a much
greater extent thereby reducing direct management interference and leaving management with more
time for other issues. Without improved measurements it would not have been possible to have the
control needed for focusing on the main problems that formed the foundation of the results from
the first improvement cycle. The analysis of sources of potential for improvement in the second
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cycle showed clearly that a lack of analysis of the data gathered was concealing a great potential
which could easily be developed. The level of PCIS was tested and indicated that a lot still remains
to be done with the Process Control and Information System.
This case study indicates that a sub-process in a Third World organisation can be diagnosed for
improvement potential using the proposed process templates with the five dimensions. A large
improvement potential was found, which is in line with predictions made in section 4.3.
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7.

QC-IMPROVEMENT — Case Study 3

In thir chapter the qualibi control .repon`process if studied ivith a )(bats on a'esaibing the process
and introduangibroperprotess measurements.

7.1

Background and methods used for the QC case study

The work focuses mainly on the stage of diagnosing the potential. The original purpose was to
proceed to an action plan, but no interest was shown in continuing the process after the
presentation of the potential. A rough analysis of the root causes is also carried out. The QCcontrol is analysed based on an assumed mission for quality control prepared by the author — there
was no previous written mission statement.
The methods used were interviews and basic statistics applied to the data gathered. The author
worked largely alone but with some help from the laboratory personnel. The focus was on
measuring the performance. There were practically no existing measurements. Quality control had
improved during recent years but many fundamental problems still remained. In spite of a number
of training activities and corrective actions, progress seemed to be slow and improved performance
had a tendency to fall back to earlier practices. Quality control is an important support process for
most of the operative processes.
Planning
Setting goals

Management
Processes

Motivating
Controlling

Operative Processes

Needs
for
cement

Extracting
raw
material
Support
Processes

Figure 7:1

Raw material
milling

Clinker
burning

Maintaining
Procuring
Servicing
Controlling quality, costs,
capacity, environment etc.

Cement
milling

Cement
Packing
and delivery

ffl..13111101..

Cement
delivered

Providing IT services
Financing

Process chart for the companywide process indicating the process of
controlling quality — the QC-process.

In figure 7:2 the generic process model has been applied to the laboratory. Most of the services of
the laboratory can be included in the model. The laboratory was organised in a day and a night shift
doing different tests and analyses but basically carrying out the process in figure 7:2. The analysis of
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the potential has not been at a level of detail that includes the individual analyses. This should be
done when proceeding to the stage of planning action.
The concept of seeing the owners of the operative processes as customers was new and laboratory
personnel still considered the management as their main client. The traditional opinion had been
that the laboratory was responsible for quality. Even though all key players acknowledged that
production should be responsible for the quality of the product and the laboratory responsible for
quality control, it was still the laboratory that took charge when quality problems surfaced.

Management
Processes

Sampling
Plan for
sampling

Work planning
Maintenance planning
Performance control

Preparing
sample

Analysing
and testing

Support Building maintenance
Processes Power supply

Water supply and draining
Cleaning
Method maintenance
Equipment control

Figure 7:2

7.2

Improvement planning
Investment planning
Purchase planning (chemicals,
laboratory ware)

Calculation of
results

Repairing
Replacing
Training
Purchasing
Storing

Assessing

Reporting

Action/
Information

Operating
Controlling
*product quality
-costs
*environment
.capacity
-service quality

Process for QC-analyses and tests.

Diagnosing the Potential

Mainly the operative processes were looked into with focus on measuring the process performance.
The study of the laboratory was done as part of the restructuring project described in the
Companywide case (chapter 5). Since the Quality Control had earlier been the responsibility of the
author, the necessary contacts and basic process knowledge were already established.
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There are three main missions each with their own customers (written in brackets):
•
•
•

Support to process control - raw material extraction, slurry milling, clinker production and
cement milling (Operators, Supervisors, Heads of Depainnent and Heads of Division).
Final control and assuring quality - external customers (Heads of Division and Directors).
Individual analyses - raw materials and cement (Heads of Division and Directors often as
intermediaries for external clients).

7.2.1 Black Box potential
The proposed mission is presented in the Black Box analysis in figure 7:3. The laboratory as a
service function had not been required to measure its performance and as a consequence very little
information was available.

Level of PCIS-low

Capacity: No measurements
Cost: No measurements
Product Quality: Partly by control samples
Service Quality: No measurements
ESH: No measurements

Input

Stakeholder
needs

Indirect measurement of
customer satisfaction Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)- none

To carry out quick and reliable
analyses based on customer needs
(main customers are production process
and the top management in doing the
Quality Assurance)

Output

Stakeholder demands:
•Direct clients - delivery at time, good quality
•Management - low cost, following corporate policies
•Society - legal
•Employees- safe and healthy working place, good salary and benefits
•Suppliers - well specified and timely input, correct payments in time

Figure 7:3

Stakeholders

Direct measurement of customer
satisfaction
-complaints
-customer surveys

No systematic
approach

Examining the five process dimensions for quality control using the Black
Box.

In the two previous cases with the Companywide Case Study and the Packing, there was no real
reason to question the process effectiveness. The cement produced is what clients want and they
want it in their lorries - end of story. With quality control it is reasonable to ask if the right analyses
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are being done. It is not uncommon to find analyses that have been carried out for long periods
with nobody bothering about the results. The opposite might also be true with control needs that
have not been taken care of.
The process operators as customers are only interested in the dimensions of service and product
quality. With a system of internal accounting, there would also be an interest in the cost of analyses.
Table 7:1 shows that raw material and clinker controls are ineffective and that both the product and
service quality represent an improvement potential.
Management has also an interest in the three other dimensions:
Capacity - number of analyses, capacity utilisation given as analysis hours divided by total hours.
Cost — cost per hour and control cost per ton produced (this could be more specifically attributed
to the different intermediate products if more detailed information is needed).
ESH — laboratory safety performance and safety documentation (manual, etc.)

Raw material
processing

Slurry milling

Clinker
burning

Cement
milling

Management

Product
quality
needs

Limestone and clay
analyses for quarry
planning

Slurry analyses
for mill control

Kiln feed and
clinker analyses

Cement
analysis

Service
quality
needs

Correct and easy to
interpret reports in
good time before
reclaiming

Quick delivery
of results to
operators
according to
plan

Quick delivery
of results to
operators
according to
plan

Presently not done

Mostly OK,
Occasional
analysis errors

Increased
frequency for
chemical analysis
needed

Quick
delivery of
results to
operators
according to
plan
Mostly OK,
occasional
delays in
reporting

Main KPI such as
compressive
strength of cement
delivery
Timely and easy to
read report

Customer
Dimension

Customer
needs—
comment

Table 7:1

ona regular basis

Mostly OK, report
readability needs to
be improved and
delivery secured

Customer needs for the different intermediate processes and management with
comments based on interviews relating to actual performance and process
effectiveness.

7.2.2 Capacity and cost potential
There was no information available regarding the capacity and cost of the Quality Control at the
SSA Cement Plant.
Estimates of capacity and cost were prepared and these were compared with selected values from
the First World (see table 7:2). The number of analyses has not been recorded but the frequency of
control is much higher in the First World plants. All the first world plants have introduced quality
systems with third party control, whereas the SSA Cement Plant has not. Generally, methods used
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in the SSA Cement Plant are more time consuming with simpler and less costly equipment. Of the
total costs, personnel cost constitute about 60-70% in all cases.
The capacity potential is the difference between the actual capacity efficiency and a reasonable
target which should at least be 75% capacity utilisation (time for analyses) including overheads. This
means that some 20% more capacity could be produced or personnel reduced by 5-6 people. This is
the case when using the current technology. If feasible modern technology were to be implemented
manning could be reduced by about 50% of the present level.
QC Key Performance
Indicators

Number of personnel
working for QC

The SSA Cement
Plant
(Third World)
Unit size 1

Cement Plant A
Large
Unit size 4

Cement Plant C
Small
Unit size 1,5

Cement Plant D
Very small
Unit size 0,5

30

10

7

6

Person hours for quality
control carried out per year

54000 h

19000 h

13000

11000

Capacity utilisation in
analysis hours/total hours
Analysis time per ton
Estimated total yearly cost
for quality control
Analysis cost per ton of
cement

55 %

80%

80%

80%

4.5 min/ton
USD 400 000

0.5 min/ton
USD 900 000

2.0 min/ton
USD 500 000

2.1
USD 500 000

1 USD/ton

0.5 USD/ton

1.7 USD/ton

2 USD/ton

Table 7:2 Man-hours used for QC and its cost in the Third World plant studied and in
three First World plants of different sizes.
The cost of analysis hours is much lower than in the First World but the total cost is in the same
range (see table 7.2) in spite of a considerably lower performance (ineffective service, large analysis
variation and no quality assurance). The main cost potential is in increasing the capacity utilisation
and thereby reducing the cost of the analysis.

7.2.3 Product Quality potential
The product quality of a laboratory is measured by the accuracy, (how close to correct value) and
the precision (the variation of the result).
The system for running control samples and continuously measuring the performance was not
working very well — Quality Assurance had not yet been implemented. Table 7.3 presents some
indications of the variation, together with common benchmarks. There are also some problems
with accuracy where some of the analyses show systematic errors.
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Parameter
S03 in cement
Carbonate
Blaine
Free Lime
Compiessive strength

Actual

Benchmark

Std
0,4
0,2
20
0,5
3

Std
0,1
0,1
10
0,2
1,5

Unit
Vo

m2/kg
0/0
MPa

Table 7:3 Analysis variation expressed in the standard deviation (Std) compared with

benchmarks.

The benchmark or target is partly defined by the requirements of the process and partly by the
method used. The variation in analysis should only form a minor part of the total variation
measured, including the variation in material.
The main potential is in the product quality dimension. With more accurate analyses, with reduced
variation and with the necessary frequency, process control will improve, as will the final product.
No specific calculations of the consequences have been made, but the value could easily amount to
more than the total cost of quality control.

7.2.4 Potential for service quality and ESH performance
The main problem with the service quality is that the owners of the operative processes are not
treated as customers. Some processes are not properly checked due to a very low frequency of
analyses. This is due to inadequate methods or lack of personnel. On the other hand when the
budget is prepared and there is a chance to ask for more resources, there is no routine for asking
the owners of the operative processes. Indirectly this might mean quite considerable losses
regarding production. As an example the control of cement mills and kilns is far from sufficient,
which leads to increased product variation.
There are no safety instructions neither is there any safety training. Several remarks from
government health inspectors concerning unsafe working practices have been received but have not
been given much priority. These have, with some justification, been considered as a harassment
simple intended to give the officials a pay-off.
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Dimension

Measured
Benchmark Potential
performance

Comments

Capacity
utilisation — time
for analyses
Cost
for analysis

55%

75%

High capacity improvement
potential

Could be used to improve service

USD 1 /ton

USD 0,8
/ton

Low cost saving potential

Present std of
main analyses

<50% of
present

High improvement potential
in reducing the standard
deviation

Benchmark based on the generally
much lower level of personnel
costs
Important effects upon process
and delivery control

Product
Quality as
standard
deviation
Service Quality

High potential in delivering
required results and in time
Medium improvement
potential with improved
safety procedures

Only qualitative measurements

Environment,
Safety & Health

2 (bad)

Table 7:4

Summary of improvement potential of the QC-process.

4 (good)

Estimation only — on a scale of 1
(very bad) to 5 (very good)

7.2.5 Summary of improvement potential
There is a potential for improvement in all dimensions but the most important is the product
quality (analysis accuracy and precision) of the process control in combination with the service
quality (see table 7:4). The tolerance values for different process Key Performance Indicators have
not been defined nor have the risks with erroneous analyses been studied. Both clinker and cement
have been discarded due to quality problems but the values lost have not been exactly defined.
However, since the total costs of quality control only correspond to 1% of the yearly product value,
it is obvious that losses can easily match the total QC-cost and even exceed it. In order to assess
correctly the potential of improved analysis quality, the effects of quality variations in the process
should be studied.
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7.3

Analysing the Root Causes

M
Management

Evaluation

Comments

Strong functional management with strict control
and order giving. All maintenance was outside
the control of laboratory. The laboratory had low
priority for repairs and carried out no preventive
maintenance,

Material

Quality of chemicals OK, problems with stock
shortages. Lack of spares.
Very low level of internal measurements.
Problems notably with lack of information
concerning accuracy and precision of product
quality,
Building and furniture in bad shape. A number
of items of equipment were not functioning
properly.
There was little competence in laboratory
maintenance.
Lack of quality assurance. A few methods had
been written but control procedures were not
properly defined

The TQM- and Process Maturity was not
measured but it is fair to say that functional
management based on orders was the prevailing
mode. This in combination with a lack of
manager time created delays and stops for
laboratory supervisors and technicians and
barred them from taking their own initiatives.
Main problem was lack of properly functioning
routines - see methods
Lack of calibrations and controls due to lack of
Quality Assurance- see methods. No process
focus and no measurement of performance - see
management mode
Lack of proper maintenance routines and
equipment control - see management and
methods.
Previously lack of funds for rehabilitation

Measurement

Machine

Method

Man
Milieu

Low level of education and short experience of
some of the analysts
Bad working environment with too high
temperatures and dust contamination

No top management policy requiring Quality
Assurance. Middle management was not
committed.
Resistance against introduction of new routines.
Several analysts were recently employed
Problems with lack of maintenance of building.
See management and methods (climate
requirements not respected).

Table 7:5 Qualitative evaluation of the root causes using the 7Ms. The Ms in bold are
judged to be the most crucial ones.
The 7Ms were used by the author to identify the root causes, which are presented in table 7.5.
Method and Man are two of the obvious causes in this case. Efforts to train personnel and to
introduce Quality Assurance have given limited results, with one of the causes being the
management's reluctance to delegate more to analysts and laboratory supervisors. The manager of
the area exercises tight control and strict management by order. In this context, methods and rules
defined in quality assurance documents might be interpreted as factors limiting managerial powers.
Since detailed control and centralisation of all decisions was part of the management culture the
management of the laboratory was in line with the prevailing culture.
The conclusion was that very little structured improvement could be introduced without a change
in the management practices.
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7.4

Evaluating the Improvement Process for the QC-Process

The improvement process was simplified and basically consisted of the first stage. The work was
mainly carried out by the author, which meant that no group dynamics were involved. The generic
process chart was adapted for the support and service process of Quality Control and the five
process dimensions were used. Key performance indicators were defined for some of the
dimensions, but not all. The service quality and ESH dimensions would have needed more work to
enable a proper definition of values and measurement. The participation from the personnel and
management was minimal in the final stage of information gathering, but during a period of more
than two years, frequent meetings had been held and areas of improvement discussed. The
information gathering would have been different in an ordinary case where potential would have
been diagnosed in a short time span, but the process would basically have been the same. Since
there was no agreement on the potential for improvement, the stage of analysing the causes was
carried out for research purposes only.

7.5

Conclusions for the QC-improvement case study

This case shows that the improvement potential can be defined for a service support process using
the proposed methodology with the use of all the five process dimensions. The assessment of the
effectiveness of the process should be added to this sub-process. This could be done by examining
the process mission and assessing the extent to which it is being fulfilled.
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8.

ESTABLISHING A SENSE OF URGENCY FOR CHANGE

Iii thir chgYer the procers ofireatng intereft in /elope/new' is stadia Binh a/Oa/5 on the

hicingibrcesibr change.
8.1

Background

In this chapter the factors affecting the sense of urgency for change in the organisation are studied.
Input is taken from two main sources corresponding to the external and internal driving forces for
change. The first source is the general information from the host country, established through
predictions based on national indicators and supplemented with direct information concerning the
organisational situation in the country. The second source is the information from the three case
studies. Here, the main input comes from the analysis of the root causes giving rise to a potential
for improvement, and the reactions to the improvement potential found and the actions proposed.
The Five Stage Improvement Process tested in the three cases studies in chapters 5-7 starts with an
interest in improvement, which in the cases studied was mainly ensured through the employment of
the author. Normally considerable work has to be done to take the process from needs for
improvement to the interest in improvement.

EstabNeeds lishing a
for * sense of
impro- urgency
vement

Figure 8:1

Creating
the
guiding
coalition

Developing
a vision
and
strategy

Interest for
improvement

The proposed process for creating interest in improvement.

The process presented in figure 8:1 was not fully developed at the start of the work with the case
studies and consequently not all parts of it have been tested. Only the process of establishing a
sense of urgency is explored. The process of creating the sense of urgency normally needs an
external pressure in the form of competition, but could also be generated by internal driving forces
such as a management striving for excellence. One way of creating a sense of urgency is to point
clearly at an improvement potential. The process has not been developed in any detail, but should
include the interpretation of the way the pressure exerted led to a decision to initiate change by
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creating a guiding coalition. Adding one more project to a list of others is not sufficient, and doing
things as usual is not counted as change.

8.2

External driving forces for change

The external driving forces are assessed based on the prediction in section 4.3.5 and the actual
situation found in the country.
The host country of the organisation studied is a fairly typical member of the Sub Saharan group
with social indexes and per capita GNP in the middle range (see table 4:1) and with a heavy
dependence on natural resources.
The main driving forces for change have been defined as customers, competition and the
availability of information. The most important of these is competition. The availability of
information only has an importance if there is competition in combination with powerful
customers. The company had practically a monopoly of the production of cement in the country
and importing was complicated due to legislation, import duties and bureaucracy. This meant that
in spite of the high price of cement there was very little imported. The explanation for this was that
the state, as a majority shareholder in the joint venture, protected the local production from
imports. Customers had limited power. Earlier there had often been a scarcity of cement and only
customers with priority would be served. It was mostly the manufacturer not the customer that
decided the date of delivery. Some of the customers had political influence, but not to the degree
that they could import cement, which would have been a lucrative alternative. With a growing
market and possible difficulties in delivering local cement, imports could be a real threat. This was
one of the causes that prompted the Managing Director to work for improvement focusing on cost
savings.
The major companies in the country were wholly or partly controlled by the state. Development in
the country was rather slow, even if change had increased during recent years as a result of
increased liberalisation.
The studies were restricted to the SSA Cement Plant, meaning that no particular efforts were made
to find more facts relating to the country apart from what was learnt during my three-year stay. The
level of industrialisation was low and co-operation between different industries was limited. During
the period, a government body for quality and standards was created and some courses related to
ISO 9000 and 14000 were arranged by the institute, using foreign support. The top management of
the SSA Cement Plant did not attend but some of the middle managers did. No action plans were
taken as a consequence. Concerning TQM and Process Management there is no known
information. The indication is that TQM is not being applied to any significant extent. The pressure
for improvement was still low and generally all the main driving forces for TQM were weak.
The management model used tended to be that defined as Management by Edict in table 3.2. The
conclusion was that the driving forces for change was as predicted and that there was, at least in the
short run, rather limited external pressure for change.
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8.3

Internal driving forces for change

The state had a slight majority shareholding in the SSA Cement Plant but the main responsibility for
the company in this mixed management structure was placed on the foreign partner. Essentially it
was joint management with a doubling of the most important functions. Three out of the six
directors were appointed by the state. Most likely political considerations had determined the
choice. The plant was old, having been originally built in colonial times. Both technology and
administrative routines were rather old-fashioned. The management mode could be described as
Management by Edict with some ingredients of Management by Procedures.
For a long time the level of skills and qualifications had been a problem and the local workforces
were supplemented with quite a high number of foreign technicians and managers — "expatriates".
The level of education was generally low, meaning that about 20% had no schooling or only a few
years of education and were practically illiterate. The majority had been to school for about 4-8
years, but often with rather poor results due to the low quality of education. On the other hand
there was a fairly large group of well-educated supervisors and middle managers with a secondary
school level education or a university degree.

8.3.1 The approach to the introduction of processientation
Originally the idea was to improve processes and thereby generate an interest in process orientation.
This is the second out of the three process-oriented approaches by Rentzhog (1996):
•
•
•

Creating a Management structure.
Improving the performance of processes.
Making people process-oriented in their daily work.

Good results were supposed to create management support for and a commitment to the more
effective management of processes. This proved to be a too simplistic viewpoint. In practice much
effort was put into the third approach of making people process-oriented. Locally this led to good
results and was a good combination with the second approach. Without visible results the work of
creating new mental models focusing on processes would have been impossible. In the cases
studied it seems that all three approaches would have been needed. The third approach assumes
that when more and more people become process-oriented the culture will change. With a noncommitted management that might feel threatened by the change, it will take a long time before the
culture changes, if it ever does. It would, therefore, be beneficial to be able to focus on
management improvement through replacement and training. It ought to be legitimate to assess the
competence level of the management, in the same way that the operators are already being assessed.
Generally, it can be said that the level of both operator skills and management qnalifications are
lower in Third World countries. The problem with operator skills can be solved in a reasonable
period of time provided there is the appropriate management.
Process orientation and TQM were totally new issues for the management and the organisation.
Within the case studies and in the work of improvement, processes were focused on and TQM-
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principles were used in work involving supervisors and middle managers. On a practical level the
improved management of processes made a positive contribution and there were no major
difficulties in understanding the concept of process focus. However, there was no change in the
formal structures and the increased attention on process orientation could be reversed at any time.
The proposed approaches were not of much use since it proved later that improvement potential
was not a strong driving force.

8.3.2 Improvement potential as a driving force
Improvement possibilities should motivate change. This ought to be the case, at least, in a system
where creating positive change leads to benefits for those promoting the change.
In all the three cases studied a large improvement potential was found in most dimensions as
predicted in chapter 4.3.5. The management focus was mostly on the dimensions of cost and
capacity. Management proved to be the most important source of potential improvement in all of
the three cases (see table 8:1). Quite often the lack of money for investments and a low level of
personnel skills are given as the root causes. The results in table 8:1 only partly confirm this.
Case
Cause
Management
Material
Measurement
Machine
Method
Man
Milieu

Table 8:1

Companywide
(1)

Packing
(2)

QC-control
(3)

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

Critical sources as indicated in the different cases. Management, and
Measurement emerge as the most important causes.

8.3.3 Analyses of the oot causes
The root causes found were further analysed in order to assess the level of difficulty in realising this
potential. This was done by comparing the situation predicted with results obtained from the
different cases (see table 8:2) and by analysing each of the Ms separately.

Managementis the key to all improvement. There has been no attempt at measuring management
competence, which obviously is a very sensitive issue. Looking at the high improvement potential
and the important changes needed in combination with the perceived management mode, it is fair
to say that management is the most critical issue. The management practice must change if the
potential is to be realised. This conclusion is confirmed by the Managing Director and some
members of the board, who have pointed out the need for a greater delegation of authority. It does
not seem that the state-appointed local directors are likely to accept this. Personally, they have little
to gain from rationalisations and a possible reduction in the workforce. On the contrary, changes
might become a political issue, which could endanger their position. In a situation demanding an
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extremely committed, skilled and goal-oriented management, there is, instead, a varying degree of
competence, lack of commitment and no consensus. The change process has moved slowly since
the urgency felt was insufficient and there was no leading coalition strong enough to work for
change. Kotter (1996) says that allowing too much complacency and plunging ahead without
establishing a high enough sense of urgency in fellow managers and employees, is by far the biggest
mistake made when leading change. The results from the Companywide Case present a good
example of this. A significant amount of resources were spent in the form of hours used.
Expectations were created that were not fulfilled, thereby increasing the difficulties for a future
initiative for change.
There is no easy solution to the problem of management competence. Many of the problems are
related to state interference, where an extensive and rather corrupt bureaucracy complicates the
management issue.

Man is an important root cause. The low level of skills and qualifications gave rise to problems in
all dimensions. Given management commitment, the situation could have been radically changed
within a reasonable time frame. Even if the general level of education was low there was still not
enough paid work for all the well-educated people. On several occasions academics were recruited
for simple tasks, and even as casual workers. Theoretically, it would not have been a problem to
increase the educational level of the workforce quickly by substituting workers with a low level of
education for new ones with a good basic education. A higher level of basic education would enable
effective training. This was tested in practice at the cement-milling unit where the head of the
department recruited casual personnel with 8-12 years of schooling to the milling unit and trained
them personally. According to his statement, in less than one month the new workers were telling
the permanent ones, who had been there for 10-15 years, how things actually functioned. In the
same period there was a significant increase in cement production with no recorded change other
than the change of operators, thus indicating that the increased competence helped boost
production.
There are too many middle managers and too many functions. However, many of these middle
managers have a good education and a good potential for learning. It would not be too difficult to
convert a number of them into process owners. This statement is based on the results that the
author obtained when training some 20 supervisors and middle managers in quality methods and
the process view. The conclusion is that the situation concerning the competence of Man could be
hugely improved by increasing the educational level of the work force through substitution
followed by training. Simultaneously by changing the organisation using the middle managers more
as process owners in a flatter organisation the potential improvement could be maintained.
However, creating redundancies is a serious political problem in a country where there is practically
no paid work available. It puts much pressure on the management and obviously needs the
management to be committed to the strategy, which implies the acceptance of a greater delegation
of responsibility. This did not seem to be the case.
Measurementstrongly affects the quality of management. In the cases studied the lack of proper
measurement procedures reduced the number of facts available on which to base decisions.
Existing reports were sent to top management with little horizontal distribution. Middle
management's contribution to discussions concerning the wider picture was limited by restricted
access to information. In the cases studied, top control and low tolerance of criticism went hand in
hand. In practice this meant that top management made many ill-informed decisions. In a top
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controlled system, where senior management is required to take a large number of decisions, the
low quality of information becomes a serious problem. This problem was acknowledged by the
Managing Director and had also been taken up by some of the board members. Delegation to
middle management requires an improved Process Control and Information System. However, the
problem did not receive any higher priority, apart from investing in a new IT-solution for the cost
control office and some related functions. Improved information for a larger group requires that
management has accepted the idea of the delegation of responsibility.

Machine is the traditional focus of improvements in the Third World. In the cases studied there
are serious problems with regards to old equipment, insufficient maintenance, bad operations and
lack of spares. In recent years the situation has improved thanks to investments in renovation and
the increased availability of spares. The foreign management has enabled access to the funds
needed. It is much easier to get a consensus for these kinds of investments that neither require
changes in the system nor implicate anybody as a culprit in the situation. Training is another area on
which it is easy to achieve a consensus as long as it is not looked into in detail. Most training
includes management aspects like taking initiatives and taking on responsibility. The level of
technology sets minimum requirements for training. Training people to take their own initiative in a
system based on strict order-giving only leads to frustration. The training carried out included
mostly operative personnel, irrespective of their previous level of training, and was functionally
oriented. To profit fully from training, with the objective of improving operations and maintenance
of machines, some management training policy is needed. A proposal for such a policy was
presented. Important improvements were achieved within cement milling and packing, at least
partly due to a change in the management mode towards being more process oriented. Maintenance
and operations staff worked together in the different areas, solving many of the problems
horizontally. This was made possible due to a de facto empowering of the first line managers; an
empowering made solely as a middle manager initiative. Within the large improvement project, top
management opted mainly for a strategy of improvement through the substitution of spare parts,
instead of finding new technological solutions. Very likely one of the reasons for not introducing
more technological sophistication was the low level of qualifications and skills in the organisation.
There was no particular reason, except management mental models, why the factory could not
function using a reduced but more skilled workforce and with a more process focused organisation.
This would have required changes in both manning and training including operators and
management. This would have been feasible given a management committed to change.

Method, when used as a synonym for management systems, had not yet been developed in the
SSA Cement Plant. Since the prevailing management mode was "Management by Edict" there was
limited space for systems. Systems would limit the powers of the manager who would also have to
follow the rules of the system. Exceptions to this were the old procedures for areas such as
purchase procedures and disciplinary actions, which in many cases were not very clear and not
always documented. Existing procedures were extremely complicated, often being a legacy from old
times based on the outdated colonial and state bureaucracy. These were fully mastered only by
those managers who had been present for a very long time. In practice this meant that even for the
Managing Director it took time to implement change. There was some interest shown by the top
management in introducing new procedures, including the management system for ESH. The board
and its chairman were rather active in operative management, exercising a kind of random
Management by Edict. This was part of the local culture and accepted for the joint venture, but it
presented a problem with regard to the creation of management systems. When applying a process
view, many important processes were found to lack an owner. Problems in many of the processes
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were known to the top management, but changes almost always involved several functional areas
and needed a decision from the very top. There was very little time for each decision, which slowed
down the process of change. There was also a reluctance to relinquish detailed control, which
meant that there were those who defended the bureaucracy as a necessary way of maintaining
control.

Milieu had an adverse effect on Machine and Man by making operational and maintenance work
very hard and risky. The costs increased due to the extra manning needed for cleaning. The direct
reason was the bad state of machinery, with leaking transports and broken filters. The indirect
reason was that problems that did not stop operations had been given very low priority. This was an
old problem dating from the times before the joint venture. This situation was gradually changing
with the introduction of the new environmental and safety policy, which focused more on these
issues. In the planned improvement important investments were earmarked to create an improved
working environment. There was a newly appointed safety committee and a safety and
environmental co-ordinator who was directly responsible to the Technical Director.
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M

Predicted effects on the Ms
(see table 4:3)

Results from cases

Comments

Management

Serious problems with
management skill gap — very
high skills required for change,
compared to high probability of
low management skills

Low maturity for TQM —
highly functional and strictly
top controlled (1), (3). Top
control slows down the
tapping of potential (2).

Man

Lack of skills and qualifications
because of low level of
education and lack of training
Lack of systems and methods

Lack of necessary skills due
to lack of basic education
and training, (1),(2),(3).
The organisation lacked
systems and policies. The
budget was the guiding
document (1). No
management assurance and
few guiding documents (3).
PCIS Underdeveloped
(1),(2), (3). Practically no
performance measurements
(2),(3).
Maintenance capacity and
quality has a potential (1),(2),
(3). Operations had not been
optimal due to lack of
instrumentation and
insufficient competence (1).
Lack of spares had reduced
capacity and impaired quality
and environment (2), (3).
Earlier serious problems
with availability of spares (1),
(2), (3). Occasional lack of
chemicals, (3).

No formal evaluation of the
complexity of change but without
doubt it is very complex requiring
advanced multiple competencies.
Management competency not
evaluated.
Lack of guidelines for recruiting (1).
Large number of foreign personnel
at a high cost (1).
Practically no written instructions
(2).
The budget so far only functioned at
the top level including mainly the
directors.

Method

Measurement

Insufficient measurements of
process performance

Machine

Problems due to lack of spares
and investments because of lack
of funds and currency — lack of
operator and maintenance skills

Material

Some effect on input material
being of lower quality when
bought locally -delays for spare
parts and consuinables due to
internal and external
bureaucracy and long delivery
times
Problems with working
environment due to low priority
of the area

Milieu

Generally bad working
environment (1), (2).

New measurements developed and
introduced (2). New measurements
proposed (1), (2), (3).
Problems with Machine the direct
cause for serious capacity, cost and
ESH problems (1), (2).

Problems partly due to lack of funds
but mainly due to both internal and
external bureaucracy (1),(2),(3).

Recent ESH-policy still with little
effect.

Table 8:2 A cross-case display, Miles & Huberman ( 1994) comparing the situation
predicted with the actual one based on the three cases. Number of case in
brackets.

The local attitude towards the prevailing, rather bad working environment, was that this was
normal. Very few of the work force or even the middle managers had seen a properly functioning
cement plant. The top management that had seen well-functioning plants might have been
burdened by mental models saying that Africa is different and that no radical change should be
expected. A quite common comment from the foreign personnel to all kinds of problems was:
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"This is Africa", meaning that not much could be expected. The effectiveness of the environmental
and safety investments is a function of the management commitment and management mode.

Material was not a very big problem. The raw material used was not the cause of any of the main
problems except for the environmental aspect where the landscape was being changed. The input
material such as spares and consumable material caused some problems. Stock shortages were still
common and mostly a consequence of too complicated and inefficient procedures for identifying
needs, ordering, receiving and storing. In other words there was a lack of a process view.
The analysis of the 7Ms indicates that a lot of the potential for improvement could be achieved
provided the management was committed to change. There were practically no opportunities to
discuss the causes of the problems due to the limited interest in the potential for improvement
presented.

8.34 The results of the process of action planning
Action point

Relation to the
M of

Comment

1.Capacity increase
50%

Management,
Machine

2. Cost reduction
30%

Management

3. Three stars on
NOSA
4. Improved
measurements
5. Delegation and
training
6. Outsourcing

Management,
Method
Management,
Measurement
Management, Man

No formal decision to do anything more than a continuation of the
existing improvement program that addresses the problem of Machine
only.
This meant doing things as usual. No change.
Formal agreement at management meeting but no detailed action plan
except a plan for a moderate reduction of personnel.
The cost reduction of millions of USD indicated did not create any
discussion or any particular interest. Since no plan was adopted the
conclusion is no change
Formal decision with approval of rough action plan. Here a plan was
adopted that meant some changeinduding an organisational one.
No decision apart from investing in a new computer solution. Since this
was an old decision the conclusion is no change.
No formal decision on the proposal. No change.

Management

Decision to look at the catering process. Some change.

Table 8:3 Comparing action points with the root causes. Comments on the planned

continuation.
The improvement potential found and the analysis of the root causes resulted in an action list
presented to management. In table 8:3 the proposed actions have been combined with the main
sources expressed with the 7Ms.
Top management only opted for limited change and on issues that did not have top priority. The
most critical issue for the SSA Cement Plant is the cost issue where corporate consultants have
pointed out the need for change. On this point not very many measures were decided upon. The
reduction in personnel was made without organisational changes. One reason for not focusing on
cost reduction was the simultaneous increase in the market demand, which put more focus on
capacity. A few alternative explanations to the reactions are proposed and discussed.
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1. The measures proposed by the author were impossible and not even worth discussing
2. Improvement was already being worked on and there was no capacity for more
3. It is better to wait for direct orders from the Managing Director before proceeding to work on
change
4. It is better to keep a low profile and try to avoid the issue of personnel reduction and
organisational change which is a high risk area with few benefits
Explanation 1 would mean that the work done in co-operation with the Managing Director would
not be realistic or that it was not properly understood. Large numbers of facts support the potential
indicated. The facts indicating improvement potential have not been questioned whereas the status
quo has been defended with a number of excuses or supposed exceptions. A simple fact, which
highlighted the situation clearly, is that the cost of the cement produced here was the highest in a
corporate comparison. The benchmark chosen was moderate and would still leave the cost higher
than the corporate average. None of the special conditions mentioned, such as the high cost of
energy and personnel with low qualifications, could in the long run justify such high costs. The case
for improvement was solid and included the kind of delegation of responsibility asked for by the
corporate consultants. It is probable that some of the details were not understood, but if there had
been an interest in change there would have been some questions. As it was, nothing was said.
Explanation 2 corresponds to a very logical reaction from somebody who is very busy believing he
is doing things as well as is possible. If this is true then improvement is already taking place at
maximum speed. This does not seem likely when considering the potential discovered in all cases
and taking into account the improvements carried out in the packing plant. An explanation for this
is that management sees the potential but does not see the problems behind it properly. Blame is
placed on Machine and Man, which are root causes and which, at least in the short run, cannot be
solved. This would indicate a reluctance to change the way things are done. The author's experience
confirms this assumption. During the three years of working at the SSA Cement Plant top
management practically never questioned how things were done, but focused only on what was to
be done, not even permitting any questioning of how.
Explanation 3 would indicate that the directors are only taking orders, which does not correspond
with the author's experience. All directors could work for projects in which they had a personal
interest. It could be that since, in this case, there was no obvious personal interest, it was
convenient to wait for orders, which corresponds to explanation 4.
Explanation 4 fits the organisational culture where placing blame is rather common and where
survival depends more on not committing errors than on taking initiatives.
The conclusion is that probably the improvement potential was understood, even if not fully
accepted, but that there was no personal incitement to pursue the proposed improvement work.
Since there was no direct order for continuation the proposal was left hanging in the air.
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8.3.5 Management maturity
The models for assessment of management maturity were only used to a very limited degree. It was
not possible to carry out any more extensive measurements.
Process level range

Levels of Process Management

Cement
Plant 3

0-20
21-40
41-60
61-80
81-100

The classical functional organisation

(10)

Functional organisation with process
overlay

25

First World
Reference

The matrix organisation functional — process

Process organisation with functional
overlay

66 (68)

The process organisation

Table 8:4 Assessment of the level of Process Management of the SSA Cement Plant in
comparison with a First World reference. Values in brackets are the
assessments made by the author.

Range

Description

Comments

+300 to +500

Top

+100 to +300

Developing

-100 to + 100

Starting

-300 to — 100

Lagging

Suitable for advanced programmes and participation in full
scale quality awards
Good potential for improvement using different tools. Using
of quality awards for self-assessment. — First World reference
-test average 129 60)
The Springboard can be used and further actions taken based
on the resulting action list
Limited possibilities for rapid improvement. Only minor local
improvements without organisational changes.

-500 to —300

Bottom

The SSA Cement Plantest average-260
Very little can be done without major reorganisation (370)

Table 8:5 Assessment of the level of TQM of the SSA Cement Plant in comparison with a
First World reference. Values in brackets are the assessments made by the
author.
The assessment shows that management could be a major stumbling block. With a culture where
the manager is in focus and no criticism is accepted, the system becomes self-sealing. Only
improvements that do not affect the organisation have a chance of passing, but if the management
mode is the real problem most improvement efforts will only have minor effects.

8.3.6 Management as a root cause
Management as a root cause in each of the cases was compared with the prediction presented in
table 4:3.
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Prediction: Serious problems with management skill gap — very high level of competence required
to attain change compared to high probability of low management competence.
Company wide case: Highly functional management with strict control and order giving. Tests with
maturity models indicate a very low maturity of Process Management and TQM.
Packing case: Functional management with some process orientation. Tests with maturity models
indicate low maturity of Process Management and TQM.
QC-case: Strong functional management with strict control and order giving. All maintenance was
outside the control of the laboratory. The laboratory had low priority on repairs and received no
preventive maintenance.
In all cases the management was assessed to be the root cause of the problem. In spite of
indications of an important improvement potential very little urgency for change was created as a
consequence. This indicated that the internal motivation was weak and that improved organisational
performance was not of the highest priority.
An alternative explanation is that management experienced that everything possible was already
being done and that the proposals did not change the situation. However, it is difficult to defend an
attitude where there is no willingness to discuss changes in the form of improvements. If any work
was to be done it was always within the existing framework and without discussing how but only
what. There were numerous examples of the form having priority over the result. The only example
of changing the mode of improvement was the Improvement Project launched by the Managing
Director. This initiative received limited support and was discontinued on the departure of the
author. The conclusion is that there was no visible internal driving force for change and that there
was no guiding coalition for improvement.
The management is criticality assessed using the table proposed in section 4.3.4
Management
competency

Requirements on
management

Personnel competency

Management criticality
level

Low
Medium

High

Low
Medium

High
Medium

High

Low

High

Table 8:6

Medium
Low

Assessment of the management criticality — level marked in bold in the SSA
Cement Plant as carried out by the author.

The management competence for achieving change is low especially among the local managers.
Most of them have worked their entire career in the same organisation with little change taking
place. The management mode practised is Management by Edict, even if there is no official policy
supporting this.
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8.4

Conclusions for Creating a Sense of Urgency

The internal driving force for change was found to be weak, which is in accordance with the
prediction in section 4.3.4. No apparent urgency was created through the presentation of the
improvement potential and the sources of it. The principal reason for this is believed to be the lack
of personal incitement for the top management. Even at the top management level following orders
is the best strategy for survival. In an organisation working according to Management by Edict,
taking initiatives is not a recipe for survival. The strategy of improving the performance of
processes and indicating further potential as a way of creating a sense of urgency for change, did
not succeed in the organisation studied. This does not exclude improvement potential as a driving
force for change, but in order to function some conditions, such as incentives for management to
implement change, have to be fulfilled.
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Part IV— Analysis, Conclusions and Discussion
9.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The empirical studies are analysed to check the outcomes of the proposed improvement process
and to see how the application of the process has been affected by the organisational environment.
The entire improvement process from perceived needs for improvement to successful
improvement is examined, but the main focus is on the application of the process and the resulting
outcomes. The usefulness of proposed building blocks and support methods such as the process
dimensions, the process templates and the modified 7M method are also analysed. Process
outcomes are explored and compared to the results using the normal procedure of improvement.

9.1

Analysing the Process Dimensions and Templates

The five process dimensions defined proved very useful in all of the cases studied. They provided a
simple concept to start from. The main difference from a normal, problem-focused start is that a
new angle is presented, based on the assumption that all of the five dimensions should be
examined. The dimensions support opportunity-based improvement. The dimensions of Capacity,
Cost and Product Quality have mainly been used due to the focus chosen. With more emphasis on
environment, safety and service quality the dimensions of ESH and Service Quality would have
been used more. Of the five dimensions the only one where a specific theory for the Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) has been proposed is the capacity dimension (see annex 1). These
key figures proved to be extremely useful for assessing the improvement potential. The other
dimensions still need the further development of typical and possibly generic KPI. The dimensions
of ESH and Service Quality are still rather loosely defined and need more work. The opportunities
of studying internal service quality in the functional and bureaucratic organisation were limited. The
only indication of the need for a change in the theory was that the present dimensions so far only
relate to process efficiency and not to effectiveness. This becomes more of an issue when
examining the improvement potential where the correspondence of the process mission to
customer expectations is to be checked.
Use of the process dimensions in combination with the generic process template presented a simple
and effective way of highlighting different parts of the organisation studied. The process
dimensions are useful at the stage of diagnosing the potential, whereas the process template is used
in all the stages. The process template has also proved to be highly useful in describing the different
parts of the improvement process framework.
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9.2

Analysing the Process of Creating an Interest in Improvement

The process of creating interest goes from perceived needs to an interest in improvement. This
process starts with the sub-process of creating a sense of urgency. The original idea was that
presenting an improvement potential in a clear and simple way would create some urgency. It seems
that this assumption might not always be correct. Kotter (1996) stresses the importance of creating
a sense of urgency, even to the extent of provoking a feeling of crisis. Pointing out opportunities
for improvement is a weak driving force for change compared with a threat of survival.
There was a lot of information to back up the potential for improvement, but there was a limited
interest in looking at the opportunities to realise that potential. On the middle manager level there
was some change in attitudes with more challenging objectives being set. Generally the limited
interest indicates that there was little possible gain for the management compared to the threats
involved. The assessment of management maturity level for Process Management and TQM,
presented in table 8:4 and 8:5, suggests that only a little can be done without major changes in
management. The limited interest in the results supports this interpretation.
The present management system is the result of a compromise reached between the owners of the
joint venture and is far from ideal. Changing the structure is very complicated and cannot be done
by a plant management whose culture and management modes only follow the prevailing system.
The prediction of the level of external driving forces for change in the country studied was quite
accurate. Competition was found to be weak and customers did not have that much power. Not all
of the reference figures proposed in table 4.1 could be quantitatively verified. For example, there
were no figures available for the competitiveness or corruption indexes. Examples of inefficiency
and corruption were presented daily and qualitatively it was possible to confirm the level predicted.
The internal driving forces have not been studied in detail, but there is an analysis of how different
sources of potential are interrelated in section 8.3.3. The results indicate that even if an
improvement potential must be considered as a necessary requirement for creating an interest it is
not always sufficient for creating a sense of urgency for change.

9.3

Applicability of the Five Stage Improvement Process

The applicability of the improvement process is analysed based on the results in table 9:1. All the
process dimensions have been used and the approach covered the process improvement needs,
with the exception of a detail in the QC-case. The mission in this case was not clear and there were
indications that the internal customers represented by the different production processes were not
getting what they needed. The present approach only covers the question of process efficiency not
effectiveness. The assumption is that the right thing is being done, which implies that the mission is
correct. In the two other case studies the process mission was rather clear. Especially regarding the
Packing there was not much doubt about the mission. Concerning the companywide case there was
some discussion of the development of new cement types and exploring new customer categories.
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Still, keeping present customers happy with the present type of product was clearly in focus and this
was the area with major potential.
In the packing case all the five stages have been used. This was made possible by the author's
position as Production Manager. On the other hand there was no official acceptance of changing
the way work was done, which resulted in limitations in the use of the proposed improvement
theory. In the two other cases only parts of the improvement process were tested. The time order
of management, support and operative processes is not defined. In some cases they are parallel, in
others sequential. This has not posed a major problem but still needs some clarification. The fivestage improvement process in its totality still needs more testing. On the other hand in the limited
tests carried out no major problems have been found.
The striking difference compared to most First World countries was that practically nobody had
done any team-exercises before. Another notable thing was the lack of structure in presentations,
both verbal and written. This indicates that in the work of improvement more emphasis has to be
put into the training of the basic skills required for efficient teamwork. Another thing to be noted
concerning all levels of the company is the rather inefficient meeting culture. Basically nobody
comes on time. The start of a meeting was usually delayed by about 10-30 minutes. Requirements
on the preparation for meetings were low. Managers who arrived late included foreigners, who
would not probably do the same in their home country. There was no clear management
commitment to respecting times, but things were accepted as they were. This impaired planned
work and was a serious constraint to improvement projects.
Companywide
Main comments to cases

Number of stages used
Applicability of stages used

Dimensions focused on in
order of priority

Table 9:1

Part of improvement
project with the Managing
Director as sponsor.

Packing

First cycle when author
worked as Production
Manager.
Second cycle as part of
improvement project.
First cycle — 5
3
Second cycle — 3
Mostly individual work and The first cycle involved
team work but in general
a mediumlevel of theory
with a focus on the
the process theory was used
operative part of the
at a low level.
improvement process
The second cycle was
mainly carried out by the
author with relatively high
level of theory
Cost, capacity, ESH,
Capacity, Cost, Product
Quality, ESH. Service
Product Quality, Service
Quality
Quality

QC-process
Minor part of improvement
project.

2
Process dimensions and
charts helped to structure
the analysis of the process.
Mediumlevel of theory

Product Quality, Service
Quality, Capacity, Cost,
ESH

Analysis of the applicability of the proposed five-stage improvement process
in the three cases presented.

The focus of the proposed improvement process was on its operative processes and very little time
was spent on management and support processes. This is reflected in the result focus of the
improvement and the restrictions on the author's mandate.
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The conclusion is that the improvement process, in spite of some requirements for further
development, functioned as planned. The reasons for changes have not been the inapplicability of
the process but more practical issues that have prevented the use of all parts.

9.4

Improvement outcomes

The entire improvement process was only tested in the first cycle of the Packing case. Results were
very good. The capacity increased by 100%, albeit from a very low level, costs were reduced for bag
breakage by more than 60%, bag weight variation was reduced by 50%, orders not delivered the
same day were reduced by more than 90% and cement spillage was reduced by about 50%. The
question is how much of this was due to the proposed improvement process and how much due to
ordinary improvement. The cross-functional improvement work was initiated by the author in his
role of Production Manager. Another initiative was taken by the maintenance manager who
contracted two foreign mechanics for the packing plant. There was no proper analysis of the causes
of the improvement, but there was a general agreement that co-operation in the process had been
of great importance. The management of the process became more process focused and involved
the people in the process to a greater extent. The process was charted and a process of
measurement was introduced. Control routines and methods were introduced. There was a lot more
focus on the Machine through the reinforced management. Emphasis on Milieu resulted in cleaning
the entire packing plant, enabling better preventive maintenance. The structure of the improvement
process gave all the necessary elements for improvement. The conclusion is that the proposed
improvement process contributed significantly to the improved process performance.
The improvement outcomes are also analysed for the relevant stages of each case. A clearly defined
improvement potential is a result as such, as is the result of a root cause analysis.

9.4.1 Analysing the first stage of improvementliagnosing the potential
The potential is only summarised in quAlitative terms using zero, small, medium or high potential.
The main focus when looking at the situation is on the companywide case. This shows a high
potential, as predicted. This is mostly true for the three dimensions, capacity, cost and environment,
(ESH), that were examined more closely. A medium potential is to be found in product and service
quality, which have been checked only superficially. There is, however, reason to assume a potential
in the cement product quality since there is a high potential in the control process. If control is not
functioning properly, then there is an obvious risk that both process control and the final product
might have problems.
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Case
Dimension
Capacity
Cost
Product Quality
Service Quality
ESH

Table 9:2

Companywide
(1)
High
High

Packing
(2)
High
High

QC-control
(3)
High

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium

High
High

High

High

Medium

Low

Summary of potential found in the three cases.

Generally the results correspond to the prediction from section 4.3.5 that the potential for
improvement in a Third World organisation should be high. The cases represent processes of
different magnitudes. If the turnover is considered, then the QC-control process corresponds to
only 1% of the companywide process. The most important potential found was that of the cost for
the companywide case corresponding to about 30% of the total cost. This is a very important
potential. This magnitude of savings potential was confirmed when looking at the packing plant and
was also confirmed by company internal reports focusing on the processes of clinker production
and cement milling. The capacity potential of the packing plant at the start of the first improvement
cycle presented the clearest indication of surprise, since both middle management and top
management representatives were openly sceptical. The good process improvement results later
achieved, proved the assessment of the potential to be correct. Except in this first cycle of the
Packing case there was no opportunity of demonstrating the validity of the remaining potential
assessed.
The approach of looking at existing opportunities with reference to general benchmarks has been
successful to the extent that a lot of unknown potential has been defined.

9.4.2 Analysing the second stage of itnprovernetunalysing the causes
The second stage plays an important role in the improvement process. Trying to solve the problems
without understanding the root causes increases the risk of failure. The main theory used is based
on the division of causes into 7Ms. The modified 7M analysis has been quite helpful in finding the
root causes of the problems giving rise to an improvement potential. This analysis is still mostly
qualitative and carries some risk of being subjective. In order to quantify the analysis, more specific
methods for all the Ms could be developed. For the management the assessment of the level of
values for process orientation and TQM is a start. However, the methods have been used to a very
limited extent. The organisational setting did not permit any more extensive surveys. The logic of
the method is valid — to check the general commitment to improvement goals before starting any
large-scale improvement process. The combination of a top down and bottom up approach has
only been applied in the companywide case. In this case the findings pointed in the same direction.
For the other cases only the 7M approach has been used. The Process Control and Information
System (PCIS) relating to the M of Measurement are still only a framework. The Capacity Key
Figures have been of great use making calculation of potential clear and benchmarking easy. Similar
needs exist for the other dimensions.
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Cost key figures have been looked into and it seems that on a companywide level there might be a
need to adapt existing systems to something that could be called Process Based Costing. This means
in practice a combination of what is called Activity Based Costing with the process chart. The
problem in the SSA Cement Plant is that the costing system is designed functionally, giving the top
level a good report but very little to all those middle managers that have influence over the costs. If
this is a general problem, then there is a large field for development in creating more processoriented cost performance indicators. The M of Measurement is an important root cause.
The main root causes presented in table 8:1 are based on the author's assessment using explanation
building. Through multiple examples it has been possible to describe the organisational culture and
competence, which should increase the credibility of the qualitative assessments. The process of
analysing the root causes has been partly handicapped by the fact that there was limited
commitment from the management. In a regular situation the improvement process would not have
continued after diagnosing the potential.

9.4.3 Analysing the third stage of improvemenfiction planning
The response to the action plan for the companywide case was limited which could indicate that
there were flaws. The main problem probably was that there was no leading coalition to continue
with the work. This confirms the assumption that an improvement process should be discontinued
if there is no commitment from the management. In spite of the support of the Managing Director
the outcome was the same as for many consultants reports prepared for the organisation — limited.
The proposal for the packing plant rehabilitation was only presented for some members of the
middle management. It received some attention and plans were changed. The process as such has
not been developed to the extent that diagnosing the potential and analysing the causes have. This
makes it difficult to assess whether the process functions in the way it is defined. However, the
presentation of the action plan for the companywide case and for the continued rehabilitation of
the packing plant both contained clear objectives, presented a strategy and indicated good
improvement opportunities. These results indicate that the process functions.

9.4.4 Analysing the fourth stage of improvemenimplementation
Results from Implementation are very scarce and this stage has not been developed to any great
extent. The process of implementing improvement is largely about project management and well
described in the literature.

9.4.5 Analysing the fifth stage of improvernentvaluation
The process of Evaluation has mainly been looked into in the companywide case. The evaluation
has been based on the results achieved and on how well the improvement process has functioned.
This stage still needs further development. The purpose is to show the results achieved clearly,
assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the improvement process and also ensure the higher level
of process performance achieved by the improvement process. The framework indicated for the
process of evaluation seems logical and forms a sound base for further development.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
In Mir cheer a reense to the research gueszion proposed and conclusions are summanSed
This thesis intends to answer the research question: " How does a Third World environment
influence the introduction and application of a First World improvement process"?
The following steps have been carried out in order to be able to respond to the question:
•
•
•

•

Definition of building blocks and support methods for the improvement process
Studying external and internal driving forces for change
Definition of a First World improvement process that goes from perceived needs of
improvement to successful improvement and is divided in two main parts, which are "creating
an interest" and "improving processes"
Testing the improvement process in an organisation in SSA

The building blocks of the management of processes are the five dimensions and the generic
process chart. Support methods are the Black Box analysis and 7Ms. All these components are
based on basic First World improvement theory. They support the proposed improvement process.
The five-stage improvement process is basically a rearrangement of existing First World
improvement theory, which consequently could be called a First World improvement process. This
is the tool for testing "improving processes".
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Management
Processes

Mobilising commitment (management and employees)
Defining policy, objectives and strategy
Organising for management of processes

Operative Processes

Creating interest for change
Creating thee
guiding coalition

Establishing a sense of urgency
Perceived
need for
improvement

-4

Improved
processes

Improving processes
Diagnosing the
potential for

Interest in
improve
ment

Developing a vision
and strategy

improvement
Support Processes

Analysing the
underlying

Action
planning

Implementing

Evaluating

causes

Using quality methods
Applying Project Management
Applying team skills
Training required skills
Quick diagnosis of potential
Quick analysis of causes for potential

10:1 The complete improvement process including the process of creating the
Figure 10:1
interest and improving processes.
The focus has been on "improving processes" and the possibility to test them was guaranteed by
the position of the author as Production Manager in the organisation studied. The process of
"creating interest" proved to be more difficult than anticipated. The strategy of pointing at
improvement potential as a way of establishing a sense of urgency did not work in the organisation
studied. This could be explained by the results from the analysis of driving forces for change. These
indicate that both external and internal driving forces were weak (see chapter 8). In figure 10:1 the
complete improvement process is presented, combining the phases of creating the interest and
improving processes. The support processes of Quick Diagnosis and Quick Analysis have been
added. These have been used to support the establishment of a sense of urgency. Only the first of
the three sub-processes, "establishing a sense of urgency", which belongs to the process of Creating
Interest for Change has been used.
The strength of competition, customers and level of good information have been shown to be a
function of national indicators for development. Consequently these indicators also predict the
strength of driving forces for change. Lack of change preserves inefficiency, the "hidden plant", of
Melan (1992). This means that the relative improvement potential in Third World organisations
should be higher than in the First World. This leads to the paradox of a large improvement
potential existing together with a very limited urgency for change. The predictive theory for the
external driving forces is supported by the evolution that has taken place in large parts of the First
World. This change is a result of increased competition and has changed focus from producer to
customer, Champy (1995). It is likely that increased competition would have the same effect in any
country, including countries in Sub Saharan Africa. The theory of external driving forces presented
in section 4.3 is crude but clear. The situation in many of the Third World countries still resembles
that of the First World before customer focus became accepted. With a lack of competition there is
little customer focus, which preserves an outdated mode of management. Lack of external driving
forces affects internal forces, which also become weak. Using the proposed Maturity Model for
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TQM-values and process orientation is one way of assessing the internal commitment to change.
The level of external and internal driving forces has been found to be low in the country studied
and in the the SSA Cement Plant, but in combination with a high potential for improvement.
Management by Edict is still the main management mode both in the country studied and in the
organisation. Management has been found to be a critical factor. The predicted effect of the
external driving forces on the 7Ms was largely confirmed in the cases studied. The strength of the
prediction lies in the use of explanation building not so much in the study of one organisation, Yin
(1994). More than 20 processes were briefly examined showing the same type of pattern of
management criticality. The findings are also in line with the author's experience from other Sub
Saharan countries.
It would be wrong to blame the existing management of the SSA Cement Plant, since it is only a
product of the system. The survival of the local directors depends more on the interests of their
superiors in the state bureaucracy. In their struggle for survival and prosperity their personal
interests might often be in conflict with the interests of the SSA Cement Plant. The foreign
management is not free from constraints either. Contracts are limited and in addition people are
occasionally fired at very short notice. This means that there is fear in the organisation which
creates private agendas and limits the commitment to organisational improvement, Deming (1994).
The functional and bureaucratic organisations of the First World did not change before there was
strong external pressure and many disappeared in the process since management was not
competent enough to lead change. It would be unrealistic to expect a Third World management to
start a change process without having strong incitements. The process of "creating the interest" is
quite complicated and complex. Presenting a large improvement potential is only counterproductive
if the realisation of the potential does not benefit the management in charge. With an organisation
characterised by placing blame on people, the existence of a large improvement potential means
that someone is to blame. This easily leads to a denial of improvement possibilities.
The result presented in table 8:1, which describes the management as a critical factor, is probably
generally valid in the type of organisation studied. The results indicate a problem that cannot be
solved at the level studied. If management is the problem and managers do not want to discuss it,
then the problem cannot be solved. The deadlock can only be broken by strong external forces. As
has been shown in section 4.3.3 and table 4:1 the external driving forces for change in Sub Saharan
Africa are generally weak.
The improvement work was partly limited by the lack of management interest, but the work carried
out clearly showed that the improvement process worked without any major methodological
problems. The intention from the beginning was to focus on the five last sub-processes in what has
been called the Five-Stage Improvement Process or "Improving Processes". In this part focus has
been on Diagnosing the Potential for Improvement and on Analysing the Underlying Causes. Work
on these sub-processes has given useful opportunities to test the applicability of the processes. The
five stages all have a purpose and contribute with a value of their own. This is especially the case
with the three first processes that indicate an improvement potential, define the root causes of the
problems giving rise to a potential for improvement and provide an action plan.
If an interest in change can be created, the First World improvement theory can be used with minor
adaptations. The same general process can be used both in a First and in a Third World
environment. The Third World Improvement Process calls for much more support to the
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management and support processes. The general infrastructure for carrying out projects was very
weak in The SSA Cement Plant and indicates that rules for meetings, team work and project work
need much more focus. It is likely that this applies generally to organisations applying Management
by Edict. Much more training of participants in basic improvement work is needed. Apart from the
M of Management the other Ms can be solved within a reasonable time frame. The M of Man and
related cultural aspects have not posed any particular problems apart from details such as respect
for time-keeping and keeping to plans. In the organisation studied it would have been possible
through training and some new recruitment to create a workforce equal to that in any other country
within two or three years. The conclusion is that the main reason for not doing this is that this
would need organisational and management change. Most probably many of the old managers
would not have a place in the new, more process oriented, organisation manned by professionals,
Hammer (1996). Assuming that the change could be carried out there is no reason why First World
improvement theory could not be used. In all the cases tested there were no major problems with
the improvement process. The process as such needs further improvement, but there is nothing
that has to be changed structurally.
The answer to the research question is that the introduction of or "creating the interest" in
improvement is complicated in a typical SSA organisation, due to the lack of driving forces for
change, but that the application of "improving processes" is possible using the proposed First
World improvement process.
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11. DISCUSSION
In this deter the methodology used ana' the results ahlainea' are dircussed and funher research is
proposed

11.1 Research Methodology
The author believes that the combination of research and work is very beneficial. Carrying out
action research related to improvement in a managerial position enables quick feedback on what
works and what does not. It puts life into the theories studied and helps to close the classic gap
between research and practice. In this particular case there were many synergies with the work as
Production Manager in a Third World Cement Plant and the research on effective improvement.
The application and results from the improvement process could have been much better had there
been greater commitment on the part of the management. On the other hand it was very instructive
to work in an organisation where Management by Edict and bureaucracy still are the order of the
day.
Having to work with the improvement process only in an unofficial capacity was in many respects a
disadvantage. This has complicated the application and validation of improvement theory. The
stages of "diagnosing the improvement potential" and "analysing the underlying causes" can be
executed as a one-man analytical exercise, even if a team approach is more powerful. Starting with
"action planning" a team is preferable. The team should then include persons from the areas
affected by the planned improvement work. The advantage of the situation experienced was that
this is how the real world often is — very far from a planned experiment. The problems have to a
large extent guided the area of research. There has been no disadvantage in this, since the proposed
theory should be able to improve any existing process.
Explanation building has been used to a great extent, especially when looking at the impact of
management. This has been practically the only possible way of validation. The external validity of
the company and country chosen is to a certain extent based on face validity. The author has similar
experiences from a number of cement plants from other countries in the region and believes that
the country chosen is representative of Sub Saharan Africa.

11.2 Customer Orientation
Customer orientation is one of the fundamental values of the proposed improvement process. The
process gives a framework based on process orientation and TQM without favouring any particular
improvement method. Since action planning was carried out only to a limited extent it is not
possible to assess correctly the level of customer orientation. This would normally take place in the
stage of action planning, where the improvement strategy and tools are chosen. This stage of
implementation and the next one are critical for the customisation of the improvement process.
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The direct customers of the improvement process are the process owners, or as in the SSA Cement
Plant, the department managers and the employees. The improvement process is a support process
for operative, support and management processes. In the cases studied the main support was to the
operative processes and support processes. More focus is needed on the management processes.
The main customers involved were the middle managers and technicians. The participation of top
management was limited. This means that an important internal customer did not participate.
Operators were consulted but they did not participate actively in any of the improvement processes.
Given the existing hierarchy, it was still considered a success to unite people from different levels
and from different functional areas in a common effort. The customer orientation in this context
means that the voice of the internal customer is listened to and that methods and magnitude of
work are adapted to suit the organisation. With the potential defined and with the analysis of the
sources carried out the management has the facts available to decide what to do. Management is
served with improved data and analysis. The external customer will benefit through the
improvements.
It could be stated that, seen from a management point of view, there is not much need for
improvement. When there is no competition and customers have no choice, why bother? Even if
there is a large unrealised potential there might be no obvious advantage for either the management
or for the company. Management salaries are often not tied to performance. Cost savings by the
reduction in personnel might cause political problems. Apart from that, reduced costs might
increase pressure from the state to reduce prices. In the case studied the threat of imports and other
competition was identified. The state was pressuring the company to reduce prices, which requires a
reduction in costs. Customers with an international background were complaining about high
cement prices. These reasons were the main cause of the Managing Director pushing for change.
Cost savings will ultimately mean redundancies. Should not a Third World organisation employ
some extra people, not minding the cost, to provide employment? In the work with the
companywide case presented in chapter 5, it became apparent that total personnel costs were high
for two reasons. The first and most important reason was the large number of employees. The
second is that even low paid personnel were accumulating costs due to different benefits such as
catering, medical services and transport. The costs were about two to three times their salaries,
without counting the increased administration and time taken from management. In the end this
means that personnel costs per ton of cement are considerably higher than personnel costs per ton
of cement in, for example, Sweden. Partly as a result of this the cost of cement becomes high,
resulting in a cement price higher than in the First World. The consequence is a worse housing
situation for the common man, the end customer, due to the high cost of cement. In the end there
is an adverse effect on the Human Development Index (HDI). Clearly it is of national interest to
have an efficient production of cement. There are many stakeholders and balancing these should be
the aim. In this perspective the improvement process becomes very important and customer focus
becomes stakeholder focus.
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11.3 Comments on the Proposed Improvement Framework
The work carried out covers a large number of ideas and theories. The development of theory has
been started in parallel in many fields. The reason for this is that real world improvement is
complex and needs a broad perspective. This thesis represents a proposed framework which gives
good opportunities for further research. The scope of the framework could be further enlarged.
The scope has been limited to the improvement of existing processes, with a focus on the efficiency
of the five dimensions defined. The effectiveness — if the process delivers the right thing — has not
been worked on. The problem was noted in the QC-case, when it was questioned whether the
laboratory was doing all the analyses required. Another aspect is to look at the dynamics of
improvement. Diagnosing an improvement potential does not give the rate of existing
improvement. Several measurements over time are needed and some changes to the theory are also
probably needed. Improvements are normally made with a goal in mind. However, the goal is not
static but moving, depending on the rate of change in the organisational environment. This relates
to the adaptability of a process when requirements change, Melan (1992). Customer needs are
changing. It is necessary not only to fulfil present customer needs but also to be prepared to fulfil
future needs. For this a process of developing strategic plans is needed, Loinder (1996), Rentzhog
(1996). The present Improvement Process does not include this aspect. Galetto (1999) speaks about
customer needs satisfaction as opposed to customer satisfaction. There is obviously a risk that
simply making customers happy is not enough. The component of innovation, producing new
products and services is also needed. This is an aspect to be developed and included in a revised
Improvement Process.
There might be a need to create a new process dimension that would cater for such issues as ethics
and sustainable development, Edlund (1999), Rao (2000). Apart from the ESH-dimensions, a
process should result in satisfying stakeholders that have an interest in the social consequences of
process outcomes.
Further development of the 7Ms is of interest. It has been assumed that all the dimensions can be
looked at simultaneously when doing the modified 7M-analysis. This ought to be a valid assumption
when the same people are responsible for all process dimensions. This has been the case in the
organisation studied where most things are controlled in some detail by the top management. In the
case of a process where different people are responsible for different dimensions, exemplified by an
organisation where areas such as production, quality and environment have strong managers, root
causes should be looked at separately in each dimension.
There is a potential for improvement in all of the process dimensions, but especially Service Quality
and ESH need a better definition and better generic Key Performance Indicators. Of the five
dimensions defined, Capacity is the one that has been mostly used in combination with the KPI,
Run Factor, Capacity Efficiency and Operational Efficiency. These have proven extremely useful
for defining the present situation and for defining the capacity potential.
The Capacity key figures have been used in all manufacturing processes in the cement plant and the
condusion is that they could be used in any process industry having a focus on both run hours and
hourly capacity.
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11.4 Proposed Further Research
The main problem to be solved is how to create the interest in improvement. The results from this
thesis indicate that the improvement framework chosen for the stage of "improving processes"
works in a Third World organisation and thus forms a suitable base for developing a generic
improvement process. The future generic improvement process should also include the stage of
"creating an interest." The process should be effective, efficient and flexible. A few aspects of this
work are listed below:
1.

Further development of the Improvement Process and testing it in different organisational
environments including the First World.

2.

Developing the process of creating an interest in change

3.

Adding the improvement process effectiveness and the dynamic aspect of rate of
improvement to the Improvement Process.

4.

Developing maturity models for TQM and process orientation related to the process
dimensions and creating a system for correlating effectiveness and efficiency of
improvement to this level.
5.

Looking at a social dimension and the issue of sustainable development

6.

Looking at a system of maturity models for all of the 7Ms

7.

Studying the possibility of creating generic Key Performance Indicators for all dimensions
similar to the Capacity Key Figures.

8.

The improvement process on a national and global level. Sustainable process excellence —
combining business excellence models, a stakeholder perspective and the improvement
process framework.
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Annex 1 - Capacity Key Figures
This annex defines the capacity key figures RF, CE, OE and gives an example of the
application of these figures to cement milling, Isaksson (1999a).

Description of the Capacity Key Figures
The Capacity Key Figures that are presented have been developed within one of the business areas
of an international building materials company. Capacity figures come in many forms and are used
basically for checking the output compared to plan.
The specific capacity figures give important information on the process performance. The resulting
performance, here called the Operational Efficiency (OE), is the result of two factors: The Run
Factor (RF) and the Capacity Efficiency (CE).
The RF is defined as hours of input divided by total hours available.

RF (Run Factor) = (run hours/total hours in period studied)* 100%.
The CE is equal to the recorded hourly output divided by the Capacity Value (CV), which is the
reference capacity chosen, based on nominal values adjusted for material parameters.
CE (Capacity Efficiency) = (units per hour when running/reference capacity (CV))*100°/0
OE (Operational Efficiency) = RF*CE/100%.

Cement milling using the Capacity Key Figures
Calculation of annual figures
With a continuous process the reference is 24 hours per day or 8,760 hours per year. The run time
is based on the run time of the mill feeders. The nominal mill output is 60 tons per hour for
standard fineness cement. The product quality standard of the cement studied is of a slightly higher
fineness, which has been calculated to reduce output by 10%. The CV is set at 54 tons/hour.
The annual figures are: Total production 250 000 tons with 5400 run hours with material feed on.

RF = 5400/8760 * 100% = 61.6 %
CE = 250 000/5400/54 *1000/ø = 85.7 °A
OE -= 61.6°A*85.7°/0/100°/0 = 52.8 °A
Normally a low RF is more associated with maintenance and the CE more with operations.
Using these key figures permits benchmarking with production units of different sizes.
1

Weekly key figures from cement milling
Key figure can be used for one mill line or all mill lines together, describing the entire milling
process performance as has been done in figure A1-1.

Moving four weeks average for cement mill key figures 1998
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
OA

—4— RF

50%

CE

40%

—A-- OE

30%
20%
10%
0%

1 4 7

1 1 1 1 22 2 2 31 34 3 4 4 4 4
Weeks

Figure A1-1 Capacity key figures for cement milling. The figure shows a low OE due to
problems mainly with the Run Factor (RF) but also to some extent with the
production rate or Capacity Efficiency (CE).

The cement milling example shows an average OE of less than 50% indicating that less than half of
the nominal capacity is achieved. Variation is high which makes predictions difficult. Big changes in
RF often indicate major breakdowns or stops for maintenance. From figure A1-1 it is apparent that
something has gone seriously wrong with the CE around week 33. These problems might have
been caused by raw material changes.

Calculating the capacity potential
The OE gives an idea of the potential of increase remaining. When comparisons were made with
cement plants working in similar conditions it was decided that an OE of 70% should be possible.
This shows a potential of some 50% increase in the capacity. The main problem seems to be the RF
that should be improved by some 50% resulting in a RF of 75%. The CE target is set at 95%. This
results in a targeted OE of 71%.

Looking at the RF

2
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In order to analyse the RF statistics regarding different reasons for stops in production are used. A
low RF could be explained by the market being the restricting factor. In this case it could be
decided to redefine RF by defining the denominator as the total time available reduced by stop time
because of market reasons. This means that it is possible to use the key figures on processes that are
not continuous. These capacity key figures have been used successfully to monitor a packing plant
only working 60 hours/week.
Increasing the RF mostly means reducing the number of stops and the stop time and requires
improvement work in the maintenance organisation and possibly in procurement. To work with the
RF correctly good stop statistics describing stop causes are needed. These should form a database
that includes the type of stop (possibly divided into primary and secondary causes), sub-process
where the stop occurred and length of stop. The reason for dividing stops into primary and
secondary ones is that often a short stop like a power failure could lead to a decision to carry out
some other work before process restart. This supplementary work should not be attributed to the
power failure.

Looking at the CE
A higher CE requires optimisation of production and improvements mainly in the production
organisation. However, the most efficient improvement is for maintenance and production to work
together since problems are almost always linked.

Looking at the OE
When a higher capacity is required the level of OE will indicate whether ordinary process
improvement is enough or if production capacity has to be increased. In the case mentioned above
the limit is estimated at 0E=70 %. If the requirements are permanently above this level the
nominal capacity must be increased. The increase in production capacity means a reengineering of
the technical process.

3
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Annex 2— Comparing the First and the Third World
This annex describes background information using statistics and indicators highlighting
the differences between First and Third World.

Use

Unit

Rich
(the richest 20%)

Poor
(the poorest 20%)

Factor

Misc. Resources
Water
CO2
Income

kg/day
litre/day
ton/year
USD/year

52
200
260
23 000

5
10
6
160

10:1
20:1
40:1
144:1

Table A2-1 Differences between the rich and the poor from Hermele (1996).
Country

Real GDP per
Capita USD/year

US
Sweden
South Korea
Venezuela
Brazil
Cote d'Ivoire
India
Bangladesh

21449
17013
6733
6169
4718
1324
1072
872

Annual GNP
Growth (865-1989)
-%
' 1.7
1.9
7.1
-1.0
3.3
0.5
1.9
0.7

Ratio of Richest
20% to Poorest
20%

Share of Richest 20
%-

8.9: 1
2.6: 1

41.9
36.9

16.5 :1
26.1 :1
10.5 :1
5.1 :1
3.7 :1

50.6
62.6
52.7
41.4
37.2

Table A2-2 Income, growth and income distribution in some chosen countries,
Handelman (1996).
Sweden and the other Nordic countries are those with the most equal income distribution. There is
no clear pattern, as some Third World countries are seen to have a fairly even distribution
(Bangladesh and India) while others have large income differences (Brazil).
Many of the Sub Saharan countries have a distribution similar to that of Cöte d'Ivoire (World Bank,

htp://~.Berla'hank. aq/databydi/home.htp4
In table A2-9, HDI 0.5 is used as an average for the Third World.

Group of countries

HD!

HDI-average Comments
Estimated

Western countries

0.8— 1

0.95

Latin America
Asia
Africa
Sub Saharan Africa

0.7 —0.9
0.4 — 0.8
0.0 — 0.8
0.0 —0.7

0.8
0.4
0.4
<0.3

Spain, Portugal and Greece are at the
bottom bringing down the minimum level

A few countries like South Africa, Namibia,
Botswana and Gabon have a considerably
higher score

Table A2-3 HDI indexes (http://vvorldpolicy.org/americas/econrights/maps -hdi.html)
for different areas of the world.

Corruption
Transparency International is an organisation working against corruption. As a part of their work
they publish a Corruption Perception Index with a scale ranging from 0, signifying highly corrupt,
to 10, signifying clean. A summary of the results is found in the table below.
Country or group of countries

Rating (410)

Comments

Denmark, Sweden, Finland
Most First World Countries

9.35— 9.94
5.03— 9.94

Third World countries excluding
Africa
Nigeria, South Africa

2.05 — 5.02

Practically free from corruption
Lowest in the group are Italy,
Belgium and Greece. This interval
also includes Singapore, Hong Kong,
Costa Rica, Chile, the Czech Republic
and Hungary
Excluding Singapore, Hong Kong,
Costa Rica and Chile (see above)
Only two African countries included.
Nigeria is the most corrupt country in
the study of 52 countries

1.76 — 4.95

Table A2-4 Corruption index for 52 countries based on
(http.//www.gwdg.def—uwvw/rank -97.htm) from Transparency
International.
The level of corruption in many of the Sub Saharan countries might not be quite as bad as in
Nigeria but most likely well below the Third World average and the rating of South Africa. In table
9 the value 2 is used as an estimate for the Sub Saharan countries, 4 for the Third World and 8 for
the First World.

Competitiveness index
The Institute for Management Development (IMD) in Lausanne, Switzerland is a management
training institute with a world-wide reputation. IMD publishes the World Competitiveness
Yearbook that assesses and ranks how a nation's environment sustains the competitiveness of its
firms. In the World Competitiveness Scoreboard 246 criteria are used to rank a country. In the 1999
2
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yearbook 47 countries were ranked consisting of the major global economies. The results are
summarised in table A2-5 below.
The criteria are grouped into eight competitiveness input factors which are: Domestic Economy,
Internationalisation, Government, Finance, Infrastructure, Management, Science & Technology and
People. Even without relevant statistics it is obvious that such criteria as state support for
companies, infrastructure, level of R& D, Human Development Index, GDP and corruption bring
down the index for Sub Saharan Countries.
These results only indirectly indicate that the Sub Saharan economies are not very interesting
globally and probably not very competitive. If analysed the score would definitely have been far
below that of South Africa (48). In table 9, below <40 is used for Sub Sahara, 50 for developing
countries and 80 for First World Countries.
Country—
ranking in brackets

Score

Comments

US (1)
Singapore (2)-Belgium (22)

100
70-86

Spain (23)-Indonesia (46)

42-69

World leader
Most Western countries are in this
group as well as Hong Kong and
Taiwan
This group contains important Third
World countries like China, India,
Mexico, Brazil and the Philippines
Only African country mentioned
Lowest score analysed

Republic of South Africa (41)
Russian Federation (47)

48
38

Table A2-5 World Competitiveness Scoreboard (http.//www.imd.ch/index_4.cfin) from
IMD. The number of ranking giving in parenthesis. In total 47 countries were
analysed.

The Situation in SuliSaharan Africa
In Sub-Saharan or Black Africa some of the poorest countries in the world are found. In many
cases all the indicators for development are low. There is a low per capita GDP and heavy
dependence on natural resources like mining, forestry fishing and agriculture. There are very low
values for the social indexes, an uneven income distribution and political turmoil with unstable
governments and often war.

Africa
Europe

1975 Men/Women

1990-95

44/47
68/74

53
75

Table A2-6 Life expectancy in Africa and Europe, Gleerup (1995).

3

Europe
Sub Saharan Africa

GDP — USD/year

PQLI

20 000
500— 1000

90 - 100
25 - 50

Table A2-7 GDP per capita and the Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) in Africa and
Europe, Gleerup (1995).
Region

Sub Saharan Africa
Latin America
East Asia
South Asia

VG

76
62
26
27

Table A2-8 Dependence on natural resources in different regions, Herrnele (1996)

4
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Factor forcing customer focus

First World
High income
according to World
Bank

Third World
Middle income
according to World
bank

Sub Saharan Africa

Customer power

Large economies, high
per capita income and
well informed
customers

A few large economies,
low per capita income,
a reduced number of
informed customers

GNP per capita USD
Human Development Index (IIDI)

26000
0,95

1900
0,5

No large economies
except SA, very low per
capita income, a few
very rich and few
informed customers
500
<0,3

Income distribution

Moderate differences
Large economies with
strong presence of large
international
companies, high level
of industrialisation —
stiff competition

Large
Small economies, raw
material dependent —
competition severely
reduced by customs,
mismanagement,
bureaucracy, and
corruption
300
5400
2
4
<40
50
Low availability for
Low availability for a
large number of people most people
12
196
244
44
256
4
15
16
77
114
27
70
3
15
20-70
20-90

Competition

GNP for area in billion USD
Corruption index
Competitiveness index

Accessibility of good quality
information
Newspapers per 1000
Radios per 1000
Televisions per 1000
Mobile phones per 1000
Computers per 1000
Gross enrolment ratio primary
Secondary
Tertiary education
Literacy

Table A2-9

24000
8
80
Good availability for
everybody interested
287
(820)
647
189
264
103
108
58
>95

Moderate to very large
Some large economies
only, moderate
industrialisation —
competition reduced by
customs, bureaucracy,
and corruption

Comparative figures mainly from tables 1-8 above and estimates based on
these tables. The figures for the accessibility of information are from the 1999
World Development Index
(http./Amworldbank.org/data/wdi/home.htmlas) as well the GNP
figures. Value for radios in brackets is for Western Europe. The enrolment
ratios are from 1996 and percentage over 100 represents an error in the
estimate of the size of the age population.
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Annex 3— Maturity of Process Orientation and TQM-values
This annex describes a quick measurement tool in the form of a questionnaire for the
maturity of process orientation in an organisation (table A3 -I) and another measuremen t for
the strength of TQM-values (table A3-7).

To participant:

Procedure
Fill in tables A3-1 to A3-7 thinking of the situation of your organisation as a whole. Note that in
order to fill in table A3-7 you should look at the more detailed explanations found in tables A3-2 to
A3-6.

Purpose of exercise
The purpose is to measure the organisational maturity for process orientation and for the values of
Total Quality Management (TQM) in order to identify the correct approach for improvement.

Confidentiality
You do not have to fill in your name and the information will be treated confidentially.

Raine Isaksson

To be sent to:

1

Assessment of level of process orientation
N
o

Functional type of organisation Process focused
organisation
If the organisation being evaluated
corresponds to description below
then the rating is: 0 points

If the organisation being
evaluated corresponds to
description below then the

Points
Choose a
value
between 0
and 10

rating is: 10 points
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Customers and customer needs are
not defined
No supplier - customer cooperation. Suppliers are kept short
in order to press prices
Customer satisfaction is not
measured
Processes are not flow chartered
and there is no process owner —
focus is on the functional
organisation
Processes are not measured and
Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
have not been identified
Employees do not know the value
adding processes of the
organisation
The vision of the organisation and
the organisational structure are not
related to the value adding
processes
No learning from other groups
within the organisation or from
other organisations
Individual functional work with
focus on solving given tasks
High organisation with many levels
and small spans

Customer needs are based on
reliable surveys
Supplier-customer cooperation in a win-win relation
Relevant measurement of
customer satisfaction showing
continuous improvement
All key processes are being
actively managed using relevant
performance measurements
All key processes are measured
for capacity, cost, quality, and
environment if relevant and
KPIs are identified
All employees are able to
describe the value adding
processes of the organisation
The vision of the organisation
is based on the value adding
processes as is the
organisational structure
Continuous comparison of
processes - benchmarking - to
improve the processes
Inter-functional teamwork with
focus on increased customer
value
Flat organisation with large
spans

Total Score
Table A3-I Test scale for level of process orientation. Each of the 10 aspects can score
between 0 and 10 giving a total score between 0 to 100.

Geweral tommenfr (fire other fie efiVer !ye/maxi:an).
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TQM Maturity Model
Tables A3-2 to A3-6 ase to be used to identify the maturity level of the organisation concerning the
five chosen values: Customer focus, process focus, continuous improvement, decisions based on
facts and participation of everybody. The chosen level, which should be a figure between -100 and
+100, is filled in on table 7 on the last page.

Customer
focus

Leadership Commitment (approach, deployment and results)

+60 to +100

Top management representatives act as role models in personally promoting
customer orientation in the whole of the organisation. All important external and
internal customer needs are monitored and proactive actions are taken. Customer
and personnel surveys constantly show the highest ratings.
Customer orientation is on the agenda and customer needs initiate the activities.
Proactive problem solving based both on the analyses of complaints and
customer needs related measurements. The organisation is rated as above average
by customers and personnel.
External customers and their needs are partly identified. Internal customer needs
have been discussed. Some proactive problem solving. Some customer
evaluations are carried out to define product and service quality. Customers and
personnel are fairly satisfied.
Customer complaints are recorded in a reactive system and solved whenever
possible. Internal customers are not on the agenda. Customer and personnel
satisfaction is not very good or not known.
External customer needs are discussed in connection with complaints. Customers
needs have not been identified.

+20 to +60

-20 to + 20

-60 to — 20

-60

-100

Customers are only mentioned as problems, all focus is on managers and follows
the rules and procedures.

Table A3-2 Customer focus maturity scale.

3

Process
focus

Leadership Commitment (approach, deployment and results)

+60 to +100

Organisational focus is on the processes that produce customer value. The
company mission and vision is process related. All key processes (both operative
and support) are well managed maximising the value added to the customer.
Processes are managed from their starting point with the suppliers until the end
user. Processes are effective, efficient and adaptable. The customer satisfaction is
related to internal process measurements - the Key Performance Indicators
(KPI). Everybody in the organisation is familiar with the key processes. The
process view permeates all activities. The company is a benchmark for others.
All key processes are flow-charted and have process owners. Internal and external
customer needs have been identified as well as the main parameters reflecting
customer satisfaction. Process measurement and control is good. Process
orientation dominates over functional orientation. Benchmarking is carried out.
Process performance is well above the average of comparative processes.
Key processes have been identified and some process owners have been
appointed. External customers and their main needs have been identified. Process
and functional orientation are equally important. Most administrative and support
processes are quick and reliable.
Some key processes are identified and process orientation has been discussed.
Functional orientation dominates but horizontal communication exists and is
tolerated. Bureaucracy slows down activities.
Process flows are mentioned but practically no flow charts exist. Focus is on
following the functional budget not on the customer value added.

+20 to +60

-20 to + 20

-60 to —20

-60

-100

Managers are heavily involved in authoritarian control of subordinates and
concerned with details . The function is in focus and processes are not discussed.
The organisation has many levels and is guided by bureaucracy and control. All
information follows the hierarchical order. The result can be seen in timeconsuming and error-prone processes that nobody is responsible for.

Table A3-3 Process focus maturity scale.
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Continuous Leadership Commitment (approach , deployment and results)
improvement
+60 to +100

+20 to +60

-20 to + 20

-60 to — 20

-60

-100

Top management act as role models in personally promoting continuous
improvement and innovation. Continuous improvement and learning are a part
of the daily work. The organisation is a learning one. The improvement cycle:
Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) permeates the whole organisation. The organisational
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) show continuously improving results.
Initiatives and experiments are encouraged and failures are tolerated as learning
experiences. Most recorded parameters show improving trends. The personnel
training and recruiting processes are well managed and have high priority.
Occasional use of the PDSA-cycle. Training of employees is considered
important. Learning is an element to be considered when work is planned. Most
employees are regularly trained. Some areas with good trends of improvement.
The PDSA-cycle is mentioned. Occasional learning from mistakes. Training is
being carried out but not related to any general plan for improvement. There is
some focus on improvement and innovation
Focus is on following orders and change is strictly a top-down activity. Only
functional training.
Mistakes are mainly followed up, not to learn from them, but in order to punish
somebody. There is no change since it is supposedly not needed.

Table A3-4 Maturity scale for continuous improvement.
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Decisions
based on
facts
+60 to +100

+20 to +60

-20 to + 20

-60 to — 20

-60

-100

Leadership Conunitment (approach, deployment and results)

All personnel including top management use and have a good knowledge of basic
statistics and different quality tools. There is a well managed and accurate control
panel or score board combining the most important key performance indicators
within all relevant dimensions like customer satisfaction, finance, quality,
environment and improvement. The control panel is integrated with relevant
quality tools like Statistical Process Control. Data used for decisions have defined
quality criteria that are applied.
Brainstorming combined with relevant quality tools is commonly used. Many
employees use statistical methods and quality tools. Facts are subjected to the
same scrutiny irrespective of the rank of the person presenting them. The
organisational control panel is actively managed using a statistical approach.
Proposals and decisions are supported by qualitatively acceptable facts. The
control panel is defined. Different quality tools are used and many of the
personnel have some experience of these.
Facts are often used for decisions but there are no specific criteria and
occasionally decisions are made without looking at existing facts. Some areas of
the control panel are defined. Quality tools are occasionally used.
Facts are gathered but not in any co-ordinated way. There is no particular culture
for being critical of the facts. There is no statistical approach to facts.
Facts are what managers believe and say - the higher the rank the more of a fact a
statement becomes.

Table A3-5 Maturity scale for decisions based on facts.
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Participa
tion of
everybody

Leadership Commitment (approach, deployment and results)

+60 to +100

Top management personally sees to it that all relevant information is available for
all employees. All employees have a good knowledge and understanding of the
company mission, vision, plans and strategies. There is a climate of open inquiry
where respect is earned through innovation, competence and results. Teamwork
is an integral part of the culture. Number of suggestions per employee is a
benchmark for others. Focus on fostering people is through increased
responsibility and trust. Personnel rate their participation and opportunity to
influence the work as high. Personnel satisfaction is very high.
To the extent possible, employees are assigned both resources and responsibility
for broad tasks. Teamwork is the most preferred mode. Ideas and suggestions
from personnel are given high priority and resources are available for employees
to develop their ideas. The suggestion system functions well and the number of
suggestions is high. Availability of information is good. Personnel satisfaction is
high.
Teamwork is common in self-controlled groups. A functioning system for
employee suggestions exists. Experimentation is encouraged and mistakes are
tolerated. General level of information is OK and it is relatively easy to find
specific information.
Working place meetings are organised by a supervisor or manager and some
information is given and opinions are asked for, but focus is still on following
procedures and orders. Some kind of a suggestion system exists. Teamwork is not
very common. There is no particular focus on keeping employees informed or
trying to empower them.
Some auto-inspection is carried out. Teamwork is rare. The freedom of action is
limited both in individual and teamwork. Focus is mostly on control.

+20 to +60

-20 to + 20

-60 to — 20

-60

-100

Following orders without questioning is the ideal. Work is individual and tasks are
kept simple. Focus is on creating output, the result of which is controlled by
somebody else.

Table A3-6 Maturity scale for participation of everybody.
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TQM Mature Model
Values are entered in table A3-7 based on descriptions of Customer focus, Process Focus,
Continuous improvement, Decisions based on facts and Participation of everybody, in tables A3-2
to A3-6.
Choose the description which fits best with the actual situation of the organisation studied and
indicate a point value, being any value between -100 up to +100 (ex. customer focus -15 etc.)

TQM-values

Description of the actual level in
Points based on
choice from tables A.3 the organisation (optinal)
2 to A16

Customer focus -

see table A32

Process focus

see table A33

Continuous
improvement

see table A34

Decisions based on
facts

see table A35

Participation of
everybody

see table A36

Total
Table A3-7 Points for TQM-values. Total s cale ranging from -500 to + 500.

General comments (use other fide qfpeer !Masse):
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Annex 4— Improvement Process applied to the
Companywide Case
This annex looks at the applicability of the proposed five -stage improvement process on the
Companywide Case.
The sub-processes of the proposed process (fig. A4-1) are looked into in detail, comparing the
outcome with the proposed process. The management and support processes are only looked into
briefly as more time is taken with five operative processes.

Management
Processes

Mobilising commitment (management and employees)
Defining policy, objectives and strategy
Organising for management of processes

Operative Processes

Interest
in
improvement

Diagnosing
the
Potential for
Improvement

Analysing
the Underlying Causes

Support Processes

Action
Planning

Implemention

Evaluation
Improved
processes

Using quality methods
Applying Project Management
Applying team skills
Training required skills

Figure A4-1 The five-stage improvement process.

Management processes of the improvement process
Mobilising commitment
Mobilising commitment was carried out through the managing director who personally informed
the top 15 managers on several occasions. The information was at the management level only. For
the work on Environment, Safety and Health (ESH)- there was a recommendation to management
to organise a start-up meeting informing the entire workforce but it was not carried out during
1999.
In the organisation studied the normal flow of information is from the bottom and up. Information
from the top is mostly functionally divided and in the form of orders. For the improvement project
this has been a handicap, since papers "coming from the side" have little effect and increasing the
number of meetings has not been that easy. In spite of these constraints participation has been
rather good.

1

Defining policy, objectives and strategy
The objectives were not clearly stated in the beginning. The policy of the total effort has been
summarised as doing things better and cheaper.

Organising management of processes
This was done by the author at a very moderate level with a focus on understanding the process
view.

Support processes of the improveent process
Using quality methods
The process chart templates were used in presentations for top management imposing the process
view as the order of the day. This is not very complicated when it comes to the operative processes
where the functional management follows the process. Things become more complicated with the
support processes and much worse with the management processes. The missions of the
management processes have never been discussed and opinions vary considerably.

Training in required slifd
None of the directors and only a few of the top managers have received training in quality methods.
Some 20 supervisors have received training in quality tools and the process view.

Applying team skills
This was not done since no proper team was formed. Team skills are not much developed and this
is an area needing attention.

Applying Project Management
The improvement project was organised through a reorganisation where the author was appointed
as manager for improvement reporting directly to the managing director. This was very helpful
when taking into consideration the very functional organisation with little experience of project
management. The management group consisting of the six directors became the steering group.
There was no project group as such, the author had access to and the help of some supervisors and
technicians having a basic education in the use of quality tools.
The information distribution was never formally discussed or decided on and was to some extent a
problem. Information coming from the Improvement Project was "corning from the side" and was
not given much importance. To get any response, papers had to be issued by the Managing
Director.
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Operative Processes
First stage- Diagnosing the Potential in Supplying the Markeithv
Good Quality Cement from customer need to satisfied customers
The objective is to find how the process is performing in the different dimensions. The main
questions are how the mission is being fulfilled and to what cost.
The proposed improvement process used. Below a short description of the different processes
including management, support and operative processes.

Management Creating conditions for finding all relevant information
Mobilising commitment for a serious diagnosis
Processes

Interest
in
improvement

Defining
the problem area

Checking
control
parameters

Measu• the
ring
process
performance

Support Applying a strategy for
Processes improvement
Flowcharting

Defifling
benchmarks

Presen- Evalutation to ating
the subthe
manapotential gement process
Calcu-

lating

Agreed
potential

Training QC- tools
Using interview methods
Using presentation methods
Using quality tools

Figure A4-2 The template for diagnosing the potential.

Management processes of "Diagnosing the Potential"
Creating conditionifor finding all relevant information
All top and middle managers were informed about the project and that they would be interviewed
to gather information. They were also informed that they would have to use some time for analyses
of their area. This information had little effect and without the previous good knowledge of the
organisation and the people, the work would have been very difficult. The Managing Director was
the main source of high level information.
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Mobilising commitment to a serious diagnosis

Mobilising discussion is a challenge in an organisation based mostly on management by order.
Dialogue is not on the agenda and few would normally express what they really think. In spite of
this open discussions have been held, mainly with the middle management on the technical side.

Support processes of "Diagnosing the Potential"
Applying a strategy for improvement
Reduced costs with improved performance were to be achieved through a restructuring of the
organisation. The main cost issues mentioned in the beginning were a reduction of the head count.
No specific methodology or strategy for finding the improvement potential was indicated. It was
agreed that an assessment of all the personnel should be carried out and that results from this
should be compared with the requirements of the restructured organisation - a skill gap analysis.
This was to result in a training program, proposals for transfer within the organisation and, in some
cases, redundancy.
The author, being the project co-ordinator, decided to use the generic improvement process as far
as possible as an improvement strategy. From the beginning it was known that only limited
implementation could take place within the available time frame. The focus was on making a good
plan of action.

Flowcharting
At the beginning the organisation was assessed as a Black Box and the performance of the five
dimensions was measured. The process template, with management, operative and support
processes, was presented implicitly in presentations to the management group without going into
details about the process view. During interviews with the personnel, flowcharting of the
departmental mission was discussed in connection with defining the key performance indicators.
Here the response was minimal, probably due to the difficulty of seeing the process. Process
training would have been required.

Information
The most common method used was the interview/discussion both individually and in groups. In
the group-sessions brainstorming was used and information was, on occasions, organised using the
Fishbone Diagram, Bergman & Klefsjö (1994).

Other support processes
Since no proper improvement team was created, no interview or presentation methods were dealt
with. Some quality tools had briefly been dealt with in the training organised for some supervisors
and middle managers.
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Operational processes of "Diagnosing the Potential"
Defining the problem area
The entire company is studied in all dimensions but with the main focus on costs and capacity,
followed by the working environment.

The Black Box
The entire organisation is seen as a Black Box looking at the five process dimensions. The company
mission indicates the level of ambition and a rough potential can be measured directly based on
information from customers and interested parties in combination with the main internal indicators
for the different dimensions.

How are the
different dimensions being
controlled?

Input
Stakeholder
needs

Capacity:
Cost:
Product Quality:
Service Quality:
Environment:

The process or
company mission

Level of PCIS ?
Indirect measurement of
stakeholder satisfaction Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

Output

"t
>

Satisfied
stakeholders

Stakeholder demands (with general examples):
•Paying clients - delivery at time, good quality, low cost
•Shareholders - profitable, following corporate policies,
eligible for financing
•Society - legal, providing employment
•Employees- safe and healthy working place, good salary and benefits
•Suppliers - well specified and timely input, correct payments in time

Direct measurement of stakeholder
satisfaction
-complaints
-customer surveys

Figure A4-3 The Black Box used for identifying the units of the main potential in different
dimensions and to check customer measurements and in ternal KPL

The process studied
The process described in figure A4-4 was used after the Black Box potential had identified cost and
capacity as the dimensions with the most important potential.
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Management
Processes

Planning
Setting goals

Motivating
Controlling

Operative Processes

Needs
for
cement

Extracting
raw
material
Support
Processes

Raw material
milling

Clinker
burning

Maintaining
Procuring
Servicing
Controlling quality, costs,
capacity, environment etc.

Cement
milling

Cement
Packing
and delivery

Cement
delivered

Providing IT services
Financing

Figure A4-4 Rough process chart for the process studie d.

Checking control parameters
In order to be able to measure the process performance, the control parameters have to be
identified. In a case where no appropriate control parameters are found, new ones have to be
created. The level of the Process Control and Information System (PCIS) gives a hint of one of the
possible sources of potential for improvement — Measurement. For Customer Satisfaction, Product
Quality and Environment, Safety and Health (ESH) there was, at the time of the study, no regular
information provided to the top management. Among the interested parties, the owners, as is
logical, had received good information of a mainly financial and market character to meet
requirements. There was no structured recording of what suppliers or employees thought.
Information from the community, including neighbours, was scarce. The information on costs was
acceptable on a Black Box level. The information on capacity was mainly in absolute figures and
compared to budget only, not in comparison to the nominal capacity.

Measuring the process performance
Only the capacity and cost key figures were checked in more detail. For the capacity key figure the
Operation Efficiency (OE) was defined both for cement and clinker production Clinker is an
intermediate product that, ground with gypsum, gives cement. However, clinker can be sold as such
and should therefore also be considered as a product. Since OE is defined as the product of the RF
and CE both were looked into. The capacity performance has consequently been calculated with
the three figures of RF, CE and OE both for clinker and for cement. The cost performance was
calculated as the cost of a ton of clinker and a ton of bagged cement. The first 6 months of 1999
were taken as the reference period for the capacity key figures and budget figures for 1999 were
used for the cost performance.
For the Environment, Safety & Health (ESH) dimension the Initial Environmental Review carried
out in 1999 was used to define the present level of performance. For this there is no quantitative
value but in descriptive terms the level can be described as poor.
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Defining benchmarks
The benchmarks are basically from within the group of companies to which SSA Cement belongs.
When looking at the companywide process of a cement plant there is seldom another process
which is exactly the same. In this case it is easier to find a suitable benchmark for the capacity key
figures than for the cost key figures. The capacity key figures are relative whereas cost figures are
absolute. Energy prices, technology and salary levels differ enormously from case to case giving a
large span for the cost of cement. In spite of this the comparison with benchmarks reveals that the
present performance is unacceptable in the long run both for capacity and cost. Earlier plans for an
increase in the capacity performance and a reduction of costs exist, but based on the comparisons
more challenging benchmarks were proposed.
For the capacity key figures an OE of 85% for both clinker and cement was proposed. The cost
figures were only given as a reduction of 30% from the present level. Achieving these benchmarks
would bring the performance to a top level for capacity and to an average level for costs.

Calculating the potential
Looking at customer satisfaction and all the five dimensions the following potential is defined:
1. Customer satisfaction is believed to have a potential but the magnitude is not known since there
are no regular measurements and the main improvement needed is by initiating the making of
surveys and the collection of data.
2. Capacity - an increase of almost 50% of the present OE for both cement and clinker.
3. A reduction of the cost of cement by 30% calculated at the same production level.
4. Product Quality is mainly acceptable but there is a potential in reducing variation in quality.
5. Service Quality has been neither measured nor defined but is believed to have a potential for
improvement with the main potential being to define service quality and to start measurements.
6. For the ESH dimension there is an important potential.

Management presentation
The potential was presented both in a report and in a meeting. The feedback was limited. The
continuation was guaranteed mainly through the strong support of the Managing Director. From
the beginning the focus had been on reducing costs and looking at ESH-improvements. More focus
was now put on the capacity and guaranteeing delivery with an increased market.

Evaluating the Diagnosis of the Potential
Logically the management and support processes should have been activated before the operative
process, but in reality this was not the case. Instead many of the processes were started
simultaneously.
The process framework functions well and helps to find the main areas of potential improvement.
Looking at the result of the process, the potential should have been more quantitative. It should
have been possible to define a capability index for product quality, Bergman & Klefsjö (1994) for
the main parameter, which is the 28 days' compressive strength. This was not done due to the
unavailability of the necessary information and also due to the fact that product quality was not
perceived as a problem. For the ESH-dimension no quantitative system of measurement has been
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applied. In the future the 5 Star NOSA-system, which gives a rating from 0-5 stars of the
environmental, safety and health performance, could be used, NOSA (1999).

Second stage- Analysing the Underlying Causes
In the second stage only the support and operative processes are dealt with. Considerable work is
spent on redoing the diagnosis in greater detail and breaking down the Black Box into a more
detailed process chart for the organisation (see fig. A4-6).

Management
Processes

Agreed
potential
for improvement

remaking
the diagnosis

Creating conditions for finding all relevant information
Mobilising commitment to a serious analysis

Analysis of root
causes

Support Processes

Preparing
a synthesis

Presentation to
management

Evaluating
the subprocess

Agreed
root
causes

Using quality tools
Measuring TQM- and process maturity
Using the 7-M analysis
Walking, talking and listening

Figure A4-5 Stage 2 - Analysis of Underlying Causes.

Support processes of the adysis
Only some simple quality tools and process analyses have been used.
The TQM and Process Management maturity was measured

Remaking the diagnosis
The process chart in figure A4-6 is the final one after 8 months of work. The version presented in
the beginning was basically the same and modified only slightly during the process. Based on the
general process chart, a number of sub-processes were looked into in more derail. Most of the
operative processes were flow-chartered and subjected to a Diagnosis of the Potential. In chapters
6-7 the processes of cement packing and quality control are presented.
Using figure A4-6 as a base the potential for improvement is scanned by looking at possibilities for
outsourcing, based on the company mission and the missions of most of the operative and support
processes. The operative processes of Raw Material Extraction, Slurry Milling, Clinker Burning,
Cement Milling and Packing & Delivery have also been studied in detail to see if the initial potential
could be distributed in a feasible way. This exercise was only done with the dimensions of Capacity
and Cost.
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The main process chart

Using the overview in figure A4-6 permits management to indicate areas on which to concentrate.
Ideally the chart would be discussed and modified until a consensus was reached. In reality this was
only presented without too many comments being made. When looking at the different functions it
is important to see them with a process perspective. This means that the management and support
processes will be related to the respective operative sub-process. Ideally, each process should be
checked for potential improvement. Since many of the processes correspond to functional areas,
managers were asked to define the main processes they were responsible for and to define the
mission. This proved to be too complicated and only a few of the processes have been looked into
more deeply. The main focus has been on the operative processes and, to some extent, on the
maintenance support processes. Processes judged to be critical and having priority for further
development are marked in bold.

Management
Processes

Market planning
Operations planning

Performance control

Setting policy and objectives

Promoting personnel
performance

Investment and improvement
planning
Operative
Processes Marketing

Need
for
cement

Extracting
raw
material

Selling

Slurry
milling

Support Processes

Maintaining
Servicing public relations
Controlling capacity,
costs, quality, environment
Purchasing
Storing

Distributing

Invoicing

Clinker
burning

Transporting
Catering
Lodging
Gardening
Providing social
amenities

Personnel admin
and services

Cement
milling

Packing
and
delivering

Cement
delivered

Providing health care
Training
Paying suppliers

Financing
Providing security
Giving IT-support
Managing projects

Figure A4-6 General process chart of SSA Cement. (PCIS = Process Control and
Information System). Processes judged to be critical marked in bold.
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Looking at tie mission and outsourcing
Especially within the support processes there were a number of processes, which are typical general
services, and not related to the mission of supplying cement. In a First World country services such
as transport, catering, health care, hotel and camp services and providing security have been
outsourced, in most cases. The influence that a large internal activity exercises is mainly on costs
and management focus. It is difficult to estimate how much time is diverted from management
focus on the core business to management of support services. However, in a functional
organisation where power resides high up in the hierarchy, it is quite obvious that too much time is
lost. Some comparisons with other companies were made and the catering process was studied in
detail, looking at the alternatives. The conclusion was that generally outsourcing should be possible
and that the job of finding external suppliers should be continued. Specifically with regard to
catering it proved that an external catering company would probably be both better and cheaper.
The conclusion was that outsourcing should be looked into as a strategy.

Looking at the mission of different processes
During the work on the Improvement Project, about 20 middle managers from different areas were
interviewed to assess how well they were managing the processes they were responsible for. The
purpose within the Improvement Project was to reduce personnel and to see if some of the
functions could be outsourced. The method used was to try to define the mission attributed to
different processes when carried out in a functional setting. Responses were sought to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

What is(are) your mission(s)
Who are your (internal) customers
What Key Performance Indicators are used for monitoring your process(es)?
What are the process problems
What are the solutions to these problems.

These interviews provided a lot of valuable information, but direct responses to the questions were
not forthcoming. The feedback indicated that most managers were following orders and that there
was not any active management of the processes. In many cases it was clear that the control of an
important mission had been placed at such a low hierarchical level that those with the business
knowledge relevant to that mission had no power to make any changes. In most cases there were
no measurements of the process performance of the support processes in any dimension. When
this information was taken in conjunction with the high manning levels and a generally inefficient
performance, the indication was that there was a large improvement potential in almost all of the
operational and support processes.

Checking the Black Box potential for Capacity
The capacity limitations, or process bottlenecks limiting current performance were analysed using
three simple methods.
The first one was to look at the required Operational Efficiency (OE) needed for each process to
be able to supply the internal client. Processes with an OE requirement approaching the practical
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maximum were defined as critical processes. Based on this approach, cement milling was identified
as the most critical process.
The second method for identifying capacity limitations was to look at the causes of stoppages — or
the lack of Run Factor (RE). This approach was used mainly to identify the special causes, Juran
(1995) that were not so frequent, but more serious, resulting in long equipment stoppages. This
method indicated that cement milling and slurry milling were the major capacity limiting processes.
Although slurry milling had a surplus capacity, stoppages because of lack of water were common.
The main problem with cement milling was related to lack of strategic spare-parts, such as a mill
motor, which are seldom needed, but are critical and have a long delivery time.
The third method looked at the variation of the actual OE for each of the various plant processes.
This method indicated that the raw material extraction was a significant problem. With a large
number of trucks available to haul the raw materials there was a large theoretical surplus capacity,
but performance figures showed very large variations, due mainly to the unreliability of the trucks.
Statistical analysis indicated that there was a considerable risk of running out of raw material.
The potential improvement capacity of 85% OE identified in the Black Box diagnosis was
considered achievable, given suitable attention to and priority on:
•
•
•

Cement milling
Raw material extraction
Water supply (to guarantee the slurry milling)

Checking the Black Box potential for Cost
This was a much more controversial issue than the potential capacity improvement, largely because
one of the main costs is personnel. To achieve the identified objectives of a 30% reduction in costs,
a reduction in personnel numbers of about 50% was required, with a slightly higher reduction
needed in the numbers of foreign personnel.
Other important contributions included variable costs such as energy, spare parts and consumables
and the relative savings from changing the raw material mix. These variable costs also needed to be
reduced by about 20%, calculated on the basis of bulk cement.
In order to check if these objectives were feasible, the five largest process operations, from raw
material extraction to packing, were studied in detail. The main saving potential for the variable
costs was identified in the process of clinker burning, and to some extent, in cement and slurry
milling. The largest single variable cost was for the kiln fuel, although electrical energy for milling,
refractory bricks for the kiln and spare parts for milling also made large contributions. Using
internal company and international benchmarks, the improvement potential was conservatively
estimated at around 20%. A larger improvement potential may be possible, particularly regarding
spare parts, because some costs were difficult to specify at a sufficiently detailed level.
The feasibility of reducing personnel was reviewed separately for the local and foreign personnel. A
work study combined with a flow chart for the processes studied were used for assessing the
personnel requirements of the local personnel. For each process step, the actual manning and work
tasks were recorded and current limitations were identified. Personnel numbers were then
11

reassessed, assuming that the limitations identified were removed. This gave a reduced number and
also identified the actions necessary to achieve the potential improvement.
As an example, the actual manning for kiln operations included 18 persons on all shifts. With
properly functioning instruments and trained support staff, personnel numbers could be reduced to
10 persons.
Other work studies carried out for the different processes revealed that in many cases up to 50% of
the time was used for cleaning, or for taking care of problems that should not have occurred.
Detailed checks were only carried out on the operative processes, but there is no reason to believe
that the situation would be any different with the support processes. The operative processes
employed about 50% of the personnel.
Another method used was to benchmark the number of personnel working in similar processes at
other plants. This showed that the objective of a 50% reduction in personnel was certainly realistic.
To assess the numbers of foreign staff, comparisons with other cement plants in similar Third
World countries were made. This gave a potential reduction to a level of 60-70% of current
personnel numbers.
The potential for improving skills and qualifications was also evaluated. Although all of the required
skills were available locally, some qualifications were only available at a high cost. In a long- term
perspective it would be more desirable to recruit personnel with good basic skills and train them for
the required posts. Reliable contacts with both local and international training institutes confirmed
the availability of the required training.
The condusion of this assessment was that the objective of reducing overall costs by 30% could be
achieved by reducing variable costs by 20%, local personnel numbers by 50%, and foreign
personnel numbers by around 60%. A change in the local cement standard to allow production
using different raw materials would also be needed to achieve the overall 30% reduction.

Analysis of tb root causes of problems
The main focus in this section is on finding the root causes behind the problems giving rise to
potential for improvement. The analysis was performed in two main parts: the first one was a topdown approach based on the 7Ms and defining the general characteristics on a companywide level.
The second analysis was performed by analysing the causes in three low-level processes - cement
pumping, local purchase and preventive maintenance of cement mills. The main aim here was to
see if the root causes of the main problems found in a bottom-up analysis of some randomly
chosen low-level processes were the same as those found in the top down-analysis.
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Preparing a synthesis
Concerning the restructuring, the interaction of Competence, Organisation and Technology has
been emphasised. In order to reduce the workforce the technology has to be more sophisticated,
which requires a more competent workforce. Out goes the cleaner and in comes the operator. With
increasing competence the organisation must change, enabling the operator to be more
independent and innovative. In other words, the focus is on the causes of: Management, Man and
Machine. The magnitude of work needed is considerable and major resources are needed. The key
issue is the management. It is crucial to get the various middle managers to act more independently
and to solve problems themselves. This requires a shift in the management mode from order giving
towards one of defining objectives. Middle managers need to be empowered and they in their turn
need to delegate work tasks to their subordinates. Middle managers must take part in managing the
change. This requires, to start with, the training of management and, later, training on all levels. A
training program is partly a function of the management mode. It is disastrous if training
emphasises taking initiatives whereas management insists strictly on following orders. This means
that prior to elaborating a training program, the future organisation and the management mode
should be agreed upon. Looking at the maturity level assessed for Process Management the
organisation comes out as very functional. The TQM level is estimated as: "Very little to be done
without major reorganisation". The conclusion is that in order to make any significant improvement
and to tap the existing potential there must be a willingness on the part of management to change.

Presentation of suggestions for improvement to the management
There have been several presentations of suggestions for improvement to the management where
the need for a change of management style has been emphasised and the concept of delegation of
responsibilities has been repeated. Generally, there has not been much response, apart from that of
the Managing Director and some of the foreign board members. It has not been clear what the rest
of the top management actually thinks. The improvement project has been continued mainly due to
the driving force of the Managing Director.

Evaluating the process of finding the root causes
The process of remaking the diagnosis needs more structure since it easily becomes a very large
operation, larger than the entire first stage, that of Diagnosing the Potential. In this case the
dimensions of Capacity and Cost were looked into, applying different methodologies. The Capacity
Key Figures function well as a methodology for finding the Capacity potential. For the Cost part
the work was much more complicated, involving a method creating new economic indicators which
spread all the costs over the main value adding processes (from raw material extraction to packing
and dispatch).
Keys for dividing different indirect costs were created based on commonly used principles in
business administration, but also based on common sense only. Below follows an extract from this
work.

The me in Mir memo (eeaa:« ana' eartpolenti4 have been defined as vanabk eon's ffeluaing .parepaft), dred
man porpel;fred eofis .fra'irect manpolver and otherfred costs) ana' doreciaiion. All there are given per ton JO,. the
main value aeldingprocesses at a'efinedprohat'on kvelr. The Ala ir on the value ado4gprorerser and on ivhat ‘an
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be done ngarre there. The live marrager har an infirrener on the variabk and dreel east/. The number ofperronnel
needed should be derided& the bite manager In the care of ndundarrg he shorria' be abk to trangirpersonnel to a
pool vf 'porkers. The line manager can eel the technical a'Oreriarion seen ar the Investment need For example a
nevi traek can be driven to sere in 5 ar 15j/ears. The top management ir mainly reporrnble jör the inåreet tarts,
since there greestions an, often related to ograniraeOn and manes - Fivm the internal eon` at SIA Cement, Ire
1999
Most likely existing computer programs could be used or adapted for the purpose. The need in this
case is a quick evaluation tool that can collect information from any kind of control system and
present the process costs. In the case of continued improvement and process focus the ordinary
control system should be able to measure the process performance. For the purpose of the
improvement process, a computerised template of the Process Control and Information System
should be created. Each dimension needs a specific methodology that would to some extent be a
function of the type of organisation. For Product and Service Qffllity and for the ESH-dimension,
the measurement methodologies still have to be developed. Concerning the Capacity Key Figures
more statistics and reliability theory, Wadsworth et al. (1986) could have been applied. The main
operative process is serial, each having their Operation Efficiency (OE), thus providing some kind
of statistic probability for the OE of the entire process. Due to intermediate stocks and different
Capacity Values more mathematical development is needed.
The process analysis of root causes of problems giving rise to a potential for improvement
functions rather well using the 7M-diagram as a starting point. Results from this corresponded with
the findings of individual process analysis. Many more quality tools could have been used, provided
the necessary training and time had been available.
There is one serious flaw in using the 7M and that is that the dynamic component is not captured.
For example the M of Machine is actually quite important as potential but has not been studied in
detail since improvement work is already being carried out as a rehabilitation project. In some way
the progress of the different Ms should be accounted for. It might be that in spite of a large
potential and obvious problem areas there is nothing that can be done better, since management
has already addressed all the priorities and is proceeding as quickly as is possible.
On the other hand management is in most cases able to point to ongoing activities as proof of the
problems being tackled. But what is the improvement rate and is it enough? In order to address
this, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and Potential should be measured for a longer time period
and there should be some kind of benchmark for the rate of improvement. This is an area where
further development of the Improvement Process is needed.

Action Planning
This process has not been carried out to the extent it should have. One reason for this is that much
of the action planning should have been carried out by the middle management. This work did not
start during the period studied. Focus here is on the process of finding the measurements. Only the
operative processes of Action Planning are dealt with.
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Management
Processes

Creating conditions for finding all relevant information
Mobilising commitment to making experiments

remaking Finding
Identithe analy- measures
fied prob- sis
lems

Support Processes

Assessing
the
comp-

Planning
for
implementation

lexity

Presentation to
management

Evaluating
the subprocess

Agreed
plans

Applying problem solving tools
Applying Project Management

Figure A4-7 Template for the Action Planning process.

Remaking the analysis
The two dimensions in focus were still Capacity and Cost, with the two Ms of Man and
Management examined in more detail. Measurement was not looked into further since a new
computer system including sales, costs and store items was to be introduced and evaluated before
any further work was done. Likewise Machine was left with the rehabilitation project. However,
within the proposed work for middle managers there was a part where they were supposed to
propose technical improvements that reduced manning.

Finding measures
The measure identified in the first place was training. Training was considered necessary both for
management and the workers. All earlier training had focused on the workers. Training focus in the
first place should be on management. Top management should clearly show their commitment to
the delegation of responsibility. Middle management should be trained to define the processes they
are responsible for and they should be empowered to work with improvements in their area. This
work includes defining the optimal organisation for their area and the skills and qualification
requirements.

Training plan
During recent years a Training Council has analysed the needs for training and prepared a plan for
the management. The training intensity has increased considerably as a result of this. However there
was still a large potential in improving the training process in terms of effectiveness (doing the right
courses) and efficiency (doing the courses in the right way). The throughput also needed to be
increased. The situation was analysed with the help of two external consultants that had already
worked with SSA Cement as training providers. Problems in the present training process were
discussed and a new training process was proposed. The different problems were organised in a tree
diagram (see figure A4-8) in order to explain the background of the proposed training process.
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Areas do not
feel ownership
for the training
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priority to
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Training
process much too
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time consuming
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sector does not
have the
capacity needed

Routines
are not properly
defined

Level of skills
needs to
be raised

Figure A4-8 Tree diagram looking at the problems of the training process at SSA Cement.
Assessment made by author with the help of two external consultants.
The tree diagram in figure A4-8 indicates a number of flaws in the training process. In order to
address these problems a new process was proposed (see figure A4-9). The tree-diagram points to
management at several points and for both improved effectiveness and efficiency management
plays a key role. For effectiveness the first thing is to have an agreed training plan based on a
training policy. In practice this means that someone in top management must take a greater interest
in the Training Process. The proposal was to nominate a management representative to be
responsible for the policy and overall monitoring. At the same time the training council should be
discontinued. This would be a way to activate the middle managers, since they would get more
responsibility for planning and for ensuring that the planned training is carried out. This also fits the
idea of more delegation of responsibility and puts more of the initiative on the middle management
level. In order to be able to carry out the identification of training needs, the middle managers need
to be trained to do this. The competence of the training sector needs to be increased and the
approval routines simplified. A number of activities indicated in figure A4-9, being mainly support
processes, were judged to need external help for a period of time.
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Defming training policy, objectives , methodology and
principles (D,C)
Management Setting training priorities (D)
Processes
Monitoring and controlling progress of training plan (D,C)
Choosing of institutes to co-operate with (D)
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skill Choosing
(MM)
gap people for
comparing skills
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Training
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Support Training needs evaluation (MM,C)
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qualifications
More
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D=Director, MM=Middle Manager, TR=Training function, C=Consultant

Figure A4-9 Proposed new training process for SSA Cement.
Evaluating the employees
The company organised an extensive evaluation of all the employees with the object of defining
general training needs and deciding upon transfers and redundancies. This activity was largely
administered by the top management. Results and conclusions from this were still in progress at the
end of the project period.
Process improvement
In the delegation process the middle managers are to play a much more important role as process
managers. The head of, for example, the milling department should identify and chart his processes,
identify internal suppliers and clients, diagnose the potential, look at the causes and propose action
plans for the top management. The middle managers should be responsible for all the dimensions
of their process including quality and environment.

Assessment of thccomplexity
This was done only implicitly and not in any systematic way. The proposed improvement is very
complex and the probability of success is not high. Since no immediate change in management is
planned, it means that a very heavy burden will be placed on the Managing Director in trying to
change the prevailing management mode and culture. Kotter (1996) says that a majority of the key
players have to be aboard when starting a change process and that the first criteria is that there is a
sense of urgency.
Neither condition seems to be fulfilled. In a way the urgency is there but in a long term perspective.
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In the short term things are going quite well and most likely even within the top management there
are those that do not understand all the fuss about change.

Plan for Implementation
The plan for implementation was divided into different documents and spread over a period of
time, for training at the company level. Some of the proposed actions are documented in the other
cases studied, and a summary of the reports presented identified the following six areas of
improvement:
1. Continued focus on increased capacity in quarry, clinker production, cement milling and packing
with the objective of achieving at least a 5 0 % increase.
2. Cost reduction of around 30%, with a focus on: manning, spare parts, energy costs, bricks, and
water supply
• change of product quality introducing a new cement type
3. Improvement of ESH-performance from bad to good (3 stars in NOSA system)
• putting in place a permanent safety-organisation
• creating a documented management system
• investing in filters and improved facilities
4. Improved performance measurements - creating an agreed Process Control and Information
system that provides managers on all levels with relevant information
• needs analysis (identifying relevant Key Performance Indicators)
• systematisation work (who needs what information)
• introduction of a software solution compatible with existing software/hardware
5. Delegation of responsibility is an important part of the chosen strategy
• Middle management (heads of department and division) to take an active part in the
improvement work
• Middle managers should propose goals, make plans for achieving the goals and then
implement the plans (including training schemes and ESH improvement)
• In order to reduce costs, manning levels, including the foreign work force, need to be
reduced
• A strong focus on increasing skills and qualifications is needed
• The training process proposed (as presented in figure A4-8) should be adopted.
6. Outsourcing of non-core businesses.

Other activities which were considered included making middle managers an active part of the
budget process and declaring some redundancies as a measure to cut costs. The continued work of
reducing personnel was largely dependent on the activation of the middle management. It was
proposed to appoint one of the directors as the management representative for training, and
consequently as a process owner of the management processes in figure A4-9. The important issue
of top management training was left with the Managing Director.
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Management presentation
The plan for implementation was presented to top management. There was not much discussion
and even if the reception was positive no definite decisions were taken. Following company
procedures, decisions are to be taken at the weekly top management meetings. There was little
feedback on what finally was decided. The action plan at this stage was to be seen as a tool for the
Managing Director to pursue the general improvement process.

Evaluating the Action Planning Process
Generally, the process needs to be further developed and tested. In order to carry out the process
properly, teamwork is needed. Suitable problem solving methods for teamwork should be applied
and developed. The processes of Diagnosing the Potential and Analysing the Causes could be
carried out by a single specialist if necessary but when it comes to the action planning, those
concerned should definitely participate.

Implementing the Proposed Actions
The proposed actions were presented at the very end of the author's contract. The post of
Improvement Manager had been a temporary one, intended only to facilitate transferral of the
continued improvement to the line organisation.

Management
Processes

Setting
structure
and strategy
for project
work

Improvement
plans

Mobilising commitment (management and employees)
Defining policy, objectives and strategy

Mobilising
the improvement
team

Support Processes

Figure A4-10

DeImpploying
roving
objectives

Presentation
to the
manage-

Evaluating

ment

Agreed
project
results

Applying Project Management
Informing

Template for the Implemen ting process.

There is only scarce information available on the implementation and only a few of the proposed
actions were fully accepted.

Evaluating the Companywide Improvement Process
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The process template in figure A4-11 needs to be complemented with the process evaluation stage
— the PDSA-cycle for improving the improvement process. In this case, the focus is on evaluating
the improvement process. The results, even if there are few, are also examined.

Management Mobilising commitment
Processes

Agreed
project
results

Detailed
analysis
of results

Evaluating
the entire
Improvement

Process
Support Processes

Presentaon
ti to
management

Agreeing
upon
results

Deciding
on
nuation

Agreed
improvements
and plans

Using evaluation methods

Figure A4-11 The template for Evaluating the Improvement Process.

Detailed analysis of results
The implementation of more process orientation and co-operation in the process went on for more
than two years without this being an official policy. The Improvement Process functioned as a
private road map for the author when carrying out improvement in the work as Production
Manager and Improvement Manager. The fact that the author was the Production Manager for
almost two and a half years enabled the introduction of some process orientation in most of the
operative processes. During the last half year of the contract the author was appointed manager for
the companywide Improvement Project. This enabled work with a process focus on the entire
organisation. The principles of process focus and delegation of responsibility have guided the
preliminary work. In practical terms the co-operation was carried out in improvement projects
where operations and maintenance participated. Two larger projects were successfully worked on.
These were increasing the packing capacity and increasing the capacity of cement milling. Not all
credit for the good results can be given to an increased process focus. However, when interviewing
a number of people involved, co-operation between maintenance and operations was generally
mentioned as a crucial factor. Instead of focusing on the functional hierarchy, focus was on looking
at the process, thereby permitting supervisors and managers to work horizontally without detailed
interference from superiors.
The Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for capacity, the Run Factor (RF), Capacity Efficiency (CE)
and Operational Efficiency (OE) enabled a much better control of the capacity performance.
Some 20 technicians and middle managers within the Production depaitinent received training in
the use of quality tools and basic process management. Tutoring of the 2-3 managers showing the
greatest interest was carried out with good results. These people are now capable of defining the
processes they are responsible for, to assess the potential, to propose and to carry out the necessary
improvements. That is to say that they are capable of managing an improvement process by
themselves. A more rapid improvement is impeded by the change needed in top management.
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There has been limited access to top management, apart from the Managing Director, and the
progress there is difficult to estimate.

Evaluating the entire Improvement Process
Earlier in the text the processes of Diagnosing the Potential, Analysing the Underlying Causes and
the Action Planning were evaluated. These evaluations are taken as a base for evaluating the entire
Improvement Process.

Process Dimensions
For the areas studied the five dimensions seem adequate and are of help when diagnosing the
potential. The dimensions of Capacity and Cost were the principle areas looked into. Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) need to be developed for all the dimensions except for Capacity
where the Capacity Key Figures function well.

Defining the Root Causes of Problems giving rise to a Potential foprimement using the
7Ms
The methodology needs further improvement but seems to be a good way of identifying the
problem areas. For each of the Ms, specific methods could be developed, such as the maturity
models for Process Management and TQM (Management). The Process Control and Information
System (PCIS) need to be developed into a tool to assess the level of measurement compared to
needs (Measurement).

Maturity Models for Process Management and TQM
The preliminary results indicate that the measurement method functions but more tests are needed
to confirm this and to establish the measurement accuracy.

Process templates
Using the process template with management, operative and support processes helps to present the
process studied in a comprehensive way. The model does not give enough indication of the order in
which the processes should start and practical work has shown that a lot of the processes are
activated simultaneously.

The five-stage improvement process
Generally it was possible to follow the proposed improvement process. When this was not done it
was mostly because the situation did not permit it. There is a problem in finding the correct
sequence for management support and operative processes. These have been carried out
simultaneously, but without any clear strategy. More training in teamwork and ordinary meeting
techniques is needed. Meetings usually started late, agreed tasks had often not been carried out and
writing notes from meetings was only sporadic. The processes of Diagnosing the Potential for
Improvement and Analysing the Causes still need development but less than the other processes
involved in the Improvement Process. The entire Improvement Process framework seems to be
logical, but it has been difficult in practice to follow the linear process. Any potential detected is in
most cases followed by immediate improvement proposals and requirements to start implementing
them. Much more time should have been used on Action Planning and also on agreeing on the
Root Causes of the Problems giving rise to a Potential for Improvement. The management and
support processes have not received enough attention. The Improvement Process should have been
a teamwork exercise, which was not the case. Instead the author acted as a project manager for the
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one-man project, taking in resources when needed. This was far from optimal but formed the best
solution in the existing organisation.

Rate of existing improvement
The Diagnosis of the present Improvement Process is basically a snapshot of the existing situation.
This means that the actual rate of improvement is not captured. In order to do this, a measurement
over a longer time period should be carried out in order to assess correctly the dynamics of learning
and improvement. A benchmark is needed for the rate of improvement. Finding the required
diachronic measurements both for the process studied and other processes is difficult and time
consuming when most of the important KPI are missing.
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Annex 5— Companywide Case — 7M analysis
This annex descri bes a top-down analysis of the companywide process. A measurement of
Process Management and of the values of TQM is included.

Method
A large number of interviews form the basis of the analysis. In addition, the maturity model for
Process Management and TQM-values has been used when looking at the M of Management The
result is a qualitative analysis of the 7Ms.

Results
The 7Ms are presented in table A5-3. All 7Ms play an important role but three have been singled
out as particularly important. These are: Management, Measurement and Man. These three are
considered separately. The other four Ms are commented on as a group.

Management as a root cause
The maturity level of the management is assessed. The models presented in chapter 4 are applied in
order to define the level of process management and level of maturity of TQM-values. The number
of people completing the forms for SSA Cement was only four and for the First World reference
they were eight, which means that the results only serve as an indication. The First World reference
is not a cement plant but a service organisation working in the same field. In spite of all these
limitations the example gives an idea of the magnitude of the differences. Concerning the reliability
of the measurements, they cannot be justified statistically. However, when the author compares his
evaluation of both organisations the results are similar. There are a number of other personal
observations as well as information from interviews that support the assessment of the maturity
level.
Cement
Plant 3

Process level range

Levels of process management

0-20
20-40

The classical functional organisation

(10)

Functional organisation with process
overlay

25

40-60
60-80

The matrix organisation functional — process

80-100

The process organisation

Process organisation with functional
overlay

First World
Reference

66 (68)

Table A5-1. Assessment of the level of process management of SSA Cement in comparison
with a First World Reference. Values in brackets are the assessments made by
the author.
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Range

Description

Comments

+300 to +500

Top

+100 to +300

Developing

-100 to + 100

Starting

Lagging

Suitable for advanced programs and participation in full scale
quality awards
Good potential for improvement using different tools. Use of
quality awards for self-assessment. - First World reference
test average 129 (60)
The Springboard can be used and further actions taken based
on the results list
Limited opportunities for rapid improvement. Only minor
local improvements without organisational changes.

Bottom

Very little to do without major reorganisation (370)

-300 to — 100

SSA Cemenstest average-260
-500 to —300

Table A5-2 Assessment of the level of TQM of SSA Cement in comparison with a First
World Reference. Values in brackets are the assessments made by the author.
The assessment shows that management could be a major stumbling block. With a culture where
the manager is in focus and no criticism is accepted the system becomes hermetic. Only
improvements that do not affect the organisation have a chance of passing, but if the real problem
is the management mode, most improvement efforts will only have minor effects. Another serious
problem is found in the extremely bureaucratic routines that make the buying of a shovel an
operation needing some 15 signatures and taking 2 months. This is only one example of the level of
bureaucracy, which is partly a legacy from colonial times. The problem is generally acknowledged,
but not much is done about it. There are two obvious reasons for this. The first one is that efficient
and effective control is confused with multiple controls. It can be argued that effective control is
needed in a society where corruption and theft are common. However, the belief that the way of
carrying out effective control is by making it complicated and sending all decision making to the top
is a costly illusion. The other reason for not doing much is that it is very difficult since there is no
consensus. The company is a joint venture with joint management but with quite different views of
management. The combination of the absence of a strong driving force and no clear direction
leaves the situation unchanged. There is a large potential for improvement in Business Process
Reengineering, Hammer & Champy (1993). Based on interviews and observations and on the
experience of personally training some middle managers, it can be stated that there is a large
untapped potential in using supervisors and middle managers more effectively.

Measurement as a root caae
There is some truth in the old saying about the effect of measurement - what gets measured gets
improved. At least, it is quite difficult to improve things without measuring them. The theory
presented in chapter 4 for the Process Control and Information System (PCIS) has only been used
to a very limited extent. From the first Black Box analysis of measurement it became clear that
many of the important measurements were missing and that the work needed to be done was very
extensive. Work was in process on changing both software and hardware for the main control
system for stores, customer and financial data. This utilised all resources and did not permit any
work on a general system review. There was clearly a large potential in improving the Process
Control and Information System (PCIS).
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There had been extraordinary problems with the computer system that tracks the financial figures,
which had worsened the situation further. The successive introduction of PCs created better
possibilities for storing and presenting information. In general the situation for capacity
measurements was not bad and many of the middle managers had started to use their own statistics
for improved monitoring. The problem is that without any co-ordination an increasing number of
spreadsheets that are incompatible with each other will make the managers' in-trays even more
unmanageable. Even if creating a proper PCIS takes some time and demands qualified resources
this would be an improvement with a quick return on investment. However, there was not enough
management commitment to define a structured improvement project. Also, the PCIS should be
related to processes that are related to areas of responsibility. Since there was still very little process
perspective, cost centres were mainly functional and information was related to a budget, which was
mainly based on out-of-date information. Often the things measured were not those that gave any
information about the state of the processes and energy was spent on finding explanations instead
of finding improvements. The conclusion is that a lack of quantifiable information was concealing
important improvement potential.

Man as a root cause
Clearly there was a problem with the levels of skill and qualification. The average level of schooling
was low and many employees did their tasks mechanically without understanding why they were
doing them. Much supervision was needed. Due to problems in vocational skills, a large number of
foreigners were hired and, in addition, contractors had to be employed to carry out work, especially
within mechanical maintenance. Training had been in focus for some years but the results were still
not as expected. The training process had been improved but a clear management policy and
commitment were still missing. Plans for training were made but then not carried out because
people were otherwise occupied or somebody in the long and tedious approval process did not
agree. This returns the problem to management and its inability to improve the far too bureaucratic
procedures. Another problem is that not all employees are trainable to the extent needed. The lack
of trainable people is one of the reasons for having a large number of foreigners, some of them
doing rather elementary work as electricians, fitters and supervisors. The conclusion was that there
was a large potential in recruiting and training the right persons

Comments on Material, Machine, Method and Milieu
The problem within the M of Material was a procurement process with a large potential for
improvement. The problem was being worked on. A new foreigner had been employed for the task.
An ambitious technical renovation program was being carried out which was expected to improve
the situation and create better conditions for operation both in the form of better instrumentation
and a better working environment. The M of Machine had been in focus which was acceptable,
but to some extent it had led to less focus on the more complex issues of getting routines right,
training and motivating the workforce and carrying out both operations and maintenance correctly.
The machine focus had largely been too functional in looking only at substituting different
equipment instead of looking at the process and how the machine would affect, for example,
manning. The M of Method at the company management level is the management mode and the
policies. The prevailing culture was far from focusing on these issues and there is no reason to
expect any rapid change. The Milieu was a cause of problems both with Man and Machine. This
was being addressed in the ESH-improvement program.
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M
Management

Material

Evaluation

Comments

Highly functional management with
strict control and order giving. Tests
with maturity models indicate a very
low maturity for Process Management
and TQM.
Serious problems with the availability of
material in stores due to problems with
procurement.

The test with the maturity models was very
limited but the results recorded are confirmed by
numerous observations and interviews

Measurement

Underdeveloped Process Control and
Information System (PCIS) both due to
technical problems and lack of process
focus. Problems are more serious for
costs than for capacity.

Machine

The factory is old and the equipment is
not in a very good shape. Maintenance
capacity and quality has a potential for
improvement,
Operations have not been optimal due
to a lack of instrumentation and lack of
qualification and skill
The organisation lacks systems and
policies. The budget is the guiding
document
Officially the management mode is
management by objectives but in reality
it is management by orders
Lack of qualifications and skills due to
lack of basic education and training.
Large group of foreign personnel at a
high cost.
Generally bad working environment
with dust and high temperatures

Method

Man

Milieu

Lack of funds has been a problem at some
periods but the problem is mainly due to
bureaucratic procedures, lack of qualified staff
and lack of management capacity
Cost information is moved up in the hierarchy
and there is not enough detailed feedback to
those who have direct influence on the
performance. This is partly due to the mode of
management by orders and the corresponding
mentality of putting the management in focus.
Previously lack of funds for renovation but this
has been recently solved. The cost of
maintenance is high in both personnel and spare
parts needs.
Training has been in focus during the last years
but the training process needs to be improved.
The methods used for planning, monitoring and
improvement are what the different individuals
use. In practice, the budget only affects the top
level. Work is in progress to involve middle
management in making the budget.
Firing personnel is very difficult and politically
sensitive.

ESH-work has recently started and problems are
being worked on

Table A5-3 Qualitative evaluation of the root causes using the 7Ms. The Ms in bold are
judged to be the most critical ones.
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Annex 6 - Process analysis of local purchase - from needs to
payment and receipt of goods — SSA Cement
This annex describes a Process Analysis based on aspects of theory derived from Melan
(1992) and Shannon (1997). The results are related to the 7Ms, Bergman .3r Klefsjö (1994).

Method of analysis
Table A6-1 presents the results of a process analysis looking at every step in the process. The total
time for this has been used as a basis for the Value Added Ratio (VAR), Shannon (1997). The
analyses are presented in table A6-2. The value adding activities have been defined by the author.
Some rules for categorising different activities are proposed. All waiting time for documents and
items is classified as wasteful. The question of controls is a complicated issue. Multiple controls that
delay processes are something wasteful. Still, not all controls can be considered wasteful but are
needed even if they are non-value adding. Melan (1992) has an example using ASME-symbols for
transformation, moving, delay, inspection, verification and storage. This gives the possibility of
counting the number of delays and inspections in a process with the objective of minimising this
number. Combining all this with value adding would make it all too complicated. Instead the
information flow symbols could be used limiting them to activity and decision/inspection point.
Even if controls/inspections are classified as non-value adding and not as wasteful a large number
of controls are a clear sign of action.

Process analysis
Area and subprocess

Activity

Any area
making a requisition
- often sector

Filling
in
specifications

-department
-division

Stores department —
issuing request for
quotation

Av.
Time
hours

Comments

0,25

Area
and
personal
specifications

Waiting
Signing
Waiting
Signing
Waiting

12
0,1
12
0,1
10

An average of halfa day or 12 hours
Head of department

Sending to stores
Waiting

0,5
24

Checking that goods are not in stores

1

Registering and issuing of order
number
Signing

0,2

requisition

with

code,

item

Head of division
Slow internal mail and taking into
consideration that it functions only day
time documents often wait over night
Work queuing up

0,1

1

Area and subprocess

Purchase Getting quotations

Person ordering checks

Storesregistering

Engineeringissuing of
order

Av.
Time
hours

Waiting
Papers sent to local purchase
Waiting

10
0,5
10

Choosing the suppliers to contact

0,2

Waiting

500

Procuring prices and specifications
Preparing the purchase proposal
Signing
Waiting
Papers sent to person who wants to
order
Waiting
Checking prices and specifications
Signing
Waiting
Papers sent to Stores
Waiting

3

Comments

Three quotations must be found for all
purchases
Work piles up with ordinary delay being
2-4 weeks

0,1
10
0,5
10
0,5
0,1
10
0,5
10

Check of prices and budget
Between 1-3 signatures

Signing
Waiting
Papers sent to Engineering
Waiting

0,1
10
0,5
10

Focus mostly on cost

Preparing order
Signing order
Waiting
Papers sent to Directors
Waiting
Signing of order
Waiting
Papers sent to Director 2
Waiting
Signing of order
Waiting
Papers sent to Purchase
Waiting

1
0,1
10
0,5
10
0,1
2
0,1
10
0,1
2
0,5
50

Work piles up

Writing an application for funds

0,5

Waiting
Papers to Finance

24
1

Finance in other part of town

Waiting

50

Work piles up

Signing of money for purchase order

1

Additional signing

100

purchase

Director 1

Director 2

Purchasingasking for funds

Finance - issuing of
payment

(Directors 3 and 4-

2

Activity

If purchase above USD10 000 additional
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Area and subprocess

Activity

Av.
Time
hours

Waiting
Papers to cash function
Waiting
Preparation of check
Waiting
Check for signing
Waiting
Signing
Waiting
Check to purchase
Buying goods
Signing receipt
Transporting goods to stores
Receiving and checking

10
0,5
24
0,5
10
0,5
50
0,5
24
1
I
0,5
4
1

Signing
Waiting
Punching into computer
Informing the person who
ordered the goods
Placing in to location
Waiting

0,5
24
0,5
4

controlling)

Purchasing - buying

Storesregistering goods into
stores

Storesissuing goods

Comments

control by 2 more directors

has

1
50

Finding goods

0,5

Signing
Goods are taken out

0,5
0,5

Total
activities Total 73
including waiting and Waiting 28
transport
Signatures 15 (3-19)

1120
hours

Work piling up

Work piling up
Distance
Normally direct payment

Information to reach client and client
coming to collect goods

Normally two signatures needed

Total time of about 6-7 weeks

Table A6-1 Process analysis of local purchase.
The local purchase process has been studied but it has been impossible to chart the flow exactly
since there seems to be nobody who knows exactly how it should proceed. The flow presented in
table 1 was given to the people involved and responsible for the process without really getting any
detailed response. The conclusion was that the process was more or less as presented. The process
cycle time from requisition to goods in hand varies enormously even assuming that goods are
instantly available.

Theoretically the process takes about 6-7 weeks and in practice about 2-3 months for a nonpriority order. The figure of 2-3 months is based on some existing documents, interviews and
personal experience. There was no measurement of the lead-time of the process. The process
includes about 28 handovers causing substantial delay. Many of the handovers are due to multiple
control signatures. Obviously the time of the process varies a lot and often it does not lead to a
result at all, with the order being lost on the way. One of the slowest activities is the procurement of

3

several prices. Much time is taken finding three quotations for practically every item that is bought here the process takes 2-4 weeks. This originates in a method problem with a rule that requires
three quotations without specifying a lower limit for the cost. The shifting of papers from one
office to another and other delays means that no more than 2-3 signatures/document are received
per day, which means 10-15 days for signing only. More time is lost in waiting for funds to be
released, which takes 1-2 weeks.
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The Value Added Ratio
Value added time is found in 6 of the 30 activities. The Value Added Ratio calculated in table 2 is
about 0.5% which must be considered low. Even if the valued adding activities could be reduced to
half of the time, this still would not improve the process very much. The challenge is firstly to
remove the wasted time and secondly to reduce the time for the non-value adding activities.
Activity

Time used
minutes

Time that
Comments
should be used

Fill in specifications

20

10

Choosing the suppliers to
contact

10

10

Procuring
prices
specifications

and

200

15

to

150
100

120
60

Buying goods
Transporting goods
stores
Stores issues goods

Total

15

10

515

225

Varies depending of size of order - better
computer system
In most cases this should be routine

In most cases this should be routine - if the
telephone is functioning
and frame deals have been signed

Value added tirne could be reduced to half

The real problem is the VAR that is only 515/100 000 (about 10 weeks) = 0.5%

Table A6-2 Assessing the VAR in the local purchase process.

5

Comments and Conclusions
In this analysis only the time aspect, which is a service quality parameter, has been examined. Other
problems are the high cost of operations and the "product quality" of the local purchase process
leading to the purchase of the wrong or inappropriate goods. Since no measurements exist these
dimensions have not been looked into. A lot of the blame for problems with the purchase has been
put on poorly qualified personnel and it is true that the educational level is fairly low. At the same
time the process analysis shows clearly that the overwhelming bureaucracy makes it rather difficult
for the purchasers to perform the job properly.

The most critical Ms
Based on a qualitative analysis management, method, and measurement, in order of priority, are
singled out as the most critical Ms.
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Annex 7- Deployment of the Proposed Improvement Process
in the Packing Case Study
This annex describes the analysis of the improvement process deployment in the first
improvement cycle of the Packing Case Study.
Diagnosing potential
Processes.
Management processes

Description and process results

Comments

Creating conditions for finding all
relevant information
Mobilising commitment for a
serious discussion

No charting

Created by author and head of area,
being the same
Further work partly kept going by
continuous coaching

Mainly created by an acute crisis in the
beginning, later motivated by further increase
in demand — no chart

Operative processes
Defining the problem area

Checking control parameters
Measuring the process
performance

Defining Objectives

Calculating the potential

Presenting ideas to management
Evaluating the sub-process

See figure 8.1 for general flow chart. Capacity
was the main dimension followed by Product
Quality
Insufficient PCIS for all dimensions
Capacity: OE = 16%
Bag breakage = 3%
Product Quality = Unacceptable variation of
weight
Service Quality = Low service %
ESH = Generally a bad situation
OE = 50%
Bag breakage = 1.5% (urgent) and 0.5% (long
range)
Bag weight should be
between 49 and 51 kg
99 % delivery of daily plan
Good housekeeping
Increasing capacity 50% with some 40%
reduction in hours. Reducing bag breakage by
50% .Reduction of customer complaints by
more accurate weighing of bags
Only middle management
Preparing the statistics needed for decisions
based on facts took quite some time

Main customer satisfaction
parameter is having cement
available
Only total daily output was
measured
Focus was on getting
measurements for the capacity key
figures

Increased capacity and reduced
hours.
Objectives were set based mainly
on company internal values

Qualitative potential for
quality and ESH-dimension

Support processes
Introduction of the process view
Use of statistical methods
Presentation methods

Presentation of operative flow charts
Only average and variation
Not done

TableA7-1 First improvement cycle for cement packing in SSA Cement. The process of
Diagnosing the Potential in the form of a table.

Analysing the underlying causes
Analysing problem areas
process
Management processes

Description and pros results

Creating conditions for finding
all relevant information
Mobilising commitment for a
serious analysis

The conditions for looking at the
organisational maturity were not created
Created by situation

Comments

The conventional solution to
increase capacity by doing more
hours had not solved the problem

Operative processes
Remaking the diagnosis

Measuring TQM- and Process
Maturity

Root analysis of causes of
failure to achieve potential
Preparing a synthesis
Presenting ideas to
management
Evaluating the sub-process

Flow charting and finding main root causes
resulted in a list consisting of both technical
and administrative (transports and catering)
problems
No maturity models were used but the
organisation is clearly one operating by order
and where the first line supervisor knowing the
operations best had little say
No immediate consensus on what the root
causes were

The potential was reconfirmed

Many hierarchical levels

Focus on housekeeping and better
maintenance competence

No explicit synthesis
No presentation - from discussing to doing
There was not a consensus on the causes of
the problems but a consensus on how to
continue,
Resources consumed — it took about 5-6
meetings of about two hours with 5-7 people
involved to reach a working consensus

The improvement work was not
linear but some improvements were
immediately tested and implemented
meaning that occasionally the entire
improvement process was done at
the same time.

Support processes as for diagnosis

Table A7-2 First improvement cycle for cement packing in SSA Cement. The process of
analysing the root causes in the form of a table.
Process outputs:
Areas and dimensions for action planning - focus on the packer and transport belts increasing RF
and CE for the entire process and reducing bag breakage. Improving the packer will include
improving the accuracy of bag weight.

Action Planning From Causes to Action Plan
In practice, the action planning was done simultaneously with the analysis of the technical
problems. Focus was on the technical issues with some small organisational issues included.

Implementing- From Action Plan to Results
Reality often focuses on the do-phase, in practice the implementation was simultaneous with action
planning.
In the technical area a few simple actions were taken:
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• Enough resources were given to the packing plant to clean it up so that maintenance had easy
access to all parts of the plant
• Focus was put on operating the screens correctly which reduced the problems with the inlet
valve to the packing machine thereby reducing the amount of cement spillage
• The control of the cement levels of the hoppers was improved so avoiding any further overflow
• It turned out that erroneous bag weight was one of the main reasons for breakage, the
stevedores could feel when a bag was not within the acceptable weight range and discarded it
• Problems with the feeder jamming was due to bad working practices when cleaning a jam and
using bars - when bars were removed and operators instructed properly the problem disappeared
The
head of the sector was supplied with a radio to improve communication. This possibility
•
unofficially increased the status of the sector head, and made it possible to get better direct
control of the critical process. Without changing the functional organisation operations became
more process oriented.

Evaluating- From Preliminary Results to Agreed Results and Plans
The process of evaluation is presented in table A7-3.

Comments on the first improvement cycle
The example of the cement packing plant indicates that the theory still needs some improvements
in order to make it into a practical tool.
The focus of the presentation has been on the technical processes since that is where the output is
measured. However, in the example one of the important processes improved was the management
and monitoring process of the packing. The packing plant supervisor received a much more
independent role resembling that of a process owner even if the formal organisation did not
change. Management and monitoring processes were not flowcharted and no key figures exist, but
quite obviously there was a much improved response time to problems and the quality of planning
improved considerably. The Process Control and Information System (PCIS) was also improved
but no flowcharting was done. It is much easier to see the technical processes and forget about the
administrative ones. If flowcharted and measured, the result would probably have shown a very
important increase in the quantity and quality of information. The PCIS today is producing valuable
information, but at a fairly high cost.
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Evaluating results
Process
Management processes

Description and process results

Comments

Mobilising commitment (for
the evaluation)

Not done — when the acute problem was
solved the interest focused on other areas

No study of the outcome and no
explicit learning from the effort

Operative processes
Detailed analysis of results

Evaluating
the
improvement process

entire

Management presentation
Agreeing upon results
Deciding on continuation

This was only done for the sake of the
research and no internal report was asked
for or presented
The improvement process is not linear but
parallel with all the sub-processes that are
active at the same time
Care should be taken to note why the
improvement has not been carried out
earlier — double loop learning, Argyris
(1990) - this was not done,
The use of quality tools was minimal since
the common knowledge of tools was low
and there was not time for and no
commitment to training in the use of the
tools.
Not done
General agreement among the participants
that main objectives were achieved
Not decided

Little learning of how to improve
except that it is important for
operations and maintenance to look at
the process together (this was a new
practice for the organisation).
Defining Key Performance Indicators
and establishing measurements clearly
improved the ease of monitoring the
process.

Support processes
Evaluation methods

Nothing specific

Table A7-3 First improvement cycle for cement packing in SSA Cement. The process of
Evaluating the results and the improvement process.
Using the different dimensions applied to a process perspective helped to set clear goals for the
operational processes.
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Annex 8 - Second Improvement Cycle at Packing Plant
This annex describes the detailed results from the second improvement cycle in the
Packing Plant Case Study.

Diagnosing the potential
The potential was diagnosed in all five dimensions. Reference values are mainly from a period
covering some 6-12 weeks in mid 1999. The dispatch capacity had shown an increasing trend (see
figure 1) during the last two and a half years and in order to get the correct reference this has to be
taken into consideration.

Cement Dispatch
Rounded weekly values 1997-1999 week 40
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Weeks starting 9701

Figure A8-1 Rolling weekly average for periods of four weeks.
Capacity
The output has doubled in the period from the first improvement project and records from late
1999, show a continuous improvement.

1

Machine

RF

CE

OE

Objective for OE

1
2
3
4

71,1
75,7
76,6
60,3

72,8
72,3
81,6
50,1

51,8
54,7
62,5
30,2

90
90
90
90

Table A8-1 Actual capacity key figures (recent period) and objective for OE.

The objective is set, partly based on expected market increase and partly based on improvements
already achieved. Looking at the main causes of losses in Run Factor (RF) and Capacity Efficiency
reveals a small number of causes that explain most of the losses.

Week

Change
of truck

no clients

Packing plant 1machines 13
no cement in hoppet

9937
9935
9934
9931

0
0
13
8.7
0
6.2
6.1
6.1

1.9
3.8
4.2
2.6
2.4
1.3
1.9
2.7

2.1
2.9
3.4
2

9929
9927
9926
9924

12.7
14.9
13.5
14.6
14.6
13.9
15.4
13.4

Average

14.1

5.0

2.6

2.2

Main stop reasons

transp.
belt

1.8
1.6
1.9
2.1

Table A8-2 Loss of Run Factor (RF) due to main cau ses during 8 random weeks.
Table A8-2 clearly shows that there are some relatively constant problems that should be rather easy
to solve.
Cost
For the costs only bag breakage and manning are examined. There has been no continuous
improvement concerning the bag breakage. With the first improvement project the acute crisis was
resolved and the breakage reverted to customary levels for the plant.

1
2
3
4

Comments

Bag breakage

Machine
Actual

Target

1.5
1.2
0.8
2.1

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

No improvement
No improvement
Improvement
No improvement

Table A8-3 Actual and targeted bag breakage for the different machines.
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Manning is excessive due to long hours and difficult working conditions. Man-hours per ton could
be reduced by more than 50% provided that repair and rehabilitation initiatives are focused on
labour intensive areas.

Product Quality
Bag weight is used as the main quality indicator for the packing plant product quality. There has
been a marked improvement in the reliability of the process. However, complying with new
tolerances requires a reduction of the actual bag weight standard deviation to one third of its
present value.

Service Quality
Measurements are still irregular and reliable figures are not available. Two parameters are important:
1) servicing on planned day and 2) total time spent at factory. In normal conditions servicing is
100%. Still, in the case of technical problems, information does not always reach the sales
department, which can result in clients not being served. Time spent for loading varies over the day,
ranging from 1 to 4 hours. Objectives are 99.5% servicing for trucks arriving on time and average
time spent at factory less than 1 hour (the loading itself does not take more than 15-20 minutes).

ESH
Dust is the main environmental, safety and health problem needing investment. Money has been
budgeted for filters and other investments. There is a large potential for improvement of both the
external and internal (working) environments. An internal ESH-audit has been carried out and is
used for defining potential in more detail.

Summary of potential for improvement
In spite of considerable improvements the estimated potential is still high:
• Top capacity could be increased from the present level by about 50%.
• Cost savings of about USD 300 000 /year consisting of reduced manning and reduced cement
losses.
• Bag weight variation should be reduced to one third to comply with standard.
• Service quality improvement in halving the average time spent on the factory and increasing the
percentage of compliance with planned delivery to 99.5%.
• Environment, Health and Safety - to reduce all dust emissions by at least 90%.

Analysing the causes giving rise to a potential for improvement
An analysis of the 7Ms reveals that management, measurement, machine and milieu are the most
critical areas (see table A8-4).

Management of the packing plant
An assessment of the level of process management and TQM in cement packing is carried out using
the maturity models described in chapter 4 and found in annex 3. An earlier version is presented in
Isaksson (1999b). The results are presented in tables A8-5 and A8-6.
Notes on some of the questions concerning the maturity level of process management (tableA8- 5):
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• Lack of customer focus at the level of packing is a consequence of a lack of customer focus at
the top level (questions 1 and 3).
• Supplier-customer co-operation is internal consisting of co-operation with maintenance and the
internal supplier of paper bags - this works through direct contacts (question 2).
• Team work has been developed and the simplicity of the process and seeing the direct customer
makes it easy to understand what customer value is, but functional thinking still excludes the
packing plant from crucial information concerning costs and stocks of consumable material and
spares (question 9).
• Large range of awareness about their tasks among the workforce (question 10).
The total figure in table A8-5 is low but according to the judgement of the author significantly
higher than the company average that was rated at 10 only. An increased focus on the process
might be one of the explanations for good progress.
M
Management

Material

Measurement

Machine
Method

Man

Milieu

Evaluation

Comments

Functional management with some
process orientation. Tests with maturity
models indicate low maturity for
Process Management and TQM.
Some problems with availability of
spares.
PCIS on a reasonable level but lacking
cost, service quality and ESHmeasurements,
The packing lines require an extensive
repair
There are some written orders for
control but not covering all relevant
parts
Large number of personnel doing heavy
manual work
Generally bad working environment
with dust and high temperatures

Limited testing of maturity models. The
markedly lower performance of machine 4 being
a parallel unit to 1-3 and managed separately
might indicate a management problem
Common problem of procurement service
quality
Lack of analysis of capacity information as input
for improvements
A renovation programme is planned

The improvement programme should enable a
significant reduction of the workforce
ESH-work has recently started and some
improvements have been carried out but the
main work will be done in connection with the
improvement programme

Table A8-4 7M-analysis of the causes of problems giving rise to a potential for
improvement. Critical Ms are marked in bold.
How is management related to the potential found?
• Capacity development has only taken place when there has been a crisis.
• Capacity has followed the demand — there has been continuous improvement, which is mainly
attributed to more top management focus in times of crisis and improved co-operation in the
process with better process management.
• The capacity is only barely enough with no margins and use of overtime — when there is no
visible crisis, management support is limited.
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• Costs are being managed only partly on the level of the packing plant- functional thinking
prevents proper monitoring.
• Quality has improved but there is no continuous motivation due to lack of customer focus.
• ESH-improvements have started as a result of focus on this in the company policy.
No

Functional type of organisation

Process focused organisation

If the organisation being evaluated
corresponds to description below then the

If the organisation being evaluated
corresponds to description below
then the rating is: 10 points

rating is: 0 points
1
2

3

4

5

Customers and customer needs are not
defined
No supplier — customer co-operation.
Suppliers are kept short in order to press
prices
Customer satisfaction is not measured

Processes are not flow chartered and there
is no process owner — focus is on the
functional organisation
Processes are not measured and Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) have not
been identified

6

Employees do not know the value adding
processes of the organisation

7

The vision of the organisation and the
organisational structure are not related to
the value adding processes
No learning from other groups within the
organisation or from other organisations

8

9
10

Individual functional work with focus on
solving given tasks
High organisation with many levels and
small spans

Customer needs are based on reliable
surveys
Supplier-customer co-operation in a
win-win relation
Relevant measurement of customer
showing continuous
satisfaction
improvement
All key processes are being actively
managed using relevant performance
measurements
All key processes are measured for
quality,
and
capacity,
cost,
environment if relevant and KPI are
identified
All employees are able to describe the
value adding processes of the
organisation
The vision of the organisation is
based on the value adding processes
as is the organisational structure
Continuous comparison of processes
— benchmarking — to improve the
Processes
Inter-functional teamwork with focus
on increased customer value
Flat organisation with large spans

Total Score

Points
Choose
a value between
0 and 10

5

0

2

4

2

1

1

4
7
27

Table A8-5 Level of process management as evaluated by author.
The assessment of the process management level is completed with an assessment of the maturity
level for continuous improvement, which is one of the five dimensions of the TQM-level (see table
A8-6).

5

Continuous
improvement

Leadership Commitment (approach, dhiyment and results)

+60 to +100

Top management acts as role models in personally promoting continuous improvement and
innovation. Continuous improvement and learning are a part of the daily work. The organisation is
a learning one. The improvement cycle: Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) permeates the whole
organisation. The organisational Key Performance Indicators (1(P1) show continuously improving
results.

+20 to +60

Initiatives and experiments are encouraged and failures are tolerated as lear
improving
trends.
experiences.
Most
recorded
parameters
show

-20 to + 20

The personnel training and recruiting processes are well managed and have high priority.
Occasional use of the PDSA-cycle. Training of employees is considered important. Learning is an
element to be considered when work is planned. Most employees are regularly trained. Some

areas with good trends of improvement

Score = -10
-60 to —20

The PDSAcycle is mentioned. Occasional learning from mistakzaining is being carried
out but not related to any general plan for improvement. There is some focus on improvemen
and innovation

-60

Focus is on following
Only functional training.

-100

orders

and

change

is

strictly

a

top-down

activity.

Mistakes are mainly followed up not for learning but in order to punish somebody. There is no
change since it is supposedly not needed.

Table A8-6 Maturity scale for continuous improvement with the assessment of the author
of the packing plant in SSA Cement showing -loon a scale going from -100 to
+100. Text in bold to characterise present situation.
Again, the result is fairly low but well above the assessment for the entire organisation which gave —
260 for all the five values or 24% of the maximum compared to —10 which corresponds to 4 5 °/o of
the maximum. Locally there has been a commitment to change with support from the middle
managers. Larger changes are still being planned and checked by top management in a strict
functional mode. Attention is paid to the area when there is a visible crisis not because there is a
measured potential. This could explain why a fairly large potential can exist without action being
taken. When most matters of change have to travel far in the bureaucracy before a decision is made,
only a few will survive and only those of a crisis nature will be dealt with.
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